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INTRODUCTION

In dealing with a comparative study of the problems
pertinent to Biblical scholarship in the periods of 1850 and
1950, one is confronted with such vast fields of interest and
multitude of details that it becomes necessary to limit the
discussion of the problems to some particu1ar phase of the
total field. It is for this reason that I am considering in this
paper only those problems concerned with the attempts of
scholars to discover the true and historic nature of Christ and
the determination of the historicity and validity of the New
Testament narratives as developed primarily in Germany
around 1850 and relevant to the total field of scholarship in.
1950. Other problems equally important and pertinent to
Biblical scholarship during these same periods, such as
textual criticism, Biblical introduction, theology, exegesis,
etc. will be considered only as they enter into the discussion
of the stated subject

In studying the eras of 1850 and 1950, it is impossible to
isolate a definite time within the immediate periods when the
problems were initially introduced. Intellectual and historical
problems are rarely created overnight; and the problems of
1850 and 1950 were not among the exceptions to this general-
ization. (On the contrary, these problems had backgrounds
which involved many years.) For decades and centuries, those
who dared to doubt and deny the existence and presence of
complete supernaturalism in the life and ministry of Christ
and the apostolic record of these events were not only a small
minority, but the few that there were were dismissed with
little attention and concern. However, the nineteenth century
witnesses the downfall of “tradition” as it came to be doubt-
ed, denied, and rejected. A result of this downfall was the
decline of supernaturalism and the substitution of rationalism.



But even the reign of rationalism subsided to the steady
growth of skepticism.

It was this growing rationalism and fatal skepticism that
became the center of the stated problem in 1850. The first
section of this paper will be concerned with this problem as
it grew and developed in Germany and began to filter into
English thought.

Within a century, the storm of skepticism, and the shocking
disturbances it had created, had for the most part passed away.
What followed though was not a return to the previous status
quo, for the problems and questions on the nature of Jesus and
the validity of the Biblical accounts still remained and were
awaiting a satisfactory answer. It was the task of twentieth
century scholarship to produce the answer from its growing
reservoir of improved materials, method, and insight. In the
second section of the paper the work and progress of the first
half of the twentieth will be considered. (Here again other
relevant problems will be mentioned only as they become
involved in the general problem.)



1. Frederic W. Farrar, History of Interpretation, 402.

CHAPTER ONE

PROBLEM IN 1850

The nineteenth century was not a silent century in the field
of Biblical scholarship. In Europe, and especially in Germany,
It was preceded by a century in which the characteristic
atmosphere had already become one of growing doubt and
criticism. The advent of new modes of thought, the accumula-
tion of material and knowledge, and the fresh intellectual and
scholarly impulses forced the nineteenth century to bring to
maturity this skepticism which had been born and nursed in
earlier years. Where tradition had once been accepted almost
universally as an adequate and complete source of authority,
it came more and more to be thought of as an impostor and an
obstacle in the search for truth. Tradition was then subse-
quently dismissed, and the resulting vacancy was filled with
both rationalism and skepticism.

The first significant influences of the rationalistic approach
came from such men as Ernesti (died 1781) who formulated
the principle that the “verbal sense of the Scripture must be
determined in the same way in whioh we ascertain that of
other books,” and his pupil, Johann Semler.1 Of the two, it
was Semler who marked the coming of a new era and revolu-
tion in Biblical introduction and interpretation. In the early
church the interpretation had been typical, with the church
fathers it had been allegorical, in the middle ages it had been
dogmatic, in the Renaissance grammatical, since the Refor-
mation confessional. But as introduced by Semler it was to be
historical which implied and permitted a naturalistic explana-
tion when desired.
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2. Bernhard Weiss, A Manual of Introduotion to the New Testa-
ment. Vol.1, p. 7.

3. Eduard Reuss, History of the Sacred Scriptures of the New
Testament. p. 596.

In his book, Abhandlung von Freier Untersuchlung des
Kanon, (Halle, 1771–1775) Semler originated and defended
his new concept of interpretation; namely, there is a distinc-
tion between what in the New Testament should be regarded
as “the Word of God” and that which is purposed only for
moral improvement and had the nature of being temporal,
local, or Jewish in context.2 This view was completely op-
posed to the traditional view held in the first half of the
century by Bengel (1734), Wetstein (1750), and Michaelis
(1750) that the assumption of having an inspired Scripture
could be proven through an appeal to miracles and prophecy,
the incredibility of the books themselves, and throught the
testimony of the early church. Thus, Semler initiated the com-
plete separation of scholarship from what he considered the
“burden and restraint of tradition.

Though not by unanimous consent, the eighteenth century
closed  its doors with the introduction of a new critical and
rationalistic approach to New Testament scholarship. It was
hoped by some that the philosophical approach of Immanuel
Kant would be the means whereby this new critical approach
would be reduced and dismissed; but Kant*s postulates were
negative in effect and only added to the rationalistic approach
already created.3

In the early part of the new century, rationalistic scholarship
went beyond the historical critical interpretation to a point
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4. Weiss, op. cit., p. 11.

5.  J. E. Carpenter, The Bible in the Nineteenth Century. p. 7.

6.  Ibid., p. 14.

where it began to theorize. Expressions of such theorizing are
found in the works of J. E. C. Schmidt, who attempted to
relegate all examinations respecting the origin of the New
Testament material to the realm of dogmatics, and J. G. Eich-
horn, by whom the attempt was made “to read and examine
the writings of the New Testament from a human point of
view” and raise Biblical introduction to a criticism of the
canon.4

The situation in England was for the most part completely
different than that of the continent, for in England the tradi-
tional standards of inspiration and authority still prevailed.
The statement made by Locke in 1703, “[The Bible] has God
for its author, salvation for its end, and truth without any
mixture of error for its matter,” was held in the strictest form
almost everywhere in England throughout the eighteenth
century.5 However, exceptions were present, for Conyers
Middleton (1752) and Edmund Law (1774) arrived at the
same conclusions as had Ernesti; and Herbert Marsh closed
the century in England with an analysis of gospel origins
which was neither acceptable nor compatible with the con-
temporary evangelical conceptions.6 The introduction of
rationalism by these men gained little support and received
even less appreciative attention.

On the continent the years immediately preceding the
middle of the eighteenth century were ones in which rational-
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ism was channeled into what appeared to be a more construc-
tive movement. In Germany Friedrich Schleiermacher, whom
the orthodox called a rationalist because he believed in the
right to free criticism, and whom the rationalists called a mys-
tic becaused he believed equally in positive spiritual qualities,
founded what has been called “the psychological school of
exegesis.”7 Schliermacher was not concerned with a restate-
ment of a theory of dogmatics but with an indication of the
necessity of going beyond the historical point of view, show-
ing the source of faith and religion as basically  a “religious
feeling.”8 Having united within his thought the principles of
speculation and faith, which had generally been considered as
completely hostile to each other, Schleiermacher offered hope
towards a netural and mediating position of faith and
rationalism.

His advocates were divided amongst themselves depending
upon their following the impulses of the faith more com-
pletely or the pursual of added investigation and thought.
Listed among them were the men of strict orthodoxy as
Nitzsch and Muller and those of a rational inclination as De
Wette and Gieseler. In intermediate position were Olshausen,
Hagenbach, and Neander. The most notable contribution of
Sohleiermacher was expressed in the attitude of his followers
as they concerned themselves with the finding of the higher
harmony of all revelation instead of dwelling upon mere argu-
ment over subordinate points and emphasizing the lack of
agreement in the letter of the Scriptures.
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10.  Ibid., p. 28.

In England the work of Schleiermacher was translated by
Cannop Thirwall, and an increasing change of attitude in
English scholarship is noted in the translators introduction,
for he states:

The doctrine of inspiration once universally prevalent . . .
according to which the sacred writers were merely passive
organs or instruments of the Holy Spirit . . . .had been so long

abandoned that it would now be waste of time to attack it.9

However, this “long abandoned” doctrine still held strong
reins, and English scholarship retained its slowness in ac-
cepting the rationalistic approach to Biblical studies. It seems
quite natural then that the next impetus of rationalism came
not from the field of theology but rather from philosophy and
history. It was the poet-philosopher Coleridge and the his-
torian Arnold who announced the final introduction of his-
torical criticism into English scholarship.10 It should be noted
though that this rationalism of Coleridge and Arnold came not
from skeptical and agnostic backgrounds, but it pursued the
direction of Schleiermacher*s mediating school of thought.

The quieting and positive influence of Schleiermacher*s
approach was comparatively short lived and soon lost in the
quake of the newly developing Hegelian philosophy. Where
Schleiermacher had attempted to establish the Christian con-
viction from the point where it met human needs and satisfied
human objectives, Hegelian philosophy ushered in again the
trend towards theorizing and treated  religious dogma as the
method whereby a priori principles could be explained.
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Hegel*s “contribution” to the prob1ems faced in Biblical
scholarship came not from his works in the field of the philos-
ophy of religion, as significant as these were, but his lasting
effects came from the religious critiques of his followers:
Strauss, Bauer, and Baur. It was their attempt to unite and
couple the principles of Hegelian philosophy to the already
existing critical and historical techniques that composed the
characteristic atmosphere of Biblical scholarship around
1850.

David Friedrich Strauss, Bruno Bauer, and Fredreich Chris-
tian Baur were the three men responsible for the extreme
rationalistic and skeptical atmosphere of German thought.
These men who were the final products of the rationalism that
had preceded their full load of criticism at the steps of Bibli-
cal scholarship between the years 1830 and 1860. Strauss and
Bauer were concerned with the analysis of the New Testament
accounts on the life of Jesus in order to determine the the
historical validity of the total portrayal found in these narra-
tives. Baur was concerned with the literary relationships of
the Gospels to each other and their respective values when
compared.

Leben Jesu (Life of Jesus), a two volume work of 1480
pages, was published between 1833 and 1836. Its author,
David F. Strauss, sensed the need for a new approach toward
Biblical studies as a result of the advancing historical re-
search. The following depicts his attitude:

He ventured to believe that the time had come when all
religion was to be destroyed; the hour (had come) when the
sacred writings and sacred history no longer satisfied the con-
sciousness of the age, and the claim of religion to be absolute
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12. Albert Schweitzer, Quest for the Historical Jesus. See p. 79,
where Schweitzer defines “myth” as “the clothing in historic form
of religious ideas, shaped by the unconsciously inventive power of
legend, and embodied in historic personality.”

13. Farrar, op. cit., p. 413.

14. Schweitzer, op.cit., p. 79.

and divine must be abandoned.11

Making use of the critical studies, the historical methods,
and Hegelian constructs, Strauss sought to prove his theory
that traditional material in the Biblical record was for the
most part little more than the free creation of the contempo-
rary imagination and its finished products of myths and
legends.12 Where Immanuel Kant had seen in the existence of
the church adequate proof for the pre-existence of its founder,
Strauss could see but the opposite. The idea of Christ could
but prove itself to be the invention of an already existing and
established church.13 Strauss was free to go futher in his anal-
ysis and study than those who had preceded him for he had
attained through his Hegelian philosophy an inner “emanci-
pation” from the thoughts and feelings which had restrained
his predecessors who, in their respective works had limited
themselves in fear of what little would remain of the historical
life of Christ were they to apply completely the concept of
myth and 1egend.14

Not only did the Hegelian philosophy forbid normal re-
straint and caution in Strauss* approach, but the Hegelain
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15. Milton S. Terry, Biblical Hermeneutics. p. 169. Weinel and
Wedgery, op. cit., p. 78.

16. Schweitzer, op. cit., pp 81–84. In each case it should be noted
the traditional acceptance of supernatural qualities are not merely
rationalized to explain their existence in the narrative, but they are
rejected and are forced to give way to his theory of mythological
development.

model became Strauss* method, namely that of synthesis,
thesis, and antithesis. The criteria of his analysis was basically
four-fold. First, the Biblical account could not be considered
historical if its component parts were irreconcilable with the
established universal laws which govern natural phenomena.
Second, an account was unhistorical if it was inconsistent
with itself or other parallel accounts. Third, an account was
unhistorical when the actors conversed in poetry or elevated
discourse which was not characteristic of their training or
situation. And fourth, the account was unhistorical if it was
not in agreement with the contemporary religious concepts
peculiar to the region where the narrative originated.15

Th. following is a brief listing of several of the main  con-
clusions which were the results of Strauss* extreme criticism
as reviewed by Albert Schweitzer.16 All the stories prior to the
baptism of Jesus are mythological for there is not only a com-
plete lack of historical evidence outside of the Gospels, but
even the Gospels’ giving a genealogy indicates that the
authors are endeavoring to present concepts which had not
previously been suggested—the Davidic lineage being one of
them. Jesus was actually a “follower” of John the Baptist and
the concept of Jesus* receiving the Holy Ghost at the baptism
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by John arose later. If otherwise, how could John have ever
doubted the office of Jesus?

The story of Jesus temptation is equally unhistorical, re-
gardless whether it be interpreted literally or symbolically.
Even the calling of the twelve disciples has its origin, not in
a historical fact, but in the story of Elijah*s calling Elisha. The
healing ministry of Christ is true only in part, and the miracle
performances are but a collection of “sea-stories and fish-
stories.” Strauss concluded that eveh the ressurrection account
is mythological in character as is evident from the forms the
story followed in its legendary development: Matthew had
access to the legend which was familiar with only the Gali-
laean appearances, whereas Luke has access to the legend
which contained the account of an appearance in Jerusalem.
Such were the conclusions of Strauss.

The manner in which Strauss derived such conclusions
from the application of his criteria to the problem is illustrated
very vividly in his analysis of the infancy narratives. For
Strauss the accounts of the birth of Jesus are filled with a
series of miraculous events (angels, dreams, visions, wander-
ing stars, etc.) which are not true to the real world. Such
events as these which are natural phenomena can have their
origins only in myths and legends. The following argument
is the base which he stated for such a deduction.17 The star in
the east could only announce the birth of a king through the
medium of astrology; but this practice had long since been
recognized as superstition, and it would be absurd for one to
believe that such a false and deceitful art could have been
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correct on this one occasion.
The infancy accounts as found in Matthew and Luke are

also too divergent to be harmonized adequately. Matthew
states that the birth was announced to Joseph in a dream by
night, whereas Luke records that the event was announced to
Mary by day. Luke likewise records that the shepherds who
had witnessed the appearance of the angels had spread the
news everywhere; but if this were true, how was it that no one
in Jerusalem had heard of the event. Was not Bethlehem just
a short distance from Jerusalem? Why also would it have
been necessary for a special star to have guided the wise men
to the child if all had heard? A final point necessitating a
dismissal of the narratives as legendary was the different
statement of Matthew as to the home of Joseph being in Beth-
lehem, for Luke had stated it as being in Nazareth.

Such evidence was sufficient for Strauss to discount the his-
torical accuracy of the narratives on an internal basis, but to
add to his positive proof he also submitted external evi-
dence.18 There is a complete absence of any other account or
record which attributed to Jesus a supernatural birth other
than the two gospel accounts. There was also the apparent
ignorance of such a fact on the part of John the Baptist and
even his own family. In a similiar manner, Strauss preceded
to illustrate through the entire life of Jesus the error of tradi-
tion in attributing a historical value to the New Testament
portrayal of Jesus.

To be certain, Leben Jesu stirred Biblical scholarship more
than had any other previous work in this field. Strauss had
denied tradition and supernaturalism, had by-passed rational-
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ism, and had introduced skepticism. In reply to this work,
August W. Neander, August Tholuck, Edgar Quinet, and
others raised their voices in protest and refutation. On the
other hand there were some, such as Christoph von Ammon
and Christian Wilke, who commended him and sought to con-
tinue the work thus initiated.

In 1837, The Credibility of the Gospel  by Tholuok was
published with the purpose of showing that the miracle stories
as recorded in the Gospels were historically valid. One of the
main indictments of Strauss* work by Tholuok was the man-
ner in which Strauss had pursued his work under the influence
of preconceived ideas. Tholuck stated:

Had this latest critic been able to approach the gospel miracles
without prejudice . . .he would certainly, since he is a man
who in addition to acumen of a scholar possesses sound com-
mon sense, have come to different conclusions in regard to the
difficulties. As it is however, he approached the Gospels with
the conviction that miracles are impossible; and on that as-
sumption it was certain before he started that the Evangelists
were either deceived or were deceivers.19

Neander produced the most significant and important criti-
cism against the works of Strauss. His approach to the total
problem was more reserve than had been the approach of
Tholuck. This is evident from his statement of the problem
and its answer, and through his reaction to the Prussian
government which was considering banning of the works of
Strauss. Having been requested to review the book Leben
Jesu for the Prussian government, Neander reported that the
book was extremely rationalistic in content and would be a
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danger point to the interests of the church. However, he urged
the government not to suppress the book for he thought the
book could be challenged by argument for argument, for the
former method would  be “unfavorable . . .interference with
the freedom of science.”20

The manner in which Neander refuted Strauss* work is
illustrated in his treatment in the miracle of Cana. Admitting
that it is impossible to have any clear concept of what hap-
pened when the supernatural creative power was introduced
into natural occurrences, since there had been no contempo-
rary or immediate experiences of such, Neander concludes
that it is not necessary to go to such extreme ends as had
Strauss, but one may well suppose that Christ by an “immedi-
ate influence upon the water communicated to it a higher
potency which enabled it to produce the effects of strong
drink.”21 For states Neander, “Christ*s miracles are to be
understood as an influencing of nature, (both) human and
material.”22

The attack of Edgar Quinet against the works of Strauss
was more of an indictment against German theology as a
whole as viewed from the major French scholars and from the
Catholic Church. The following is a typical expression of his
attitudes:

A new barbarian invasion was rolling up against sacred
Rome . . . bringing their strange gods with them, . . . let
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the Papacy wave back the devastating hordes into that
moral wilderness which is their home.23

Such opposition as this continued to plague Strauss through
the remaining years of his life to such a degree that it could be
said that Leben Jesu had inwardly and outwardly cost Strauss
his life*s blood. Yet nearly thirty years later (after the first
publication of Leben Jesu) Strauss published another book,
The New Life of Jesus. But this later writing taken as a whole
was far inferior to his earlier work, for, having advanced in
years, Strauss lacked not only the form and power of recon-
struction but also original ideas necessary for another book.

In such a manner Strauss made his mark upon Biblical
scholarship, but it was not long before the mark was com-
pletely erased. From the beginning, his work had been inade-
quate and one-sided. For while he attempted to show how the
church spontaneously originated the Christ of faith, be failed
to show the cause for the origin of the church or Christianity.
According to Milton Terry, his four-fold criteria was illogical
for a religious problem in that in simply denied miracles and
stated if two counts varied both were wrong; and his criteria
left the door open for any and all subjective opinions.24

In 1838, shortly after the publication of Leben Jesu, C. H.
Weisse published his critical and philosophical treatise on the
same problem. This two volume work, entitled Evangelical
History, employed the same basic principles of Strauss. His
method has been termed “idealistic” for the gospel history is
but an “ideal representation of the divine process by which
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God reveals himself subjectively in man through all periods
of the world’s history,” and the character and person of Jesus
exhibits this revelation in the highest perfection.25 Through-
out this work, persons and events are regarded as symbolical
representations of religious truths. For example, John the
Baptist represents the whole body of Jewish prophets in their
relation to Christ.26

This work of Weisse encountered the same objections and
criticisms as had the works of Strauss for he had depicted the
Gospel narratives as being the products of the imagination
and loving devotion of the disciples of Christ who were ex-
tremely impressed with the excellent and magnetic personality
of Christ and his healing abilities.

Bruno Bauer was the next to proceed with this same prob-
lem, and he intended “to take by regular siege the fortress
which Strauss had thought to surprise by storm.”27 As has
been indicated, Strauss conceived the Christ of faith as being
an invention of an already existing church based upon a his-
torical Jesus who actually had lived, but only in the sphere of
natural phenomena. On the other hand, Bruno Bauer attempt-
ed to offer positive proof that not only was it impossible for
Christianity to have been founded by an individual named
Jesus but there is an equal impossibility that the man Jesus
had ever lived. If Jesus had ever lived there is no dependable
source in existence of his life and sayings.
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At the outset of his studies and investigations, Bauer was
concerned with continuing the theory of Strauss as it was
stated. His writings were numerous consisting of his critique
of John*s Gospel (1840), volumes on the Synoptic Gospels
(1841–42)), and his last work, Christus und die Caesaren. It
is in this last work that he states his theory fully. In the midst
of his investigations Bauer concluded that the myth and le-
gend concept of Strauss was too vague to explain the apparent
“transformation of a personality,” and there must be substi-
tuted for the “myth” theory the theory of “reflection.”28

The life which pulses in the Gospel history is too vigorous to
be explained as created by legend; it is real “experience,”
only not the experience of Jesus but of the church.29

By this Bauer means that the narratives are historical only in
the sense that they are the experience of the church personi-
fied in and animated through an individual who was created
and purposed for such a projection; namely Jesus. 

Bauer*s theory follows the following line of thought: “The
representation of this experience of the Church in the life of
a Person is not the work of a number of persons, but of a
single author, the original evangelist.”30 Between 117 A.D. and
135 A.D., during the reign of Emperor Hadrian, an unknown
evangelist created out of his own philosophical genius the
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work which is now known as the Gospel of Mark.31 Stemming
from the philosophical and reform groups of the ‘Jewish
Greco-Roman world, this was to act as a philosophy of re-
demption for the lower classes of people. The other gospels
were the later products of this same group of philosophers and
reformers who were endeavoring to expand the original ideals
depicted in Mark, as well as furthering the projection of the
“church” experiences upon the created Christ.

The facts that Jesus is practically not mentioned in the con-
temporary extra-biblical literature and that what is essentially
characteristic of Christianity appears almost identically in the
other contemporary writings are the two main factors which
Bauer considered as adequate justification for such a theory.
What records of Christianity there are, Bauer attempted to dis-
credit by stating that they must be spurious or in part falsified.
And much of what exists in the New Testament narratives,
Bauer dismissed as the result of evolution and addition to the
original writings in order to explain the increasing experi-
ences of the church.

The following example illustrates the manner in which
Bauer dismissed much of the Gospel narratives. In the temp-
tation experience there exists a “reflection” of the temptation
experiences of the early pre-existing church.32 It presents the
inner conflicts of this church as it passes through the wilder-
ness of the world and as it is confronted with the diverse
methods in its possession for the attainment of its goals. The
mission of the twelve disciples is equally unhistorical in its
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literal meaning; it is a reflection of the struggles of the church
as it later encounters the hostile world and severe sufferings.

It should be noted that Bauer’s skepticism came from a
hostile and repugnant attitude toward theologians and not
from any inner compulsion to discover the truth in and about
Christ. In expressing his feeling of contempt for theologians
on one occasion Bauer stated:

The expression of his contempt is the last weapon which
the critic . . . . has at his disposal for their (the theo-
logians) discomfiture; it is his right to use it, that puts the
finishing touch upon his task and points to the happy time
when the arguments of theologians shall no more be
heard.33

This contempt was not limited to theologians alone but was
extended to Christianity in general. It is this reason that his
ideas of Christ to a large degree were rapidly rejected by
scholars. His contemporaries considered him eccentric; and
his contributions to Christian scholarship were completely
negative, naturalistic, and skeptical.

Both Strauss and Bauer had availed themselves to the
works and ideas of Fredreich Christian Baur and were in-
fluenced to a certain degree by him and the school of thought
which he founded, called at times the Tübigen School, based
upon its locations and at other times the “tendency school,”
based upon the nature of its theories. Baur*s concern was not
with the life of Jesus directly, but his interest lay in the anal-
aysis of the New Testament books and narratives.

In 1831 Baur first introduced his theory in an article
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published in the Tübigen Zeitschrift, but he did not fully
develope it until 1845 in his publication of a work entitled
Paulus.34

According to Baur, the New Testament books did not com-
pose a canon of the “innocent, purposeless colldction of
legendary tales for which the disciples of Strauss might have
taken them,” but all of the books, even those which seem the
least artful, are constructed with “a purpose and a ‘tendency.*”35

The early church yielded to the temptation of falsifying the
historical narratives. Each of the New Testament books
regardless of their apparent innocence was “written with a
secret design to inculcate certain dogmatic views.”36 These
original dogmatic views are now obscured in the Biblical
narratives as a result of the reworkings in later years in an
attempt to cover over the original difficulties.

Basic to the Tübigen school was its theory of church his-
tory. For them the early church was split apart in bitter and
hostile factions. Dissension was strong and party lines were
rigid. This hostility was between the Petrine and Pauline
parties in the church. The indication of the strife which is
found in the New Testament is but the small remanant still
visible from altered narratives. It was a controversy over the
gentile gospel of Paul and the Jewish gospel of Peter. With
this basic assumption of a divided church, the Tübigen school
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asserted that each book in the New Testament had a “ten-
dency” toward the Pauline interpretation of the gospel or the
Petrine interpretation.37 And for the Tübigen school this
underlying tendency had to be determined before one could
make an analysis or factual history of the life of Christ. And
discovering what was the work of later scribes, who attemp-
ted to conceal this tendency factor, made the task all the more
difficult and less accurate.

The “tendency school” ultimately collapsed for it lacked
evidence, made extreme hypotheses, and merely dismissed
contrary evidence. The portrayal of an abrupt ending of the
schism without listing any reasons is an example of the weak
theorizing of the Tübigen school and the theories of F. C.
Baur. Some of the other leading advocates of the “tendency
theory,” though they did not all agree completely, were
Edward Zeller, Albert Schwegler, Köstlin, Hilgenfeld, and
Volkmar.

These were the basic problems of Biblical scholarship
around 1850 as affected by the minds of the German rational-
ists. As has been seen, there was a change from the accep-
tance of tradition and complete supernaturalism to the
introduction and growth of rationalism—this in turn giving
way to the increasing tide of skepticism. In general, Germany
was the center of the whole rationalistic development. Eng-
land, France, etc. did not feel the full impact of these trends
until after 1850. By the time it had spread to other countries,
the weakness and shortcomings were becoming more and
more apparent. It was not many years after 1850 until the
cycle began to turn in reverse, going back to rationalism and
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tradition and advoiding skepticism. (This was not necessarily
true of Old Testament scholarship.)

As the cycle moved in reverse, it did not draw back within
itself the problems and questions which had been raised.
These remained to be answered. It was the hope of Biblical
scholarship that a more successful medium of faith and reason
would be determined so that these question and problems
could be given a satisfactory answer. Within the past century
this hope has been realized in part; and it is this development
that will be considered now.
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CHAPTER TWO

Though it is still too soon for an accurate and complete
retrospect, the problems of Biblical scholarship in 1950 were
basically the same as those of 1850, for, not only were the
questions of 1850 still remaining since they had been answer-
ed inadequately, but the increasing discoveries, the continual
development of method and technique, and the rising demand
placed upon Christ and the Bible to meet the needs of a more
complexed and advanced society were pressing the issue even
futher than it had been advanced before. And so 1950 scholar-
ship continued to determine the accurate historical life of
Christ and the historical validity of the New Testament ac-
counts.

It should be noted that 1950 scholarship differed for the
most part in its approach to the problem in comparison with
the rationalistic and skeptical approach of 1850. The preced-
ing scholarship was characterized by its inductive method and
theorizing contrary to the known facts. This was not charac-
teristic of 1950 scholarship. It is true that it remained rational-
istic, but for the majority this was a deductive method.

To attain the answers to the question with which it was con-
fronted scholarship approached the subject through a careful
examination of the sources of the New Testament and through
a thorough study of the contemporary environment of Jesus.
The basic prerequisite to any accurate study, the ruling out of
all preconceived ideas, was also employed, but with varying
degrees.

First to be considered will be the attempt of scholars to
determine the nature of Jesus and the New Testament through
the analysis of the sources. Prior to 1918 rationalistic critics
and scholars, as led by H. Holtzman, B. Weiss, T. Weiz-
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sacher, and John Hawkins, had generally agreed that the
solution to the synoptic problem was found in the “two-
document hypothesis.”38 According to this hypothesis Mark
was assumed to have priority (as the oldest) over the other
Gospels, and the strange concordia discors of Matthew and
Luke could be explained by ascribing to each two common
sources; namely, the Gospel of Mark and a source containing
the sayings of Jesus which is usually designated as “Q” (the
first letter in the German word for “source” being “Quelle”).39

The basis for listing Mark as a source were the common
subject matter (Matthew and Luke contain over half the
material in Mark), common wording (Matthew and Luke
reproduce 51% and 50% of Mark’s language respectively),
and a common order of events (both follow Mark*s chron-
ology largely and when one deviates the other still follows).40

The bases for considering the probability of another source
such as “Q” are that Matthew and Luke have from 200 to 250
verses peculiar to themselves and often in close agreement.
These sayings are in relatively the same order in Matthew and
Luke, and there are some sayings which appear in two forms
in Matthew and Luke, one of these apparently Markan and
thus the other form inferred by analogy was derived from
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another written source.41

Since 1918 source criticism has proceeded largely upon this
basis and has enlarged its scope also to include two futher
aspects of this same subject: first, a study of the source mater-
ial which is peculiar to Matthew and Luke not derived from
Mark or “Q”; and second a study of those years between the
death of Christ and the first written Gospel. Rowlingson diffe-
rentiates between these by applying the term “source criti-
cism” for the former and “form criticism” for the latter.42

This differentiation was also a result of the influence of
Wrede and Wellhausen. Looking back again at the turn of the
century, it can be seen that the two-document hypothesis was
widely accepted by everyone, although there were some diver-
gent differences on details, such as the existence a primitive
Mark (Urmarkus) or an earlier form of “Q.” The acceptance
was so wide spread that for a time the investigations changed
from a study of the sources to a study of the development of
Jesus* career. It was at this time that Wrede shook the foun-
dation of the hypothesis and the historicity of Mark, for he
had come to the conclusion that

though the author of Mark had genuine historical material at
his disposal, he grouped and interpreted it in accordance with
his own dogmatic ideas and the beliefs of the Christian com-

munity.43

And thus, according to Wrede, tradition had to be disting-
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uished from the evangelist*s redaction, and the historicity of
Mark was no longer valuable.

In response to this, the majority of critics sought to renew
their efforts in an analysis of the sources and they continued
further to solve the problems by analysis of the Gospel mater-
ial as recorded. Here again then was “source criticism” and
“form criticism.” 

One of the most significant studies in the field of source
criticism was that of Canon B. H. Streeter, The Four Gospels,
(1924). He set for himself the task of solving the questions
stemming out of the material peculiar to Mathew and Luke
which was not found in Mark or “Q.” His conclusion was a
“four-document hypothesis” instead of the two-document
hypothesis. In this manner the problems—which were pre-
viously thought of as results of different recensions containing
a common nucleus, or the results of a translation from other
Greek or Aramaic sources, or even the results of free editorial
work of the evangelists themselves—now had a satisfactory
explanation.44

The four-document hypothesis is generally as follows: in
addition to Mark and “Q” there was a Jerusalem sayings-
document called “M” which was used by the first evangelist.
This would suggest that Luke also had access to another
source to account for the material peculiar to his Gospel, this
being called “L.” And there were also the oral stories of the
nativity peculiar to each Gospel.45 Although Streeter makes
no attempt to reconstruct “M,” he believes there is ample
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evidence for its existence in three factors. First, the evident
overlapping of Mark and “Q” makes it reasonable to assume
that other similar and. identical sayings of Jesus have been
preserved served in different cycles of tradition. Second, as
Matthew conflated the material of Mark and “Q” into a
mosaic, it is equally possible that he did the same with
another source (“M”) and “Q.” Third, the material in Matthew
exhibits a strong Jewish character which is in contrast to the
Gentile material in “Q.”46

Many other scholars and critics along with Streeter have
traced the material peculiar to Luke to a special source en-
titled “L.” Among these have been Feine, B. Weiss, J. Weiss,
Easton, and Manson. The contemporaries who agreed with
Streeter most favorably were C. H. Dodd, A. H. McNeile, V.
Taylor, and T. W. Manson. But criticism of Streeter*s work
was not always favorable. B..S. Easton, M. Goguel, E. F.
Scott, J. M. C. Crum, and F. C. Grant balanced the scale with
their vigorous criticisms against Streeter*s hypothesis.

Although the whole of the four-document hypothesis is
being debated, the focus of criticism is centered upon the lack
of adequate criteria for separating “M” from “Q.” The opin-
ions of F. C. Grant will illustrate the general feelings on this
subject:

I am strongly convinced of the fundamental correctness of
Streeter’s hypothesis of the development of Luke*s Gospel 
. . . (and) the conviction that L was a real document. . . . but I
am equally strongly unpersuaded of the existence of a docu-
ment, which Streeter labels ‘M,* underlying the peculiar
matter of Matthew. Neither on linguistic nor historical or
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literary-critical grounds does the evidence seem sufficient to
warrant its isolation.47

And it is here that Grant postulated his “multiple source
theory” to take the place of Streeter*s four-document hypo-
thesis; and Easton suggested the title “three document-hypo-
thesis” as more applicable to the true situation. It is interesting
to note the reason which Grant gives for a “multiple source
theory” in preference to any of the documentary hypotheses.
He states:

Instead of identifying the “peculiar” matter of Matthew as
fragments of a special source or document, M, a careful ex-
amination of it suggests as equally tenable . . . the hypothesis
that we have here a number of strands of tradition whose
homogeneity is due, not to a single or distinct document, but
to a common origin in the teaching, praxis, and worship of the
early Syrian or North Palestinian church.48

Another of the hypotheses which Streeter set forth caused
a great deal of consideration. This was the “Proto-Luke”
hypothesis. According to this theory Luke was not the same
as Matthew (being a new edition of the Gospel of Mark), but
was originally a combination of the sources “L” and “Q,”
beginning with “world-historical datum” and ending with the
resurrection narratives.49 It was a complete Gospel free of all
Markan influences. However, before it was published the
author came across a copy of Mark and decided to enlarge his
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original work by incorporating within his own work the
Markan accounts.

In general most of the critics have rejected this hypothesis,
especially Easton, Cadbury, Bacon. Easton was of the opinion
that all that had been proven was that the author of Luke knew
his sources well and his preference for “Q” and “L” could
have come from sundry reasons.50 V. Taylor and Grant were
two of the critics who favored the “proto-Luke” hypothesis.

Another branch of this general field of source criticism was
concerned with the sources from which Mark had derived his
Gospel. Scholars and critics who had written on this field in-
clude B. W. Bacon, Streeter, Grant, Taylor, A. T. Cadoux,
E..Meyer, W. Bussmann, and H. Branscomb. The general
attitude of this group is well expressed in a statement of
Branscomb:

The last half century of study has definitely eliminated this
comfortable and easy answer (that Mark is simply the
memoirs of Peter). For it has become increasingly clear that
instead of the simple, direct testimony of an eyewitness we
have an account made up by piecing together materials of

different origin and date.51

and a statement by Rowlingson:

Peter is not eliminated as one important source of Mark*s
material, but the Papias statement is interpreted in such a
liberal manner as to allow for Mark*s use of other material.

Except for A. T. Cadoux none of the critics attempt to recon-
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struct the sources of Mark, but they would include as a por-
tion of the sources the “apoclyptic flyleaf” in chapter 13 and
some of the passion narrative.

McNeile is one of the scholars who is not in agreement with
this theory, as well as a host of the more conservative scholars
who follow as stated the Papias account of Mark*s origin.
This theory has not been met with any degree of general ac-
ceptance.

Perhaps the most outstanding problem of the twentieth cen-
tury was that of “form-criticism.” The exponents of this type
of study followed the same basic concept as had those who
worked on the sources of Mark; namely, the Gospels reveal in
themselves something of the processes through which their
respective source material has grown. Form-criticism from its
first initial works was greatly influenced by Wellhausen, espe-
cially by one of his fundamental principles:

 . . . that in the Gospels we have an historical picture not of
Jesus himself, but only the concept of Jesus which prevailed
in the primitive community. Tradition fashioned and trans-
mitted, as words of Jesus, ideas actually arising from the faith
of the community.52

(Throughout this entire discussion of form-criticism it is
evident that there is a strong hangover of the ideas of Strauss
and Bauer.)

To begin with, form-criticism was confronted with a two-
fold problem: first it had to distinguish the tradition itself
from the editorial work of the evangelists; and second, it was
necessary to separate the layers of tradition as created by the
community. K. L. Schmidt was the first to undertake the first
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of these two problems. His conclusions were answers to both.
Upon study of the problem from this perspective, he came to
the following conclusions: the source units existed in definite
and fixed form prior to their incorporation into the Gospels;
the framework of history listed in Mark was the creation of
the evangelist; and this artificial chronology created by the
evangelist could not be of great value in furnishing the details
on the life of Jesus.53

With this work of Schmidt, the way was open for a clear
study of the individual units composing the “Gospel tradi-
tion.” The studies and publications in this phase of scholar-
ship began to multiply. First had appeared Schmidt*s book,
Die Rahmen der Geschichte Jesu, then followed Martin
Dibelius* From Tradition to Gospel (1919 and translated in
1935), Ruldoph Bultmann*s The History of the Synoptic
Tradition (1921), and E. Fascher*s The Method of Form-
Criticism (1924). Other less important works were L. G.
Bertram*s The Story of Jesus* Passion and the Cult of Christ
(1922), and L. M. Albertz*s The Synoptic Disputations
(1921). American and English scholarship 1ater wrote exten-
sively on the subject: B. S. Easton, The Gospel Before the
Gospels (1928); R. H.. Lightfoot, History and Interpretation
in the Gospels; F. C. Grant, The Growth of the Gospels
(1933); F. V. Filson, Origins of the Gospels; and other works
by V. Taylor and D. W. Riddle.

The most significant work in this field came from Dibelius
and Bultmann who independently of each other followed the
introductory work of Schmidt and applied the principles of
formgeschichte to the Gospels in general. The aim of the
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method as stated by Dibelius was two-fold:

The method of formgeschichte has a two-fold objective. In the
first place, by reconstruction and analysis, it seeks to explain
the origin of tradition about Jesus and then penetrate into a
period previous to that which our Gospels and their written
sources were recorded. (Secondly) . . . it seeks to make clear
the intention and real interest of the earliest tradition.54

The complete aim for the whole school was to distinguish
earlier and later strata from among the single units of tradition
and to evaluate the historical value of these units by discover-
ing their original form.55

Both Dibelius and Bultmann were students of folklore, and
they approached their investigation of the Gospels with a
three-fold theory. First, in folklore the material falls into fixed
forms and patterns which is transmitted with little or no
change. Second, the forms are shaped and developed by the
situation out of which the investigation came. And third, one
can determine the history (apart from the history which it
seeks to convey) by a study of form.56

The result of the application of these theories of folklore to
the Gospels was found in five general principles.57 The
synoptic Gospels are popular, sub-literary compositions. They
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depict the faith of the Christians who created them, not the
faith of the historical Jesus. They are artificial collections of
isolated units of tradition. These units originally had a definite
literary form  which can still be detected. And, this form was
the creation of a definite social situation.

Both Bultmann and Dibelius offered theories as to the
causes which operated in the formation of the tradition. Bult-
mann suggested the growing need for sayings of Jesus which
would combat the Jewish opposition in the growing gentile
churches. Dibelius on the other hand suggested and stressed
the need there must have been for illustrations in the early
Christian evangelism, for it was esentially a preaching mis-
sion to the unconverted and gentile world. Bultmann and
Dibelius also classified the narratives in the synoptic Gospels
into their corresponding literary forms. For Dibelius these
forms included paradigms, which is a short illustrative notice
or story of an event that is no more descriptive than is neces-
sary to make the point for which it was introduced.58  They
are: (a) “stories” which supplement the preacher as teacher
and story-teller and contain no general application; (b)
legends where the additions, making it an enlarged paradigm,
give individuality to some one other then Jesus; (c) epiphany
stories wherein the supernatural is revealed to the chosen but
hidden from the public; and (d) the “myth” which shows the
doings of the divine person,which in turn explains some
cosmic phenomena or cultus aspect.59
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Bultmann on the other hand classified them as (a) “apo-
thegms,” short, pithy sayings and significant acts that were
enclosed in an historical setting and always depicted Jesus as
being questioned; (b) “sayings of Jesus” which consisted of
logia or maxims, prophetic or apoclyptic utterances, legalistic
rules for the church, parables, and sayings in the first person;
(c) and all the rest classified as “miracles” and “legends,” the
former being defined as having independent value and the
latter as that which gains significance only as it is applied to
the life of a hero.60

The contemporaries in Germany reacted immediately.
Martin A1bertz’ reaction and opinion—that despite the fact
that the primary motives for the collection was practical and
apologetical, rather than historical, the final literary form
could be traced back to the utterances of Jesus himself—was
wholeheartedly commended. Betram*s conclusion that the
passion narrative of Mark contained more of the reflections of
the early church than it did of the true historical situation was
dismissed as being far more unreasonable and skeptical even
than Bultmann.61

The most significant criticism in Germany came from
Fascher. The entire reconstruction by Dibelius is questioned
by Fascher for he thinks the assumption that “preaching” set
the mood for the development of the forms is unwarranted
and too heavily depended upon by Dibelius.62 And although
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he gave credit for Bultmann*s analytical skill, he still con-
demned him for his extreme skeptisism and inadequate
criterion. In addition, Fascher also argued that “form” was in-
adequate and unable in itself to establish an accurate test
whereby historical judgments could be made. And he in the
same manner rejected the terminology used by both Bultmann
and Dibelius.63

The most important critiques of form-criticism outside of
Germany came from England by such men as A. E .J. Rawlin-
son, A. H. McNeile, J. M. Creed, M. Jones, T. W. Manson, G.
Kendall, and the others already cited above. Of all of these the
works of V. Taylor in his The Gospels (1930) and The For-
mation of the Gospel Tradition (1933) are the most effective
treatment of the subject. Although he accepts the method of
form-criticism in its general approach, he (a) is less skeptical
of the historical value of the tradition, (b) avoids the termi-
nology of folkore, and (c) avoids also the extremes of
Debilius and Bultman.

C. H. Dodd in a series of articles between 1931 and 1936
took issue with Schmidt on the Gospel of Mark; but R. H.
Lightfoot retained a large part of the skeptidism when he
stated:

For all the inestimable value of the Gospels, they yield us little
more than a whisper of his voice; we trace in them but the

outskirts of his way.64

Another work in this field was that of E. B. Redlich, Form
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Criticism, which is a review of the whole movement.
American scholarship has also entered the field of form

criticism. B. W. Bacon had anticipated the ideas of Schmidt
and Dibelius. Cadbury, although he criticizes the classifica-
tion of material under a foreign terminology, accepts the
general approach and was in full sympathy with Schmidt*s
conclusions. E. F. Scott also accepted the approach generally
but would not go so far as to state the historical interest of
Jesus played only a minor role in bringing the early Chris-
tians* thoughts of Jesus back again. J. .S. Case was influenced
by Schmidt and considered Mark only a “literary mosaic.” F.
C. Grant was critical only of formgeschichte in its extremes.65

B. S. Easton rejected the conclusions of form-criticism, for
he believed that from the beginning there existed a tradition
of sayings of Jesus which was highly respected. He made his
greatest criticism against the ability of the early community
having a creative influence upon the tradition. He stated:

Where beliefs of the Synoptic period can be distinguished
with certainty from the teachings of Jesus, we find the former
most scantily supported by sayings placed in his mouth.66

In addition to these criticisms listed under the respective
critiques of other scholars, the major weaknesses of the form-
gesohichte school would include the following factors. The
date of the composition of Mark appears to be closer to 50
A.D. then 70 A.D. This would mean that the period of active
evolution as designated by form-criticism was only approxi-
mately fifteen years, with the full development as early as 35
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A.D. and no later than 85 A.D. This would indicate that the
eyewitnesses were a constant check on the historicity of the
“tradition,” both those eyewitnesses who were hostile and
friendly to the new faith.67 Another weakness of this whole
school is its complete neglect of the historical testimony
offered on this same question. Papias statement is dismissed
as error by Dibelius and as the false view of the sub-apostolic
age by Bultmann.68

Still other short comings were the neglect of the role which
individual influence played in the shaping of the tradition, for
it was more likely that the teachings of the apostles were
depended upon rather than any community creation. The in-
ability of the form critics to explain by the rule of develop-
ment out of the church those elements which were difficult
and obscure for the primitive church. 

Upon such conclusions the general field and science of
formgeschichte has been widely rejected by 1950 scholarship.
The ultimate question imposed upon the scholarship of 1950
was whether the truth of the matter lies in the conservatism of
Easton or in a middle position between Bultmann, Bertram,
and Lightfoot, on the one hand, and Easton, Burney, Albertz
on the other. The question is still being studied, but the impli-
cations are pointing toward the conservative approach. The
real value of form-criticism is being reduced to its pointing to
the pre-synoptic period and having given an impetus to a type
of study which is beneficial as a tool in the study of the
historical Jesus.
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As was indicated earlier, the second manner in which 1950
scholarship attempted to ascertain the historicity of the New
Testament (the Synoptic Gospels in particular) was through
a careful study of the environment in which Jesus lived and
within which the Gospels were composed.

This complete field of study is concerned mostly with the
religious environment and the socio-political environment.
One of the important aspects of the study of religious environ-
ment is the renewed interest in the relation of the Old Testa-
ment to the New Testament. The trend which scholarship has
taken is not in the analysis of type and antitype as carried
through Cooceius, Hutchinson, Marsh, and Fairbairn, but it is
instead more concerned with the general Semitic backgrounds
of New Testament times and the realization of Old Testament
ideas and ideals in the New Testament.69 Scholarship was
seeking to see fully all that was implied in Augustine’s state-
ment, “The New Testament lies hidden in the Old : the Old
Testament lies open in the New,” and the statement of G. A.
Smith, “The Old Testament lies not under but behind the
New.”70

Perhaps more important of the scholarship in this field was
that devoted to the contemporary religions of Rome, Greece,
and the mystery religions of the East. Some of the conclusions
reached in this sphere were for a large part extreme and
rationalistic, but the greatest contribution were not found in
these but in the background material which they furnished.
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The attempt some have made to derive important elements of
the New Testament message from pagan cults and philo-
sophies has been widely and rightly rejected. Study of the
Gentile world throws light on the background and setting and
details of the New Testament. But as Cadbury says, “There is
a noticeable absence of traceable Gentile religious influence
on the New Testament.” 71

And thus for the most part the study of the religious envir-
onment aided in a negative manner, through the argument of
silence, the authenticity of the Synoptic Gospels and their
portrayal of the life of Jesus. The greatest contributions to
Biblical scholarship from this whole field is found in its en-
lightenment on the problems of the early church, not in the
origin and content of the Gospels. This is true also of the
socio-political and philosophical environment and will for
that reason not be discussed here.

In concluding this discussion of Biblical scholarship on the
questions of the historical value of the Gospels and the ac-
counts of the life of Jesus which they contain, it should be
noted that the problems have in no wise been answered com-
pletely, nor has the investigation and examination ceased. It
is apparent though that the closer the faculties of intellect and
reason are integrated with a deep spiritual faith, the closer the
scholar is to the answers to the basic  questions. The Biblical
scholarship of 1975 looks extremely encouraging if these. two
faculties are in the future brought even closer together.

One cannot make such a survey of a problem without hav-
ing come to some conclusions of one’s own in reference to
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the total appearance of the problem. It would be so easy from
my conservative outlook just to pass over the great works of
the critics and skeptics as the ultimate results of sin and self.
But I sense through it all the strange and mystical Providence
of God. For in the extremes of rationalism and skepticism two
dynamic factors have been the ultimate and eternal results.
First, the Word of God has endured the severe test of it all. It
has come out as a diamond, unharmed by the scratches and
cuts of glass. It has been tempered through the ages, not by
the mechanical acceptance of the pious, but by such blows of
criticism, making it stronger with each critique. Second, the
criticism has been able to remove the “fetish nature” attached
to the New Testament by so many, and has made possible a
much clearer understanding of the origin, nature, and content
of the New Testament. 

Numerous works have appeared on the general subject of
life and thought in the New Testament world. Included would
be Jackson and Lake, The Beginnings of Christanity (1920);
S. Angus, The Mystery Religions and Christanity (1925); E.
R. Willoughby, Pagan Regeneration (1929); T. R. Glover,The
World of the New Testament (1931); M. Rostovtzeff, The
Social and Economic History of the Hellenistic World (1941);
Riddle and Hutson, New Testament Life and Literature
(1946); R. H. Pfeiffer, A History of New Testament Times
With an Introduction to the Apocrypha (1949); and F. V.
Filson, The New Testament Against its Environment.
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PREFACE

The Israelite descent to and exodus from Egypt and the

subsequent conquest of Palestine is surrounded by a series of

complex and interrelated questions and problems. These stem

from the nature of the biblical sources, the evidence of extra-

biblical and archaeological material, and the uncertainty

pervading the chronological material. This study addresses

itself to the primary question of the participants in the

Egyptian exodus and Palestinian conquest. Consequently, the

problems of chronology, archaeology, etc. will be considered

only as they bear upon the problem at hand.

The bibliography compiled by Dr. H. H. Rowley in his

recent study, From Joseph to Joshua, was a great help in the

preparation of this study.

Assistance was given by Miss Adelheid Buss for some

of the source material in German

- Thomas McDaniel

Philadelphia, Pa.

January, 1956
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CHAPTER I

THE TRIBAL PARTICIPANTS OF THE EXODUS

The first phase of the conquest of Palestine by the
Israelites followed the initial migration of the Hebrew
patriarchs into Palestine from the northeast1 by some three
hundred fifty to five hundred years.2 During this interval from
entrance to conquest, the tribal descendants of the patriarchs,
having settled in the hill-country of western Palestine and
desert Negeb, lived as immigrants without legal rights or
territorial claims.3 This region of settlement, which was only
sparsely populated and a relatively good distance from the
settled civilizations and cultural centers along the Palestinian
coast, was susceptible to two types of migratory movements;
namely, the successive waves of migrating ethnic units and
composite groups, and the ever shifting movements of
nomadic clans seeking grazing and pasture lands.4

It was in response to the conditions involved in either
one or both of these two types of migratory movements that
certain elements of the Israelite tribes went down into Egypt.
Meek5 asserts that the Hyksos avalanche from the north was
the cause of the initial entrance and descent of some Hebrews
into Egypt, with the possibility that the Hebrews even
constituted a part of the conglomerate mass of the Hyksos in
Egypt. The basic reasons underlying this assertion of Meek
are (1) the reflection in the Old Testament accounts of
Abraham’s visit to Egypt (Gn. 12:10) and Joseph’s sojourn
(Gn. 39ff) of the successive waves by which the Hyksos
invaded Egypt; and (2) the presence of a Hyksos king named
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Jacob-Har, which would indicate that Jacob was a good
Hyksos name and suggests that the Hebrews participated in
the Hyksos regime in Egypt.6

However, Meek does not identify the Hebrews of the
Hyksos period with the Hebrews involved in the Biblical
accounts of the Egyptian sojourn and exodus. He states:

The Hebrews who went with the Hyksos to Egypt
must have had an exodus, but it can scarcely have
been th e exodus recorded in the Bible. No people
who had been in Egypt as conquerors and masters
would have represented their sojourn there as
servitude, as the Hebrews have throughout all their
literature.7

As for the Hebrew participants of the exodus narratives
in particular, Meek maintains that the cause of their entrance
and descent into Egypt was the H. abiru migration and
activity.8  As a result of the H. abiru movements in Palestine,
certain masses of migrating hordes (of which the Hebrews
were a part) had been forced to seek home and pasturage
elsewhere for their flocks and families. The push of this
migrating mass was westward; but, according to Meek, be-
cause of their inability to conquer southern Palestine, some
groups from the total body made a circuit southward and
mingled with the Calebites, Kenites, and Jerahmeelites while
others went to the border country of Egypt where they were
allowed entrance into Wadi Tumilat, the land of Goshen.9

This latter group which entered Egypt made up that element
of Hebrews which experienced the sojourn, oppression, and
exodus as recorded in the biblical tradition.

Albright accepts as definite the hypothesis which identi-
fies the Hebrew descent into Egypt with the Hyksos inva-
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sion.10 This he states in summary as follows:

The Hyksos conquerors are now known to have been
mainly—perhaps entirely—of Hebrew Semitic stock.
closely akin to the Hebrews, who probably formed
one of their component elements. . . . There are
numerous details in Hebrew tradition which square so
completely with Egyptian records that an intimate
connection between the Hebrew settlement in Egypt
and the Hyksos conquest may be considered certain.11

Albright, differing from Meek, identifies the Semites of
the Hyksos invasion with the Israelites of the biblical sojourn
and exodus narratives.12 However, along with Meek, he does
not identify the retreat and exodus of the Hyksos after their
defeat by Amosis I, the founder of the eighteenth dynasty,
with the biblical account of the Hebrew exodus. According to
Albright, the Semites were not necessarily driven out of the
country, although some of the leaders and the more nomadic
elements may have withdrawn to Palestine. It is more likely
that those who escaped death at the time of the Hyksos fall
were either enslaved or permitted to remain in a status of
serfdom.13

Wright,14 however, asserts that the migration of the
Hebrews to Egypt was due to the nomadic search for agri-
cultural and grazing lands. Egyptian reliefs and inscriptions
indicate that Egyptian border officials were constantly allow-
ing such nomadic peoples to enter the land in the area of
Wadi Tumilat.15 According to Wright, the inevitable problem
which arose from an increase in the nomadic minority were
solved by the Egyptians by forcing the people into public
works and labor battalions. Such was the experience of the
Hebrews in Egypt and the nature of their oppression until the
exodus under Moses.16
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Rowley17 has not only disassociated the Israelite descent
into Egypt from the Hyksos invasion, but he has completely
rejected the possibility. His rejection is based primarily on the
absence of any biblical evidence indicative of such an en-
trance and the incompatibility of such a view with the biblical
tradition as it now stands, especially the chronologies of Ex
12:40 and I Kings 6:1. Rowley prefers to assign the Hebrew
descent to the Amarna age, with the cause of the migration
being the physical insecurity in this era and the inability of
certain tribes to maintain their land claims. According to
Rowley, it is the Amarna period which is in closest harmony
with the Joseph traditions in reference to both chronology and
the cause and effect sequence.18

Thus, while there is lack of complete agreement as to the
immediate reason and era of the Hebrew descent into Egypt,
it is now—in light of the vast amount of corroborative evi-
dence coming from the delta area19—agreed that the Hebrews
did go to Egypt.20 The question on which there is almost total
disagreement addresses itself to determining the particular
migrating groups which, from all of the Hebrew tribes, went
to Egypt.21

It has long been realized that the traditional interpreta-
tions as derived from the Joseph traditions (Gn, 39ff) and the
fragments of P (Ex. 6:16–23; Num. 3:17–19, 16:1, 26:33),
which assume that all the sons of Jacob participated in the
sojourn and exodus, give rise to a great number of problems
when related to other biblical data.

These problems and differences may be summarily listed
as follows:

(1) The place of settlement in Egypt, which was only
sixty to eighty square miles, could not have supported the
supposed 600,000 as reported by P in Ex. 12:37 and Num.
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11:21.22 Thus it has been suggested by Petrie that no more
than 5,000 people could have been taken out of Goshen or
into Sinai.23

(2) According to Ex. 1:15 the Hebrew group in Egypt
was small enough to be ministered to by only two midwives;
and, according to J, was small enough to be called together to
one place to be addressed by Moses.

(3) The record of P in Gn. 46:27 is that only seventy went
into Egypt.

(4) The genealogies in I Chronicles 1–8 ignore the
exodus and suggests the continuous presence of Hebrews in
Palestine since their initial migration. 

(5) According to Skinner24 Gn 46:12 (P), which is from
a cycle of tradition quite independent of the Joseph traditions
and speaks of Judah’s separation from his brethren, has the
intention of relating Judah’s permanent settlement in Pales-
tine, and evidently ignores the exodus altogether.

(6) Ju. 11L26 speaks of the Hebrews as living in certain
cities in the Trans-Jordan three hundred years before Jephtah
which is c. 1400 B.C., and they would subsequently precede
the Hebrews of the exodus.25

The obvious conclusion which grew out of these prob-
lems and differences within the narratives of the sojourn and
exodus was that all the tribes did not go down into Egypt.
This same conclusion is reflected in the later developments of
the individual tribes, and indirectly in the available extra-
biblical material.

The available extra-biblical data, pertinent to this prob-
lem, consists primarily of names found in texts and inscrip-
tions which possibly refer to or are equal to Israelite names.
These sources include Egyptian execration texts of both the
Eleventh and Twelfth Dynasties; inscriptions from the reign
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of Seti I and Ramases II; alleged references from Ras Shamra,
Mari, and Amarna; and the names of certain Hyksos rulers.26

In 1926, Sethe27 published a series of Egyptian execration
texts which were from the Eleventh Dynasty (c. 20th century
B.C.). These texts contained the names of numerous
Palestinian and Syrian states and rulers, including a name
which Albright vocalizes as .Tbc

cnw and equates it with
Zebulun.28 However, if this is equated with the Israelite tribe
of Zebulun, it would necessitate dating Zebulun’s existence
some two centuries before Abraham since the text is dated to
the twentieth century B.C. Thus the identification would
invalidate all the biblical chronology and tradition as it is
known today. Consequently, the identification of this group
with the Israelite tribe has not been widely accepted.29

In 1940, another series of Egyptian execration texts were
published by Posener30 which were dated within the Twelfth
Dynasty. Among the names which appear in this list is csm cn,
which is vocalized by Posener as su-má-c-ni and identified
with Simeon. Posener had made the following statement
earlier:

Il ya de fortes possibilités que nous ayons de la nom

propre !w[mX (Sumeon) que est escrit dans les textes

cuneformes ša-ma-a.h-u-nu.31

However, this identification is not commonly accepted;
and Albright makes the following statement rejecting the
identification with Simeon:

(Shamu canu) is probably šam.huna of the Amarna
tablets, reflecting a later pronunciation of samcon(a).
. . . while the latter form of the name cannot be
separated from the name Simeon (šimcon in Hebrew),
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the Brussels spelling suggests an original form which
contained the elements šamu . . . and cAnu . . . .32

Were the identification of su-má-c-ni with Simeon certain and
fully accepted, there would still exist the problem of
chronology since Simeon would antedate Abraham by more
than a century. Thus, this alleged reference offers little aid in
identifying the tribal participants of the Egyptian sojourn and
exodus.

Mention of cAsaru (csr) in the inscriptions of Set I (c.
1301 B.C.) and Rameses II (c. 1301-1234 B.C.) has generally
been accepted as the equivalent of the biblical Asher since the
name refers to precisely the same territorial district.33 On the
basis of a late date of the exodus, this would indicate that
Asher was already settled in Palestine and had not partici-
pated in the Egyptian exodus.34 However, Rowley and others
accept this reference as an indication of an early exodus with
Asher being one of the tribes which was settled only after the
exodus.35 The value of this identification is relative to the
interpretation placed on the date of the exodus and is thus
non-conclusive of itself as Asher’s participation.

From Ras Shamra there have come several alleged refer-
ences to Asher and Zebulun, which, if identified for certain,
would necessitate their residence in Palestine prior to the
fifteenth century and would thus prohibit their participation in
the Egyptian sojourn and exodus. Rowley, who states, “it is
clear that the alleged occurrence of the names of the Israelite
tribes are too insecure to build on,”36 accepts the following
conclusions of Albright: (1) the alleged reference to Zebulun
is to be pronounced approximately as zabûlânîm which is a
collective plural formation of zabul (exalted, noble) and has
nothing to do with the Israelite tribe of Zebulun; (2) and the
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alleged reference to Asher is but the perfect plural of the verb
catr (to step), and likewise is not a reference to the tribe of
Asher.37

The possible mention of an Israelite tribe from Mari
stems from the words Banû Yamîna, identified with Benja-
min.38 However, Albright pointed out the meaning of these
words to be manifest in its counter part, Banû Simcal; the
meaning of these being “children of the South” and “children
of the North,” respectively.39

Dossin’s identification of Banû Yamîna with the southern
branch of the Rachel tribes of Israel limits this term far more
than is likely, for such a term could well be applied to any
number of different groups who lived in southern territory. If
this identification were made, it would also necessitate the
existence of the tribe of Benjamin c. 2000 B.C., which is much
earlier than the birth of Benjamin in any chronology.

The reference to Jacob and Joseph in the place names
Jacob-el and Joseph-el which were inscribed in the time of
Thutmoses III (c. 1504–1450 B.C.) in the temple of Karnak are
only questionably so read.40 The š sibilant in the Egyptian
text, which reads Y-š-pca-ra and is identified with Joseph, is

not the normal sibilant equivalent of the s in Joseph’s name.

Thus, in summary it should be noted that of the six
alleged references to Israelite tribal names coming from
Egypt, only two are considered as somewhat definite, namely
.Tbc

cnw with Zebulun and cAsaru with Asher. But of these two,
the first is in disagreement with the chronology of the period,
and the second is relative to the dating of the exodus. The
other four alleged references are extremely doubtful from a
linguistic examination, and three of these four are incompat-
ible with the chronology. Consequently, the extra-biblical
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data, consisting primarily of names in texts and inscriptions,
offer no definite evidence of settled Israelite tribes in Pales-
tine, and which, by virtue of the fact that they were settled,
would probably not have participated in the Egyptian sojourn
and exodus.

Most biblical scholars have approached this question of
identifying the tribal participants of the Egyptian sojourn and
exodus through either (1) an analysis of the biblical material
in an attempt to attain the primary source(s) and historical
elements and thereby determine the actual events, or (2)
determine the course of events by retrospect after the exami-
nation of the later developments in the individual tribes. The
biblical scholars at the turn of the twentieth century, including
Meyer, Cook, Luther, Schiele, Haupt, Wellhausen, Benzinger,
Steuernagel, and Paton, approached this problem primarily in
terms of the latter option.

The older scholars made a sharp division in the tribes of
Israel into the Rachel group and the Leah group. This division
was extended further so as to identify the Rachel group with
Sinai and the Leah group with Kadesh—the assumption being
that Sinai was geographically distinct from Kadesh and the
activities at each locale were the activities of distinct groups.41

The problem was then simply a matter of determining which
group, Kadesh-Leah or Sinai-Rachel, made the descent into
Egypt.42

Paton in a summary presentation of this approach listed
the following factors as the basic areas of inquiry in this
approach: (1) the most prominent tribe in the sojourn tradi-
tion; (2) determining the tribe to which Moses belonged; (3)
determining the site to which Moses was connected, i.e., Sinai
or Kadesh; (4) what was the source of the Mosaic religion.43
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But as evident from the lack of agreement, these factors were
inadequate and unsatisfactory to determine the tribal partici-
pants. for, although the Joseph tribes were admitted to the
most prominent in the sojourn traditions of Genesis 37–49,
this tradition was dismissed by the advocates of the Sinai-
Rachel group as a late invention.

The determining of the tribal relationship of Moses was
also non-conclusive. For, as Paton summarized, Ex. 2:1 (E)
and 6:16–20 (P) consider Moses as a Levite, but Ju 7:17
mentions a Levite from Bethlehem-Judah, and 18:30 says of
him, “Jonathan, the son of Gershom, the son of Moses,44 he
and his sons were priests to the tribe of Danites unto the day
of the captivity of the land,” thus witnessing to a tradition that
the Levites of Dan were descended from Moses.45

Paton also maintains that J never refers to Moses as a
Levite, but rather (after Luther) refers to him as an Ephramite.
Likewise, the attempt to identify Moses with either of the two
sites was unsuccessful. On the one hand Ex. 2:15f (J) and 3:1
(E), which state respectively that Moses fled from Egypt to
Midian and lived with the priest of Midian and that Moses
attended the flocks of his Midianite father-in-law in Horeb,
identify him with Sinai. On the other hand, Meyer joined Ex.
2:33 with 4:19 and asserted that the revelation of Yahweh
came to Moses on his way to Egypt from Midian, and argued
that the burning bush (Ex. 3:2) was a thorn bush in Kadesh
which burned from natural gas in the area.46

The conclusion of these earlier scholars as to the origin
of the Mosaic religion was also unsuccessful in definitely
identifying the tribal participants of the sojourn and exodus.
While maintaining that Judah and the Kenites worshiped
Yahweh prior to the exodus47 and that the Mosaic concept of
Yahweh was introduced to the Joseph tribes in consequence
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of the exodus, it was impossible to account for the following:
(1) the compound names with Yahweh in the Rachel tribes48

and (2) that the ark of Yahweh was connected with Sinai and
the Rachel-Sinai group.49

It was assumed necessary for purposes on consistency to
assign an early settlement in Canaan to that group of Israelite
tribes which did not go down into Egypt. Thus, Myer, Schiele,
and Haupt claimed that the Rachel tribes were settled in
Canaan long before the Leah tribes went to Egypt; and
Wellhausen, followed by Steuernagel, Benzinger, and Paton,
claimed the weight of evidence was in favor of the earlier
settlement of the Leah tribes.50

Burney in his Schweich lectures of 1917 claimed that
Joshua led only the Joseph tribes across the Jordan and that in
all probability, if Joshua were the successor to Moses in the
leadership of Israel, the tribes led out of Egypt by Moses
included only Joseph and certain elements of Simeon and
Levi.51 Burney reconstructed the course of events as follows:
Simeon and Levi suffered together in the retribution which
followed their treacherous outrage against Shechem and
subsequently settled as two small tribal remnants in the desert
region bordering Egypt where they would perforce be nomads
and probably seek refuge at some time in Egypt. This they
did, according to Burney, and thus came into association with
the Joseph tribes who had settled in Goshen.52

Of the other tribes, Burney claimed that five of the six
Leah tribes were grouped together in early times in the central
hill country at a period possibly long before the entrance of
the Joseph tribes under Joshua. These tribes include Simeon
and Levi in the Shechem district, Issachar in an unidentifiable
position, Zebulun in the southwest, and Reuben in the
southeast.53 Judah, the remaining Leah tribe to be accounted
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for, was considered by Burney to have been stationed in the
neighborhood of Adullam where it entered into relationships
with the Canaanites prior to “its reinforcement by the Arabian
clans to which its name was subsequently extended.”54 The
concubine tribes were not involved in the Egyptian sojourn
and exodus according to Burney since they were at least
partially of alien extraction.55

This position of Burney was generally accepted and
followed by Jack, even though he considered the solution as
extremely questionable since there was little or no direct
evidence available.56

Rowley in his reconstruction of early Israelite history
comes to the following conclusions concerning the tribal
participants of the exodus and sojourn:

A group of Israelite tribes including Joseph,
Simeon and Levi, with associated Kenite and other
elements, pressed into Palestine from the south in
the Amarna age. . . . .In the same age other Israelite
elements57 separated from the group that pressed in
from the south, and went into Egypt. . . .The
Simeonite and Levite elements reached the district
of Shechem, of which the took treacherous advan-
tage, with the result that they suffered some serious
disaster. This caused Simeon to fall back on Judah,
to be absorbed in the tribe, while Levi was more
widely scattered. Some Levite elements fell back on
Judah, while some went into Egypt to join the re-
cently separated group that had gone thither.58

Rowley arrived at these conclusions in the following
way. According to Ju 11:16, which is identified by Rowley as
the earliest tradition, the Israelites who came out of Egypt
proceeded straight to Kadesh; but, as the tradition now stands
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in the Pentateuch, the tribes went to Horeb or Sinai and only
came to Kadesh, which was a good distance away, sub-
sequently. It is therefore likely that the two accounts have
been combined, namely a J narrative which displays a partic-
ular interest in Judah, and an E narrative which has a similar
interest in Ephraim. The conflation of these two accounts is
unhistorical, but the separate traditions may be accepted as
genuinely historical.59

Even though every element cannot be taken literally,
since accretions are generally made to such stories, Rowley
accepts the substantial historical value of the Joseph story.
Thus, he accepts the evidence of the biblical tradition that the
Joseph tribes which were born in Egypt came out under
Moses rather than the group of tribes associated with Judah.
According to the biblical account, Joseph is later joined by
several of his kinsmen (plus wives and dependents) who
include the ancestors of all the tribes. For Rowley this joining
of the seventy was the descent of the Levite and Simeonite
elements who were scattered after the treachery of Shechem.
Included amongst them was the ancestor of Moses.60

Rowley draws this same conclusion from his considera-
tion of Yahwism. In view of the differences in the statements
of J and E 61 he maintains that the Leah tribes which were not
with Moses at the time of the exodus were the ones that did
not ascribe their Yahwism to him, and the Joseph tribes who
were with him did so ascribe their Yahwism to him.62

Asher, Dan, and Zebulun are considered as kindred tribes
of the north who were generally related to the Israelites
proper. They exerted pressure simultaneously from the north
as the Hebrew, including Judah, at Kadesh exerted pressure
along with the Kenites from the south.63

Albright claims that both the Leah tribes and the Joseph
tribes were in Egypt and that each of these tribal groups had
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an exodus of its own.64 That Moses was a Hebrew who was
born in Egypt and reared under a strong Egyptian influence is
assumed by Albright on the basis of biblical tradition and the
evidence of his Egyptian name and the Egyptian names cur-
rent among his Aaronid kinsmen for two centuries.65 Thus, on
the basis of the Egyptian background of Moses, Albright finds
it necessary to identify the Leah tribes with Moses and Egypt.
He states:

The close connection of the Leah tribes with
Moses is supported by a number of traditions, and
especially by the fact that the first conquered
territory, the land of Sihon, became the heritage of
Reuben, the eldest son of Leah. Moses himself, as a
Levite, belonged to a Leah tribe.66

On the basis of this identification, Albright states that Judah
itself probably came with Moses out of Egypt since it was one
of the Leah tribes and entered the land from the north in the
thirteenth century B.C. 

However, Albright also maintains that the Joseph tribes
were in Egypt at the time of the Hyksos control, and may even
have played a part in the Hyksos movement.67 But as early as
1918 he maintained that Joseph returned from Egypt to
Palestine much earlier than the group led by Moses.68

Meek limits the participants of the sojourn and exodus to
the tribe of Levi alone, and interprets the biblical account
which represents all the tribes as being in Egypt as a later
fused account. This later account reflects, according to Meek,
the consolidation of various tribes and groups into a national
unit, at which time the traditions of each tribe became the
common possession of the whole.69 Meek’s reasons for identi-
fying the Levites as the only Israelite tribe in Egypt may be
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summarily listed as follows:

(1) Both Moses and Aaron were traditionally “Levites
and chief shamans of the Levites.”70 

(2) Ex. 2:1 (J), which is identified by Meek as the oldest
source, calls them Levites.

(3) I Chr 6:3, 23:13 state that Moses was the son of
Amram, a Levite.

(4) Ex. 6:20 and Num. 26:59 (P) state that Moses was the
son of Amram and Jochebed, both of whom were Levites.

(5) I Sam. 2:21–22 which reads “house of your fathers”
equals the house of Levi.

(6) Egyptian names in Levite genealogies (I Chr. 6:22,
23, 37; Jer. 20:1, 21:1, 38:1; Ex. 2:38, 8:33; Ju. 20:28, I Sam.
1:3, 2:27), e.g., Assir, Pashur, Merari, Phinehas, and Hophni.
The Levites alone possess the Egyptian names.71

Meek also maintains that Asher, Dan, Naphtali, Issachar,
and Zebulun are all more native than Hebrew and only be-
came Hebrew as they were later drawn into the Hebrew
confederacy by the common peril and menace of Sisera in the
time of Judges.72 He also finds strong suggestions that certain
elements of Judah were native to the land of Canaan, e.g., Gn.
38 which states that Judah in patriarchal times separated from
his brothers, intermarried with the natives, and settled down
there.73

According to Noth, it is difficult to identify those tribes
which had settled in Egypt since the tribal structure as such
was not well-defines until later times.74 Those who fled from
Egypt probably mixed again with other tribal groups. But
Noth states that how this happened is not known. They
mingled enough to tell to all the others what had happened in
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the exodus and desert wanderings so that all in the course of
time told and retold the story with a complete identification
of themselves, with the result that it became common know-
ledge to all and a unifying bond.75

Noth further maintains that it seems highly probable that
it was the Rachel tribes which experienced the exodus from
Egypt, but admits that the grounds for this identification are
very poor. He discounts all value in the Joseph traditions as
being a historical source since the motive of this narrative was
not a historical explanation.76

Thus in summary it should be noted that the extra-biblical
material is inconclusive for identifying and determining the
tribal participants of the sojourn and exodus, and the
conclusions of the biblical scholars is the same. All the
scholars are generally agreed that the concubine tribes were
at least partially alien to the Israelites proper. In turn, the
following scholars identify the following tribes as those who
descended into Egypt and made the exodus:

(1) Meyer, Schiele, Haupt, and Albright identify the tribes
as the Leah tribes.

(2) Meek identifies the Israelites there as the Levites.

(3) Wellhausen (followed by Steuernagel, Benzinger,
Paton, and Noth) identify them as the Rachel tribes.

(4) Burney, Rowley, and Albright (with an earlier exodus)
identify them with the Joseph tribes plus certain
Simeonite and Levite elements.
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1. The date of Abraham is generally accepted as c. 1750 B.C.,
although this is no longer based on the questionable identifi-
cation of Amraphel of Gn. 14 with Hammurabi. See Albright,
BASOR 88 (Dec., 1942) p. 35; JPOS I (1942) pp. 68–70.;
Meek, Hebrew Origins, pp. 14–16. Garstang, however, main-
tains a date of 2092 B.C. for Abraham’s departure from Haran;
see Garstang, Heritage of Solomon, p. 151.

2. The problem of dating the Israelite exodus and conquest is
extremely complex and inconclusive at present. A date of c.
1400 B.C. is demanded by Garstang’s dating of the fall of Jeri-
cho and the chronology implied in I Kings 6:1. A date within
the thirteenth century is demanded by Palestinian archaeology
in general and the chronology implied in Exodus 12:40. See
Rowley, From Joseph to Joshua, for the latest complete
discussion of the problems of dating; also see Garstang, AJSL
58 (1941) pp. 368–370; Albright, BASOR 57 (Feb., 1935) p.
30; and Glueck, BASOR 55 (Sept., 1934) p. 3–4.

3. The biblical term gerîm means living in a land with certain
moral rights, but without any legal rights and claims, i.e.,
living in the land on sufferance.

4. Wright, BA 3 (Sept., 1940) pp. 28–30.

5. Meek, op. cit., pp. 17–32.

6. The Hyksos invasion of Egypt occurred c. 1700 B.C. and
lasted until c. 1570 B.C. (15th–17th dynasties). Concerning
the ethnic composition of the Hyksos, see Speiser, AASOR 13

CHAPTER I NOTES
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(1933) pp, 147–151, especially his summary statement, “ . . .
the Hyksos were composed of several disparate groups. They
were not simply Semites, or Hurrians, but definitely a con-
glomeration of Semites and Hurrians, with an admixture of
other strains which defy identification at present” (p. 5). See
also Meek, ibid., p. 5 where he maintains that the Hyksos
contained a Hittite element; and Albright, JPOS 15 (1935) pp.
228–230, where Albright claims that the efforts to show that
the non-Semitic Hyksos names were Hurrian are unsuccess-
ful.

7. Meek, op. cit., p. 18.

8. See below, Chapter III, which deals with the H. abiru
problem.

9. The Wadi Tumilat is a narrow valley about thirty to forty
mile long in the eastern part of the Nile delta, connecting the
Nile with Lake Timsah. See Wright and Filson, Westminster
Historical Atlas, p. 150.

10. Albright, Archaeology of Palestine, p. 83; and Stone Age
to Christianity, p. 150.

11. Albright, Biblical Period, p. 7. (Reprinted from The Jews:
Their History, Culture, and Religion, edited by Finkelstein.)

12. See Albright, JBL 37 (1918) pp. 138–140, where Albright
maintained that there were two exodi: the first was obscure
and nowhere indicated in the Hexateuch, but involved the
withdrawal into Central Palestine of the Hebrew tribes after
the decline of the Hyksos power; and the second was the
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exodus some three centuries later under Moses of the Hebrews
who had been imported into Egypt as slaves.

13. Albright, Biblical Period, op.cit.

14. Wright, BA 3:1.

15. See Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt, I, p. 281; and
Wright and Filson, op. cit., p. 29.

16. This is the same position which is held in general by Noth
who rejects the view that the entrance was associated with the
Hyksos. He maintains that the Egyptian sojourn was the result
of drought and famine among the nomadic Hebrews. See
Noth, Geschichte Israels, pp. 72 and 98.

17. Rowley, op. cit., pp. 77ff and 117–119. (See also his
earlier article in BJRL 22 (1938) pp. 243–290.

18. See Rowley, ibid., p. 116, where he states, “Since the
carrying of Joseph into Egypt is represented as taking place
while some Israelites were in the vicinity of Shechem, this
would appear to point to the Amarna age for the background
of the Joseph story. That age would provide a more satis-
factory background for it than any other age we know. ”

19. See Albright, Stone Age to Christianity, p. 184, and the
following statement made there: “That there was a long
Semitic occupation in the northeastern delta before the new
empire is certain from Canaanite place names found there in
the New Empire, which include Succoth, Baal-zephon, Mig-
dol, Zilu (Sillo), and probably Goshen itself . . . It must be
considered as practically certain that the ancestors of part of
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Israel, at least, had lived for several centuries in Egypt before
migrating to Palestine.”

20. Several older scholars, as Cheyne and Winckler, denied an
Egyptian sojourn and identified North Arabic Mus. ri with the
biblical Mis. raim; others held that Goshen only extended to
the southern Palestine-Egyptian border. See Paton, JBL 32
(1913) pp. 25–27.

21. See Wright, BASOR 86 (April, 1942) p. 35 where he
states: “. . . when, however, we attempt to divide up the tribes
into groups, telling just what they did and when, we immedi-
ately enter a realm which is largely speculative and for which
there is almost no extra Biblical data.”

22. This is now generally accepted as the census taken by
David (II Sam. 24) which has been incorrectly placed here.
See Meek, op. cit., p. 29.

23. For the statement of Petrie, see Driver, Exodus, p. xlv.

24. Skinner, Genesis,  p. 450.

25. Meek, op. cit., p. 30.

26. The Merneptah stela is of little aid in identifying any of
the  tribal activities since it refers only to “Israel”; it is though
of extreme importance in dating the terminus as quem of the
conquest.

27. Sethe, “Die Achtungstexte,” APAW, 1926, No. 5.
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28. Albright, The Vocalization of Egyptian Syllabic Ortho-
graphy, p. 7.

29. See Rowley, op. cit., p. 34, note 2.

30. Posener, Princes et pays d’Asie et de Nubie. 

31. Posener, Syria 18 (1937), p. 191.

32. Albright, BASOR 81 (Feb., 1941), p. 19.

33. See Burney, Israel’s Settlement in Canaan, p. 82, and
Rowley, BJRL 22, p. 259–260. For those who oppose the
identification, see Jack, The Date of the Exodus, p. 230,
where Jack states, “The identity of cAsaru, however, with
Asher of the Biblical records must be regarded as most
uncertain.” See also Dussaud, Syria 19 (1938).

34. See Meek, op. cit., pp. 30–31.

35. Rowley, op. cit., and Joseph to Joshua, pp. 33–34.

36. Ibid., pp. 67 and 115, respectively.

37. Albright, BASOR 63, pp. 27 and 29.

38. Dossin, Syria 19 (1938) pp. 111 and 116.

39. Albright, BASOR 81 (Feb., 1941), pp. 19–20.

40. See Petrie, History of Egypt, Vol. II, pp. 323–325; Meyer,
Israeliten und ihre Nachbarstämme, pp. 281–282 and ZAW 6
(1886). pp. 2–4; and Rowley, Joseph to Joshua, pp. 36–37.
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The attempt by Dassaud (Syria 8 [1927] p. 231; and 21 [1940]
p. 172) to identify the name Ijsipj from the Egyptian
execration text c. 20th century B.C. with Joseph-el has not
been  readily accepted. See Albright, JPOS 8 (1928) p. 249.
Even if it were accepted, the chronological problems of
placing Joseph in the 20th century B.C. would still remain.

41. Paton, JBL 32 (1913) p. 21. It was considered impossible
to combine successfully the stay at Kadesh as reported by E
(Ex. 15:25b, 4–6; 17:8–16; 18; and Num. 11:16f) with the
stay at Sinai as reported by J (Num. 10:33; 11:35; 12:16). It
was commonly held that either Exodus 19–Numbers10 is late
and unauthentic, or J and E held different views as to the rela-
tion of Kadesh and Sinai, and these have been confused in
later composition. See the recent statement of Meek (op. cit.,
p. 36), “It is impossible to determine exactly what occurred at
each site, and it is equally impossible to determine their
location.”

42. Paton, JBL 32 (1913) pp. 28–30.

43. Ibid., pp. 29–31.

44. Paton obviously read the hXnm here (with the n sus-

pended,  indicating an earlier reading) as hXm .

45. Ibid., p. 29.

46. Ibid., pp. 31–33. Compare the included statement of
Haupt who, in disagreement with Meyer, thought that the
flaming bush was due to volcanic phenomena in Sinai.
Wellhausen, Prolegomena, p. 354 suggested that sinai (Sinai)
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should be read as sene (bush) since according to Dt. 33:2
Yahweh comes from Sinai to Kadesh.

47. It has long been recognized that the biblical tradition
contains two accounts of the introduction of Yahwism to the
Israelites. The one, Gn. 4:26 (J) declares that Yahweh was
known from the beginning; the second, Ex. 3:13–15 (E) and
6:3 (P) assign its introduction to the foundation of Hebrew
nationality under Moses. The following factors strongly
suggest the hypothesis that Judah, which was associated with
the Kenites in the south, adopted the Kenite religion of
Yahwism: (1) Cain who had the mark of Yahweh upon him
(Gn. 4:15) was the eponymous ancestor of the Kenites (Ju.
4:11); (2) Kenites settled with Judah in the southland (Ju
1:16); (3) Moses received from Jethro, the Midianite priest,
the Kenite Yahwism and introduced it to Israelites of the
sojourn (Nu. 10:29 and Ju 1:16); (4) the extra-biblical refer-
ence (presented by Gridsloff, BEHJ 1 [1946] pp. 81–82) of an
Egyptian text in which the place name Yhw is found referring
to an area in the neighborhood of Kenite settlements and
dating from the time of Rameses II.

48. Examples of such names are (a) Joshua of Ephraim, (b)
Joash, the father of Gideon, from Manesseh, (3) Jothan, the
son of Gideon, (4) and Abijah, the son of Samuel.

49. Paton, op. cit., pp. 32–33.

50. Ibid., pp. 45–47. It was stated that, aside from the Mer-
neptah stela (if the name Israel there has reference to only the
northern tribes), the ‘theories’ of the Egyptian sojourn alone
support the position of Meyer and the others mentioned. His
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own position was defended in part by (1) the statement in Ju.
1:2 that Judah and Simeon were the first ones to invade
Canaan, (2) Gen 34 states that Simeon and Levi attacked
Shechem immediately after their arrival in Canaan, and (3)
the geographical location of the Leah tribes into two divisions
indicates a later intrusion of the Rachel tribes.

51. Burney, op. cit., p. 36.

52. Ibid., p. 47.

53. Ibid., p. 52.

54. Ibid., p. 52.

55. Note Burney’s statements (Ibid., 54 and 57) where he
argues: “It is highly probable that these tribes were originally
regarded as not fully Israelite, i.e. as partially (or, it may be,
wholly) of alien extraction, and that it was only by degrees
that they won their full place in the circle of the tribes. . . at
the stage which the legend originated the Bilhah tribes, Dan
and Naphtali, dwelt in contiguity to the Joseph tribes upon
their southwest,  whereas the Zilpah tribes, Asher and Gad,
were among the Leah tribes, the one in the north, and the
other east of the Jordan. ”

56. Jack, op. cit.; see especially pp. 17 and 234. Because of
their descent from handmaids and their alien worship, Jack
maintained that the concubine tribes of Asher, Gad, Dan, and
Naphtali were “hardly entitled to a position in Israel” until the
final settlement of all the tribes, and were thus excluded from
any participation in the Egyptian sojourn and exodus. Beyond
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this point, Jack makes no attempt to identify the tribes; he
considers it impossible. “It is evident we can never know the
true relation of the tribes of the Exodus to the twelve tribes
afterwards known as Israel, so long as we have no contem-
porary documents” (p. 17).

57. i.e., the Joseph tribes.

58. Rowley, BASOR 85 (Feb., 1942) p. 28. These same
general conclusions have not changed in his latest presenta-
tion, From Joseph to Joshua.

59. Rowley, Joseph to Joshua, pp. 105–107.

60. Ibid., p. 123. It should be noted that for Rowley Moses’
presence suggests the presence of Levite elements, and the
tradition that Simeon was held a prisoner by Joseph (Gn.
42:24) suggests that Simeonites were amongst the Israelites
in Egypt.

61. See note 47 above and note 53 in Chapter II. 

62. Rowley, Joseph to Joshua, pp. 144–145 and 153. In the
latter reference he states in more detail that Yahweh was not
a new name, but a new name for the God of Israel (i.e. the
Joseph tribes). The southern tribes learned of Yahweh by a
gradual penetration of the Kenite religion, so that there was
no moment of dramatic adoption. Moses learned of Yahweh
when he came to the Kenite worshipers who initiated him into
the faith (Num. 10:29, Ju. 2:16).

63. Ibid., p. 164.
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64. Albright, BASOR 58 (April, 1935) pp. 14–16.

65. Albright, Stone Age to Christianity, p. 193.

66. Albright, BASOR 58 (April, 1935) p. 21.

67. Albright, Archaeology of Palestine and the Bible. pp.
143–145.

68. Albright, JBL 37 (1918) pp. 138–140. The following
statement should be noted, “The circumstances and date of
the first exodus are obscure; I do not know of any passage in
the Heptateuch which may have any bearing on the problem.
. . . More than three centuries after the first ‘exodus’ comes
the Mosaic period.” Compare his statement in BASOR 58
(April, 1935) p. 15, “That the Joseph tribes returned from
Egypt to Palestine much earlier than the group led by Moses
has been maintained by the writer since his original statement
(although) very antiquated now in method and data.”

69. Meek, op. cit., p. 33.

70. Ibid., p. 31.

71. Ibid., pp. 31–33, and Meek, AJSL 56 (1938) pp. 117–120.
Compare Waterman, AJSL 58 (1941) pp. 49–56 and his con-
cluding statement, “. . . of the six names discussed, three
(Assir, Hophni, and Merari) have ample Semitic rootage and
formation; one (Pashur) is doubtful, and of the remainder,
Moses is very possibly Egyptian and Phineas certainly so. . .
None of these names with the exception of Moses . . . can be
shown to have come into Palestine with the original Levites”
(p. 56).
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72. Ibid., p. 42.

73. Waterman (AJSL 55, p. 25)  maintains that there were no
Israelite-Hebrew clans in the south, and that Judah was a later
name for a new fusion of Edomite clans in the district of
Judah. He states, “As soon as Judah declared independence
under David, everything of Edomite origin . . . could now
become Judean, not by antithesis or opposition but by
political domination.” Ibid., p. 42.

74. Noth, op. cit., p. 104.

75. Ibid.

76. Ibid., p. 103.



CHAPTER II

THE TRIBAL PARTICIPANTS OF THE CONQUEST

In that it is not merely a question of identification, the
problem of the tribal participants of the conquest is more
complex than the same problem of the exodus. Aside from the
concubine tribes which are considered to have contained at
least partial alien elements, the Israelite tribes were definitely
not an indigenous ethnic group in Palestine. Yet, their ascen-
dance in Canaan to the position of a relatively significant
political group by the time of Merneptah and their developing
into a nation by the time of David necessitated a conquest of
some sort since in their initial entrance they came as gerîm.
That this conquest involved all the tribes except Levi has not
been seriously questioned by any biblical scholar, although
the type of conquest has been subject to disagreement.

The nature of the problem here is to determine the tribal
participants of the conquest in reference to their role and
action and in respect to time and location, The complexity of
this problem is multiplied by (1) the inner inconsistencies of
the biblical tradition, (2) the demands of archaeology on the
chronology of the events, and (3) certain ambiguous relation-
ships and movements of the tribes.1

The inner inconsistencies of the biblical tradition are
centered primarily in the accounts of the conquest as recorded
in Joshua (chapters 11 and 12 particularly) and the Book of
Judges. According to the tradition of Joshua, Palestine was
conquered by the Israelites in several different stages, in-
cluding:
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I.  The conquest of Gilead and Bashan. Most of the strip
country of the Trans-Jordan was depicted as won under
Moses prior to his death. This was in turn promised to the
tribes of Reuben, Gad, and half-Manesseh on the condition
that they assist their kinsmen in conquering the territory west
of the Jordan.2

II. The conquest of south-central Palestine. After
crossing the Jordan, Jericho fell shortly after it was attacked.
The advance was then to Ai, on the east side of the hill-
country, which was captured after an initial repulse. Next
came the alliance with Gibeon, Kephirah, Beeroth, Kiriath-
jearim, all from the western hill-country. The Amorite
alliance of Jerusalem, Hebron, Jarmuth, Lachish, and Eglon
against Gibeon drew the Israelites further west to Beth-heron,
Azekah, and Makkedah in the lowlands west of the central
range.3

III. The conquest of southern Palestine. After the defeat
of the Amorite kings, Joshua is depicted as capturing Mak-
kedah, Libnah, Lachish, Gezer, Eglon, Hebron, and Debir.4

IV. The conquest of northern Palestine. A northern
confederation of kings under Jabin of Hazor, including Ach-
shaph, Madon, Shimron, Dor, and others is depicted as defeat-
ing them, claiming victory.5

According to the narrative in Ju. 1:1–2:15 the conquest
was of a different nature; namely, the conquests of the various
districts were represented as the efforts of the individual tribes
which, in making their settlements, appear in many cases to
have been unable to exterminate or drive out the inhabitants
whom they found and were thus forced to settle down side by
side with them.
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The pertinent elements of this narrative may be sum-
marily stated as follows. Judah, having enlisted the mutual
cooperation of Simeon, conquers Adoni-zedek of Jerusalem
and then advances against the Canaanites in the hill-country,
Negeb, and Shephelah, attacking Hebron, Debir, Zophath
(Hormah), Gaza, Ashkelon, and Ekron. Benjamin, unable to
drive out the Jebusites of Jerusalem, settles down with them.
Joseph goes up against Bethel and destroys it, but the Joseph
tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh are unable to dislodge the
Canaanites from Beth-shean, Tannaach, Dor, Ibleam,
Megiddo, and Gezer. Likewise, Zebulun does not dislodge the
inhabitants of Kitron and Nahalal. Nor does Asher those in-
habitants in Acco, Zidon, Ahlab, Achzib, Helbah, Aphik, and
Rehod; nor Naphtali those in Beth-Shemesh and Beth-Anath.
Dan was forced into the hill-country by the Amorites, and the
Amorites in turn became tributary to Joseph,

Another very significant inconsistency in the biblical
tradition is the dual account of Num. 21:1–2 and Ju. 1:16–17.
According to the former, the Israelites when they left Kadesh-
Barnea were attacked by the king of Arad. Thereupon the
Israelites vowed to put the enemy cities to the ban. This they
did, and in turn called the name of the place Hormah. But,
according to the latter account Judah and Simeon attacked
Arad, having come from the city of palm trees,6 and killed the
inhabitants of Zephath and called in consequence the name of
the place Hormah.

The archaeological evidence coming from Palestine has
created a highly complex problem in reference to the tribal
activities during the conquest. Garstang dated the fall of
Jericho between 1400 B.C. and the ascension of Akhenaton (c.
1370 B.C.);7 but both Albright and Vincent disagreed with this
date. Albright states, “The fall of Canaanite Jericho therefore
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took place somewhere between cir. 1375 and cir. 1300 B.C.
in all probability.”8 Vincent set the date for the fall of Jericho
between 1250 and 1200 B.C.9 This latter date given by
Vincent, as will be seen, harmonizes much more closely with
the dates of the fall of other Palestinian sites. However,
Wright has maintained that the final blow to Vincent’s date
has been given.10

The evidence from the other Palestinian sites would
indicate that they fell within the late thirteenth century B.C.
Albright dates the fall of Lachish into Israelite hands as 1231
B.C.11 and Vincent dates it similarly by placing the date after
1250 B.C.12 Debir is likewise dated in the same period of the
thirteenth century,13 and Bethel is also assigned a destruction
sometime within the thirteenth century B.C.14

The problem of dating the fall of Ai is quite different. It
is certain that this site was in ruins between 2000 to 1200
B.C., and was thus not inhabited at any time during this
interval. Albright’s suggestion that there was a confusion be-
tween Ai and the neighboring town of Bethel is commonly
accepted as the reason for its being included in Jos 8:28 as
one of the towns conquered by Joshua.15

The exploration of Glueck in the Negeb and Trans-
Jordan have far reaching implications on the historical value
and interpretation of biblical accounts of the tribal activities
in these areas. The results of his work have only further
validated his conclusion of 1934, namely,

Had the exodus through southern Palestine taken
place before the thirteenth century B.C. the Israelites
would have found neither Edomites or Moabites who
could have given or withheld permission to traverse
their territories.16
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The third area of difficulty which surrounds the role of the
tribal participants includes a series of diverse elements within
the biblical traditions, namely, (1) the activity and role of
those tribes which did not go to Egypt in reference to how and
when they acquired their lands of permanent residence, (2) the
transition in the tribe of Levi from a secular tribe which was
cursed after the Shechem incident into a tribe invested with
priestly functions of Yahwism, and (3) the uncertainty of the
experiences at Kadesh and Sinai.

The biblical scholars of the past fifty years, assuming that
any tentative solution would of necessity have to discard
some material as unhistorical, have been concerned with
determining the primary tradition and harmonizing the
material as it stands.

Paton,17 who followed the majority of the older scholars
(including Wellhausen, Meyer, Stade, and Kuenen) main-
tained that a sharp contradiction existed between Judges 1 and
the Book of Joshua. Through a process of source analysis he
sought to determine the historical value of the respective
narratives and thereby ascertain the actual historical events
and participants. His conclusion was the same as that of his
earlier colleagues, namely, that the Judges account was more
reliable than that of Joshua. Underlying this conclusion were
the following three factors: 

(1) The other histories of the Bible (II Sam 24:7; I Kings
9:20–21; Ju. 3:1–6) were in agreement with Judges 1 that the
Canaanites were not exterminated or driven out of the land,
but continued to live with the Israelites. 

(2) Nowhere else in biblical tradition is the tribal union as
claimed in Joshua mentioned. According to the Song of
Deborah voluntary assistance came only from the northern
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tribes of Ephraim, Benjamin, Machir, Zebulun, Issachar, and
Naphtali. Reuben, Gilead, Dan, and Asher will not come; and
Judah, Simeon, and Levi are not invited. Throughout Judges,
except for what was considered as editorial passages, the
judges were only tribal leaders, and the tribes are often at war
with each other (Ju. 3:27, 6:34–35, 8:1, 9:6, and elsewhere).

(3) The strongholds reportedly captured by Joshua in D
and P in the Book of Joshua were not captured until later
according to other sources, e.g., Jerusalem was not captured
until the time of David (II Sam. 5:6–9, Ju. 19:2), Gezer was
not captured until the time of Solomon (I Kings 9:16, Ju.
1:29), Beth-shan remained in Philistine hands until the time
of David (I Sam 31:10, Ju. 1:27), and Tanaach and Megiddo
were in Canaanite hands until the time of Deborah (Ju.
5:19).18

In summary Paton states:

There is general agreement that Ju. 1 and the identical
verses in Josh. 15–17 contain the earliest form of J’s
account of the conquest, and that the J section in Josh.
1–11 which represent the tribes as united under the
command of Joshua form a secondary status in the J
document that approximates the standpoint of D.
These sections show a more legendary embellishment
than is found in J’s narrative in numbers of conquest
east of the Jordan, and it is probable, therefore, that
they are of a later origin.19

Paton also maintained that Num. 21:1–2 was not in its
correct context but was evidently the continuation of J’s
account of that defeat at Hormah in Num. 14:45. The parallel
narrative of this in Ju. 1:16–17 was assigned by Wellhausen,
Kittel, and others as the more historical tradition; but Paton
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identifies himself with Meyer, Steuernagel, and Kuenen who
prefer to accept the accounts in Numbers as more historical.20

Paton’s final conclusion was that the Leah tribes were at
Kadesh and advanced northwards while the Rachel tribes
were at Sinai and advanced from the east Jordan.21 After the
foundation of the monarchy when the two groups were united,
the accounts of the two conquests were combined into a
single account, and the various positions that Kadesh occupies
in the tradition were due to the various attempts to combine
the distinct cycles of tradition which dealt with Kadesh and
Sinai.22

Burney argued for the validity of the Judges’ account of
the conquest, as opposed to Joshua’s account, since it first
depicts the conquest as gradual and partial and since RD in
Joshua could readily be accounted for as the interpretation of
the conditions of the conquest from a later time (i.e., the
period of the Davidic reign onward).23 Burney similarly dis-
misses the P narratives of Joshua (13:15–21:42), which regard
Joshua as settling by lot the districts to be occupied by the
tribes, since it presumes the whole of Palestine, with the
exception of the Maritime Plain, to have been under the
control of the Israelites. Although this document is “of
immense value for topographical information . . . it does not
represent the historical course of events.”24

Burney also held that there were two distinct movements
of conquests which came from two different tribal elements
at different times. The conquest of Arad as stated in Num.
21:1–3 is assumed to be more correct than its parallel in Ju.
1:16–17. The tribal groups mentioned in the Judges account
are believed by Burney to be that group which participated in
the northward thrust in the Negeb; namely, Judah and Simeon
in alliance with the Kenites.25 From this Burney inferred that
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those clans which formed the tribe of Judah (North Arabian
Kenites, Calebites, and Jerahmeelites) advanced northward
from Kadesh-Barnea and, along with part of Simeon, con-
quered Arad and settled in the Negeb, after which they
advanced further north into the hill-country of Judah.

The second half of the conquest according to Burney was
the westward movement across the Jordan of the Joseph tribes
which had been in Egypt under the leadership of Joshua. In
light of the following factors this was the only valid conclu-
sion for Burney. First, the only tribes mentioned in the old J
narrative, Judges 1, which are involved in any conquest are
the central tribes of Joseph which attacked Bethel, etc.
Second, Judges 1 depicts the Joseph tribes as making an inde-
pendent attack upon the hill-country, “to which they go up,
i.e., presumably from the Jordan valley after the passage of
the river.”26 Third, the Simeonite and Levite groups which
had been with Joseph in Egypt left him when he turned east
around Edom to enter Canaan from the east Jordan.27

As for the other Leah tribes, Burney maintained that
Reuben was originally settled in east Jordan in southern
Gilead, but evidently attempted to settle in west Jordan.28

Zebulun and Issachar are placed in the southwest central hill-
country since Ju. 12:11–12 states that Elon the Zebulunite
was buried in Ajalon in the land of Zebulun and this is
identified with the Vale of Ajalon. These last two tribes later
moved northward and occupied territory which was entirely
inland from the sea (contrary to Gn. 49:13 and Dt. 33:18–
19).29

The position of Burney, as indicated above, is generally
accepted by Jack, although his conclusions are not as em-
phatically nor definitely stated. According to the remaining
fragments of J in Joshua and the accounts in Judges, Jack
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stated that Judah, Simeon, and probably Levi—with some of
the nomadic groups of the Sinai peninsula (Kenites,  Caleb-
ites, etc.) which ultimately became a part of Judah—made a
gradual conquest of the southern hill-country and Negeb, but
were unable to settle the western Maritime Plain and Jeru-
salem.30 The Joseph tribes established themselves on the
central ridge at Bethel but were shut off from the southwest
plains by Canaanite strongholds. These tribes were settled
south of the Canaanite cities of Dor, Ibleam, Megiddo,
Tanaach, etc.31 Dan and Naphtali, who had taken up their
positions in the Shephelah and Asher and Gad, were ousted
and compelled to move northward and lived north of this
same belt of Canaanite cities.

The movement of the northern tribes led by Joshua was
directed from the east across the hill-country and was
confined to the north and the west. The distinct movement of
the southern tribes was a northward thrust confined to the
southern plains and Negeb. It was the northern confederacy of
Joshua which issued into what became the nation of Israel.
The northern group had been in contact with the southern
group at Kadesh-Barnea where they “certainly mingled with
each other . . . under the leadership of Moses and had a
common bond as Hebrews and worshipers of Yahweh.”32

After their arrival in Canaan the northern group evidently
joined hands with the Israelites who had been in Canaan all
along.33

In opposition to the general consensus among earlier
biblical scholars, Wright has denied that a contradiction exists
between Joshua 10 and Judges 1 since such a distinction is an
oversimplification of the whole import of Joshua on the one
hand and the reliability of Judges 1 on the other.34 Thus,
according to Wright, the Deuteronomic editor of Joshua was
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guilty of over schematizing his material, but he did not de-
liberately falsify his picture of the conquest. The account in
Judges is at best a collection of miscellaneous fragments of
varying dates and reliability within the general period of the
Judges and not a unified document.

By thus identifying the accounts in Joshua as the primary
source of information, Wright reconstructs the tribal activity
as follows. After a year spent at Mount Sinai, Israel made a
journey through the wilderness of Paran until they arrived at
Kadesh-Barnea where they remained until the advent of a new
and more optimistic generation. The movement from Kadesh-
Barnea north through the Trans-Jordan was frustrated by
Edom and Moab, and Moses was forced to lead the group
northward into the Arabah. After crossing the river Arnon, the
kingdom of Sihon was defeated. At this point, Joshua as-
sumed command of the tribes and moved westward into
Canaan. The area of central Palestine where the Joseph tribes
were located probably did not need to be conquered since it
was possible that either friends or relatives of the Israelites
were already settled there and all Joshua needed to do was to
make a covenant with them.35 The southern and northern
campaigns followed in turn as recorded in Joshua 10.

At the conclusion of the conquest the territory was par-
celed out among the eleven tribes, with the tribe of Levi being
distributed among the others since it was to attend to religious
matters. Reuben and Gad were settled in the territory of
Sihon, and Reuben was later (in the ninth century B.C.)
overcome by Moab which had been a continuous threat along
with Ammon. Half-Manasseh occupied the kingdom of Og.
The settlement of the tribes in Western Palestine, according
to Wright, is accurately recorded in the documentary lists of
Joshua 15 and 19,36
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Wright’s general conclusion was that the campaigns a-
gainst the Canaanite royal cities attributed to Joshua are
historically accurate, and that after Joshua’s death there was
a long period of struggle for possession. This is verified for
Wright by the archaeological finds at Bethel which had a
major destruction during the middle of the thirteenth century
and three additional destructions within the next two
centuries.37

According to Meek, the foreshortened account of the
conquest in Joshua is highly inaccurate since the settlement
must have been a gradual infiltration of the Hebrews into the
country in small groups or clans. Meek holds that there were
two distinct settlements in Palestine by the Israelites, both in
reference to time and participants.38 In light of the archaeo-
logical evidence of Jericho, Hazor, Shechem, and Bethel (all
of which were destroyed at an earlier time than the cities in
the south) Meek affirms that the first Hebrew conquest was in
the north c. 1400 B.C. and the participants were the Joseph
tribes, Gilead, Gad, Benjamin, and later Reuben. These tribes
were organized into a confederacy or amphictyony under the
leadership of Joshua at Shechem. It was probably just the
Joseph tribes at first, but the common cause and enemy led
other groups to unite with them. Of this group, Meek states:

The Israelites are to be identified with the H. abiru,
they came down from the north and made their first
conquest east of the Jordan a little before 1400 B.C.;
they captured Jericho c. 1400 B.C. or slightly later, and
then gradually extended their conquests into the
highlands of Ephraim, capturing Bethel in the west c.
1300, or slightly later, from which reign they de-
scended gradually into the borders of the coastal
plain.39
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While this section of the Israelites were making their
home in the north, a mass of migrating hordes, which had
been displaced in the midst of the  H. abiru activity, sought
territory in the west. An attempt at a southern conquest had
been thwarted, and the group was driven back and forced to
make a circuit southward where they either mingled with the
Kenites, Calebites, etc. or pushed their way into Egypt where
they were permitted to enter the Wadi Tumilat.40

There in Egypt, this latter group consisting of Judah,
Simeon, Levi, and Reuben grew and prospered under a
benevolent government until the time of Rameses II, at which
time they were subjugated to a status of serfdom. Then, in the
reign of Seti II (c. 1215 B.C.) this group was led out of Egypt
by Moses. They returned thus via Yam Suph to the desert and
mingled with their kinsmen whom they had left behind in the
Negeb. Here a confederate code was instituted by Moses
which united the tribes and served as the stimulus in their
gradual push to the north from Kadesh to Beersheba and
Hebron, and even further north until they finally controlled
most of the land south of Jerusalem between the Dead Sea
and Philistia.41 This southern group was only later called
Judah (named after the strongest tribe of the group) even
though it was an amalgamation of Simeonites, Levites,
Reubenites,42 Kenites, and Calebites.

The tribes of the far north including Asher, Dan, Naphtali,
Issachar, and Zebulun were all considered to be more native
than Hebrew. The became Hebrew only as they were drawn
into the confederacy by a common peril beginning about the
time of Deborah with the menace of Sisera.

It is important to note that Meek, in contradiction to the
biblical tradition, makes Joshua antedate Moses:

He is so inextricably connected with Jericho that we
have to disassociate him from Moses, and again we
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would account for the disorder in the Old Testament
narratives by the fusion of two different sagas of
several groups that eventually coalesced to make the
Hebrew people.43

The conclusions which Albright drew concerning the
tribal participants of the conquest are similar to those of Meek
for Albright considers there to have been three dominant
groups participating in the settlement of Palestine; namely,
the Joseph tribes, the Leah tribes, and the concubine tribes.
Albright, in following the method of Alt44 and the evidence of
archaeology, maintains the Israelites first settled in the
wooded hill-country of East-West Manasseh and Ephraim.

Both from the results of archaeological surveys and
from the early records we know that the Canaanite
occupation was heavily centered in the low hill-country
and plains of West Palestine, and that much of the
higher hill-country of both East and West Palestine was
not occupied at all by a sedentary population until the
beginning of the Iron Age in the twelfth century B.C. It
was therefore in these regions where the Hebrews first
settled down late in patriarchal times and where they
were  first joined by the Israelites proper in the thir-
teenth century.45

And Albright further notes that this area is not mentioned in
the Egyptian records, nor the Amarna tablets, nor Joshua’s
campaigns in the Book of Joshua, nor in the independent Isra-
elite traditions of Genesis, Judges, chronicles, and Jubilees of
Joshua’s conquests. 46

It was this territory that the Joseph tribes settled after their
early exodus from Egypt in the reign of Amenhophis III
(between 1415 and 1380 B.C.). Albright admits that there is
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no evidence from Tell Beit Mirsim or elsewhere that the
Joseph tribes settled down in towns until the second half of
the thirteenth century, i.e., prior to the settlement of the other
Israelites in the Shephelah—at which time there is abundant
evidence that the Israelites proceeded immediately to destroy
and occupy Canaanite towns.47

Albright accepts the basic historical value of the wilder-
ness wanderings since there has been discovered nothing to
throw doubt upon them; and from this acceptance he  projects
the following reconstruction of the tribal activity and partici-
pants. Early in the reign of Rameses II the Leah tribes were
led out of Egypt by Moses; and after a wandering experience
of a generation the group conquered Sihon’s territory, at
which time the wandering experience came to an end. At this
juncture came the confederation of Israelite tribes led by
Moses with the other kindred pre-Hebrew tribes of Joseph and
the remotely related concubine tribes.48 This new Israelite
confederation was then led by Joshua over a group of Canaan-
ite city-states in Galilee.

Albright differs with Meek on two important points. First,
Albright maintains that Judah came north with the Leah tribes
and Moses, and they entered the land from the east and the
north, whereas southern Judah was settled by Calebites and
Kenites who were not related to Judah but were only amal-
gamated with the tribes. Second, Albright separates Joshua
from Jericho rather than placing Joshua before Moses as
Meek does.

Rowley’s complete interpretation of the historical events
in the period of Israelite settlement is dependent upon the
equation of the age of Jacob with the Amarna age, and in turn
the Amarna age is equated with the period of Israelite settle-
ment.49 The reference to H. abiru activity in northern, southern,
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and central Palestine around Shechem is considered by
Rowley to reflect the Israelite conquest.

In this manner he identifies the southern thrust in the
Amarna age with the Israelite attack from Kadesh-Barnea.
The tribes represented in this attack included Judah, Simeon,
Levi, Reuben and other related tribes of the Kenites and
Calebites.50 According to Rowley, Simeon and Levi pressed
further north than the other tribes did, and they finally reached
Shechem but were unable to hold the city.51 In consequence
they were unable to secure any permanent settlement, and
eventually a portion of these tribes migrated to Egypt and
joined the Joseph tribes which were living there. Reuben also
moved northward up the western side of the Jordan and
finally obtained a foothold east of the Dead Sea.

The simultaneous SA-GAZ activity in the north was
equated by Rowley with the settlement and conquests of Dan,
Asher, and Zebulun. It was in the later part of this age that
Joseph was carried into Egypt and there joined by elements of
Simeon and Levi which had not fallen back and had not been
absorbed into the tribe of Judah. While in Egypt, the Simeon-
ites became absorbed into Joseph and lost their identity, but
the Levites retained their tribal distinctiveness and made the
exodus out of Egypt along with the Joseph tribes under
Moses. This group which was led by Moses was in turn led by
Joshua into central Palestine c. 1230 B.C..52

Rowley makes no apparent attempt to indicate how these
tribes came together aside from stating that all the tribes were
of kindred stock, and that those who went to Egypt came back
and settled in their midst about a century and a half later. It
was not until the time of David and Solomon that these
kindred tribes were united, and this union grew out of their
common worship of Yahweh.53
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Noth approached this problem of the tribal participants of
the conquest and settlement by employing his own threefold
approach which invested little authority and value in the
archaeological method.54 This method led him to this general
conclusion: “the individual traditions from the time of the
conquest in the Old Testament are in general either heroic
sagas or aetiological traditions.”55

In particular, Noth maintained that the tribes entered those
parts of the land which were thinly settled during the Bronze
Age, namely, the highlands of central East-Jordan and the
mountainous areas of West-Jordan. Because of their settle-
ment in such areas, he holds that there were no great battles
in which the tribes conquered their territories. Rather they
came in as individual tribes in a peaceful and quiet manner
and settled only gradually a little at a time.56

Noth indicates the following to have been the experience
of the individual tribes:57 Reuben seems to have settled in the
West Jordan near Judah but was later forced out by Judah and
took up its position in Trans-Jordan. Simeon did not come out
of the Negeb but moved to its position in the southern tip of
Judah from central Palestine. Evidence from the Shechem
incident would indicate that it was forced out of its original
position along with Levi in the same manner as Reuben was,
but the tribe which displaced these two was that of Joseph.
The place of settlement of Levi has been completely lost. The
settlement of Judah was from the east since it apparently
entered the land along with the earlier tribes and since its
entrance from either north or south was blocked by strong
Canaanite cities.

The tribe of Joseph including Ephraim and Manesseh
undoubtedly came in from the east or southeast Trans-Jordan
as two separate tribes. They were probably not admitted to the
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amphictyony until the tribe of Levi was counted out. They
settled slightly north of Benjamin at the Ephraim mountains.
The Galilean tribes were the most difficult to account for in
reference to their settlement. Zebulun and Issachar apparently
came over the Jordan with Judah, Reuben, Simeon, and Levi.
Among the Galilean tribes were the ones closest to the central
West-Jordan hill-country. Issachar evidently gave itself to the
Canaanites as servants in order to be able to settle in the
territory of Sunem. Zebulun and Asher apparently served the
Canaanites in a similar manner along the coastal area
although they themselves did not settle on the coast. Dan was
in service to Sidon and worked in the harbors of the Sidonites.
The only Galilean tribe which was able to remain indepen-
dent was Naphtali which was content with her own territory
even though it was the least desirable.

Noth assigns the beginning of the Israelite settlement in
the second half of the fourteenth century B.C. and sets its
terminus ad quem at 1100 B.C..58

Kaufmann in his recent study on the conquest of Canaan59

has approached the problem in a distinct manner. Accepting
the basic historicity of the conquests narratives in Joshua and
Judges, he rejects the idea that there are “inconsistencies” in
the narrative since the higher critics who have claimed the
presence of such have failed to accept and understand the
unreal utopian conception of the land of Israel in these
sources and the Pentateuch. For Kaufmann, this unreal
utopian conception of the land cannot be explained by the
“real ethnic settlement of tribes or by the real political
development of the Kingdom of Israel.”60 Instead, it can only
be understood in the context of five different conceptions of
the land of Israel which corresponds to the changes in the
historical situation; namely, (1) the land of Canaan, or the
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land of the patriarchs, (2) Moses’ land of Israel, (3) Joshua’s
land of Israel, (4) the land of the real Israelite settlement, and
(5) the Kingdom of Israel.61

Kaufmann also points out that Joshua 23 contains the first
reference to the idea of “the remaining peoples.” It is at this
point that the conquest becomes problematical and condition-
al, with the strong possibility that such a conquest may not be
realized. Accordingly, Ju. 2:11–3:6 indicate the hope for a
complete conquest is entirely abandoned.

Kaufmann defines the wars of Joshua as wars of destruc-
tion and extermination as opposed to wars of occupation by
immediate settlement. Joshua did not leave garrison behind in
the cities which he had destroyed, but returned all his forces
to one place. Nor did he distribute by lot the territory before
the major portion of the fighting was over. The consequences
of this action, Kaufmann notes as follows:

Here we merely note that the natural consequences of
such wars was that the Canaanite survivors fortified
themselves in various places as best they could. Hence
the tribes had to continue to fight when they started to
settling in their portions. In such a situation a war by
tribes was the inevitable second stage.62

On this basis Kaufman maintains that Ju. 1 is the perfect
continuation of the Joshua narratives. This same conclusion
seems to be made evident by the following facts as well. First,
the Canaanites disappear as a force after Judges 5. Second, the
Israelites did not take over the military art of the Canaanites.
Third, the Israelites did not adopt the political organization of
the city-state after the Canaanites but maintained the tribal
system. And fourth, in the area of Israelite settlement there
were no Canaanite communities which exerted an idolatrous
influence.
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All these facts add up to a single monumental testi-
mony that the Canaanite factor had been liquidated in
the real land of Israel as early as the beginning of the
period of Judges. At no stage was the conquest of the
land a process of peaceful settlement. It did not pro-
duce a national or cultural intermingling. The Canaan-
ite element was defeated and driven out. This was
possible only by great national wars. Herein is a
decisive proof of the truthfulness of the narrative in
the Book of Joshua.63

Thus, Kaufmann accepts as recorded the accounts of
Joshua’s conquest but with two exceptions. And these excep-
tions include the aetiological accounts about Gilgal (Josh.
4:2–24; 5:2–9) and the admitted legendary stamp which is the
essence of the stories.64 In like manner he accepts the accounts
of the tribes and the tribal activity in Judges 1 and subsequent
chapters.

In summary the following general conclusions in refer-
ence to the time, activity, and location of the tribal partici-
pants of the conquest should be noted. With the one exception
of Jericho, and perhaps Bethel, the archaeological investiga-
tions in the Negeb, Trans-Jordan, and Canaan testify to a date
about 1300 B.C. or a little earlier for the main era of conquest
and destruction. Jericho has been dated variously between
1400 B.C. and 1200 B.C. and the heavy erosion which has
occurred at this site in recent years has made the solution of
this problem more remote than ever.

The activity of the tribal participants has been interpreted
in several distinct ways. Wellhausen, Meyer, Stade, Paton,
Burney, Jack, Albright, Rowley, and Meek have invested
more historical accuracy in the accounts of Judges than
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1. The Israelite tribal structure which underlies the sequence
of historical events has been dealt with by Noth in his Das
System der Zwolf Stämme Israels. Therein he states (pp.
28–30) that the arising of the twelve tribe system can only be
correctly understood from a time when the tribes claimed
interest for themselves as they historically formed individual
and separate groups. The terminus ad quo cannot be deter-
mined by the Old Testament record although the terminus ad
quem is the Davidic formation of the nation. See also his
statement (op. cit., p. 25) that at no one time were all the
tribes (either as recorded by Genesis. 49, in which Levi is

Joshua, and thereby make the tribes the primary units of
conquest in the territory of each. Noth has denied the essential
historicity of both accounts and considers the conquest to
have been a slow and gradual infiltration of nomadic groups.
Both Wright and Kaufmann maintained that the Joshua
account is historically accurate and that Judges narrates the
continued wars of settlement.

In reference to the location of the tribal movements, the
following have maintained that all or part of the Leah tribes
made a northward movement from Kadesh: Paton, Burney,
Jack, Meek, and Rowley. Likewise, the following have
maintained that the Rachel and Joseph tribes made a west-
ward movement across the Jordan: Paton, Burney, Jack,
Meek, Rowley, and Albright. And it has been maintained by
Albright that the Leah tribes also made their approach from
the Trans-Jordan.

CHAPTER II NOTES
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included, or Numbers 26, in which Levi is not included) in
existence together.

2. Joshua 1 and 2.

3. Joshua 3:1–10:27.

4. Joshua 10:28–43.

5. Joshua 11. For a summary statement, see Joshua 10:40–41
and 11:16–17.

6. See Rowley, Joseph to Joshua, p. 101. “The city of palm-
tree is commonly understood to be Jericho.”

7. Garstang, Joshua-Judges, p. 146; PEFQS 1936, p. 170. See
also his earlier statement in ; PEFQS 1930, p. 132, that the fall
was “in round figures about 1400 B.C.”

8. Albright BASOR 74 (April, 1939), p. 20.

9. Vincent, RB 39 (1930) pp. 403–433; PEFQS 1931, pp.
104–106.

10. “If there is anything certain in Palestinian archaeology, it
is that the painted pottery from the ‘Middle Building’ is
earlier than the thirteenth century. . . . The chronology of this
type of painting . . . does not antedate the fourteenth century.
At Jericho this sort of thing is entirely absent, and the final
destruction of the Late Bronze city must, therefore, be earlier
than the thirteenth century.” Wright, BASOR 87 (April, 1942),
pp. 33–34.
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11. Albright, Stone Age to Christianity, p. 194.

12. Vincent, RB 48 (1939), p. 419.

13. Albright, AASOR 17 (1938) pp. 71 and 78–79, and
Archaeology and the Bible, Chapter 2.

14. Albright BASOR 74, p. 17 and Stone Age to Christianity,
p. 212.

15. Albright, BASOR 56 (Dec., 1934) p. 11; and 74, pp.
16–17. Noth, Joshua, pp. 23–25, where he maintains that
archaeological evidence proves that the account of Ai in
Joshua 7–8 is completely aetiological and legendary. Ai
belonged to Benjamin and Bethel to Ephraim.

16. Glueck, BASOR 55 (1934) p. 16. Note also his latest
statements, BASOR 138 (Apr. 1955) pp. 7–30. He states in
part, “. . . history of the occupation there (Negeb) paralleled
that of the Trans-Jordan more closely than Palestine proper
north of the Beersheba area . . . we proved furthermore that
during the following MB II and in most of Trans-Jordan
during the whole of LB I and LB II periods there was a sharp
decline, if not an almost complete lack of strong authority to
keep Bedouin in check and enable agriculture and trade to be
carried on” (p. 30).

17. Paton, op. cit., pp. 7–24.

18. For each of these strongholds see Josh, 12:10, 12, 21, and
21:25, respectively.

19. Paton, op. cit., p. 8.
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20. He states the basis of this conclusion as “the writer of the
main stock of J harmonized the tradition of the southern tribes
with that of the northern tribes by bringing all the tribes first
to Kadesh and then around Edom (Num. 20:13–21) to invade
the land from the east. He still preserved the memory, how-
ever, that the tribes has conquered their territories indepen-
dently.”

21. Ibid., p. 14.

22. Ibid., p. 24.

23. Burney, op. cit., p. 25. Compare Moore, Judges p. 8, “All
the we know of the history of Israel in Canaan in the
succeeding centuries confirms the representation of Judges
that the subjugation of the land by the tribes was gradual and
partial.”

24. Burney, op. cit., p. 26.

25. Ibid., pp. 29–31.

26. Ibid., p. 35.

27. Ibid., pp. 48–50.

28. The Blessing of Jacob when “divested of its symbolism
and interpreted in inter-tribal relations seems to picture some
sort of aggression upon the right of the Bilhah clan.” Ibid., p.
51.

29. Ibid., p. 53. See Chapter I,  p. 12 and note 55 for Burney’s
position on the concubine tribes.
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30. Jack, op. cit., pp. 72–73, 149.

31. Ibid.

32. Ibid., p. 151.

33. i.e., those tribes so identified by Burney (above pp. 11–12)
and implied in the accounts of Jacob at Hebron and Simeon
and Levi at Shechem. Jack identifies the covenant made at
Mount Ebal (Deuteronomy 27 and Joshua 8) with the joining
of the Shechemite Israelites to the Joshua community, at
which time they accepted Yahwism.

34. Wright, BA 3 (1940) pp. 25–26, and JNES 5 (1946), pp.
105–114.

35. Wright completely disassociated the conquest of Jericho
from Joshua. “It is probable that the author (i.e., D of Joshua)
again relying on an old tradition was wrong in ascribing the
capture of Jericho to Joshua.” (JNES 5 [1946], p. 114). Note
also Wright and Filson, op. cit, p. 40, “Jericho fell not to
Joshua but to relatives of Israel, perhaps from the Shechem
area during the disturbances of the fourteenth century.”

36. These documentary lists are dated by Wright before 900
B.C. since Shechem was destroyed shortly after 900 B.C. and
not occupied again for four centuries. See Wright and Filson,
op. cit., p. 43.

37. Wright, JNES 5 (1946), p. 111.

38. Meek, op. cit., pp. 22–25.
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39. Meek, BASOR 61 (Feb., 1946) p. 19. See also Hebrew
Origins, p. 25, where he asserts—after identifying the cApiru
with H. abiru and cIbrîm—that the Hebrews were in Palestine
as early as Amenophis II if the statement is correct that he
captured 3,600 cApiru on his second campaign since it was the
northern limit of his campaign (northern Palestine or Southern
Syria) that he captured them.

40. For Meek (Hebrew Origins, p. 28) the attempt at a
southern campaign is reflected in Num. 14:39–45 and Dt
1:41–44. These events must have occurred before the exodus
since the account “does not seem to have much point there
and could well have occurred earlier.”

41. This reconstruction of the history of the southern tribes is
verified for Meek by the excavations of Glueck in the Negeb,
Albright at Tel Beit Mirsim, and Sellers at Beth-Zur since all
indicate a Hebrew occupation c. 1200 B.C. He also finds evi-
dence for it in the following accounts of preparation for a
southern invasion: Num. 21:1–3; Josh. 15:14–19; and Ju. 1:
1–21. See also Hebrew Origins pp. 39–41.

42. Since the earliest traditions of Gn. 35:22, 49:3–4; Num.
16; and Ju. 5:15–16 speak of Reuben’s arrogance, lack of
cooperation, and dissension, Meek maintains that Reuben was
undoubtedly expelled from the southern group and moved
northward around Edom and through Moab to settle northeast
of the Dead Sea. (See Hebrew Origins, p. 42.)

43. Ibid., p. 35. In like manner he accounts for all the incon-
sistencies in the biblical tradition: “the nationalized form has
dove-tailed the two conquests into each other as the work of
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a single people, resulting naturally in a good deal of confusion
and inconsistent” (Ibid., p. 45).

44. See Alt, Die Landnahme der Isreliten in Palestina, and
Albright, BASOR 58, pp. 14–15. Alt’s system is a combina-
tion of physical and historical geography with social and
political history.

45. Albright, Stone Age to Christianity, p. 211.

46. Albright, BASOR 58, p. 14.

47. This would seem to verified for Albright by Glueck’s
excavations in Trans-Jordan.

48. Albright, BASOR 58, p. 17 and Stone Age to Christianity,
p. 212.

49. Rowley, Joseph to Joshua, pp. 110–112.

50. Ibid., p. 112.

51. It is this reference to Shechem that dates the Amarna age
as the time of Jacob. Concerning the role of Shechem in the
early history of Israel, Rowley states, “we may then with some
probability find evidence of temporary Hebrew dominance in
Shechem in the Amarna age, followed by a Hebrew with-
drawal, and a reversion of the city to Canaanite control until
after the time of Joshua.” Ibid., p. 128. Compare also Meek,
Hebrew Origins, pp. 122–124, where he suggests that Gn. 34
has nothing to do with Simeon and Levi.

52. Rowley, ibid., pp. 123 and 141–142.
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53. Rowley holds that the southern tribes adopted their faith
in Yahweh out of their association with the Yahweh-
worshiping Kenites. The Joseph tribes came to accept Yah-
wism through Moses who came under the influence of Jethro.
The other tribes received it in undetermined ways.

54. This method included Gattungsgeschichte, aetiological
explanations, and recognizing the tenacity of names and
stories to particular sites. Compare Albright, BASOR 74, pp.
12–14 for a critique of this approach. Note also Noth, Das
Buch Josua.

55. Noth, PJB 34 (1938), p. 10.

56. Noth cites the example of half nomads who came into the
area during the various seasons and remained in the land
without ever returning to their previous place of settlement.
See Geschichte Israels, p. 59.

57. Noth, Ibid., pp. 60–68.

58. Ibid., p. 70.

59. Kaufmann, The Biblical Account of the Conquest of
Palestine.

60. Ibid., p. 47.

61. Ibid., 48–55.   Here he defines these territories as
follows: (1) the land of Canaan was that territory destined for
Israel in the Pentateuch (Genesis 12 to Numbers 26) and had
its borders the Jordan on the east, the sea on the west, the
Wadi of Egypt or the desert on the south, and the Euphrates
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or Gateway to Hamath on the north; (2) Moses’ land of Israel
reflected in Num. 21:21–35; 32; and Dt. 2–3 consisted of
Canaan and the Trans-Jordanian territories which had not
been promised to Israel but which were captured by the tribes
prior to the conquest of Canaan proper; (3) Joshua’s land of
Israel was a dynamic territorial unit, the boundaries of which
were only temporary. It was made up of three countries: one
conquered and allotted (Baal Gad to Negeb), a second was
allotted but not conquered (the coastal strip, Emeq, Jerusalem,
portion of Dan, etc.), a third neither allotted or conquered
(Baal Gad to Gateway of Hamath); (4) the real land of Israel
was that territory in which the tribes were located at the end
of the Judges’ period (marked by the expression of Ju. 20:1,
“from Dan to Beersheba”); (5) the Israelite empire came with
the establishment of the Davidic kingdom and it included the
real land of Israel as its nucleus and surrounding non-ethnic
territories as imperialistic provinces.

62. Ibid., p. 86.

63. Ibid., p. 91.

64. Ibid., p. 74. “The legendary element is the essence of
these stories, expressing as it does the idea which gives them
their life and form. . . . (i.e.) that the conquest of the land is a
miraculous sign.”



CHAPTER III

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE H.ABIRU 

TO THE HEBREWS

The archaeological investigations in the Near East within
the past sixty to seventy years have recovered a wide variety
of texts in which there is reference to the H. abiru, the SA.GAZ,
and the cApiru. It has now been well established by the
scholars in this field that these terms apply to the same
group,1 and this group was spread throughout the entire Near
East during the second millennium B.C. According to the
analysis of Greenberg the SAG.AZ were found in Ur III (20th
century B.C.), Isin (19th century B.C.), Larsa (18th century
B.C.), Babylon (17 th century B.C.), Alala.h (19th century B.C.),
and Phoenicia, Boghazköi, and Palestine (14–13th century
B.C.). The H. abiru were found at Alishar (19th century B.C.);
Alalah. , vicinity of Harran, Mari, and Larsa (18th century
B.C.), Boghazköi (17th century B.C.); Nuzi and Alalah.  (15th
century B.C.); and Palestine and Boghazköi (14–13th century
B.C.). The cApiru were found at Joppa and in Egypt (15th
century B.C.); in Palestine and Egypt (14–13th century B.C.);
and the cprm were at Ugarit (14th century B.C.).2

The problem at hand is the proposed identification of this
H. abiru /SAG.AZ / cApiru group (hereafter referred to as
H. abiru) with the cIbrîm, the Hebrew of the Bible. Of primary
importance is the identification of the H. abiru of Tell el-
Amarna with the tribal participants of the Israelite conquest
of Palestine. But since both terms, H. abiru and cIbrîm, are
used of larger groups over several centuries, it is necessary
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to consider the relationship of the H. abiru to the Hebrew
patriarchs.

Whether or not this identification and equation of the
H. abiru to the Hebrews is valid or not is dependent on the
following three factors: (1) the philological relationship of the
terms .habiru and cibrî, (2) the nature of the ethnic-social
structure of both groups, and (3) the historical activity of both
groups.

The philological relationship of the two terms is dependent
upon the etymology of the terms as well as their morpho-
logical relationship. That cibrî is a gentilic form of the root cbr,
having the basic meaning “to cross, pass, or traverse” is now
generally accepted.3 Without the gentilic ending it is found in
the name of the eponymous ancestor of the Hebrew people,
Eber. Just as melek is derived from the earlier form of milk
(and that from an earlier form of malk), so ceber and cibrî are
derived from an earlier form of cabir(u).4 The cuneiform
equivalent of cab/piru would be .habiru. Thus, the equation of
cibrî to cab/piru to .habiru is quite possible.

Speiser indicates that there is good evidence that etymo-
logically the relationship of cibrî to .habiru is very close.  The
root cbr is capable of yielding the meaning “passing from place
to place,” and in a derived sense “being a nomad.”

Such an interpretation is by no means inconsistent with
what we have learned about the H. abiru. . . . They were
nomads in the same sense as the Bedouin . . .‘Nomad’is
not an ethnic designation, it is an appellative, but so was
also .habiru at the start. As yet there is no way of estab-
lishing this etymology beyond possibility of dispute; it
appears however to be gaining in likelihood with each
new strand of evidence.5
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The social status of the H. abiru, who were scattered
throughout the Near East in the second millennium B.C.,
varied from place to place and from time to time in the same
place. These various social positions included being socially
independents, military auxiliaries, private dependents, state
dependents, slaves, vagrants, or members of a settled popula-
tion.6

The social status of the migrating and nomadic Hebrew
patriarchs is well expressed in the term gerîm, “being so-
journers, living in the land on sufferance, without legal
nights.” Thus, only in part is the social status of the Hebrews
coincident with the H. abiru.

Concerning the Amarna period and the conquest in
particular, the Hebrews and the Israelites which participated
in the conquest were united into tribal units of related
kinsmen and moved in large massive tribal groups. Contrary
to this it should be noted that there is no indication that the
scattered H. abiru of the Amarna period were ever constituted
into such a structured social organization and moved in such
large and ordered groups.

Also of importance in the problem of the ethnic nature of
these two groups is the question whether the respective terms
for these groups are appellatives or ethnicons.. There is little,
if any, doubt raised that the term cibrî is an ethnicon in the
gentilic, denoting the descendants of Eber the Noachide, and
in particular the ancestors of the Israelite nation. As Greenberg
indicates, this is well demonstrated by (1) the antithesis of the
cibrîm / cibriyyot and the mis. rîm / mis. riyyot in Gn 43:32, Ex
1:19, and implied in Ex 2:7; (2) the use of cibrî as a dis-
tinguishing term after the honorific be7nê yisrace%l is assumed
in Ex. 1:19; and (3) the distinction of the ethnic Israelites
from the non-Israelites in the slave laws of Lev. 25:44–46,
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Ex. 21:2. Dt. 15:12—the former serve for a limited period and
the latter for a lifetime.7

However, there has been widespread disagreement as to
whether capiru / .habiru is an ethnic form of an appellative.
According to Speiser, an ethnic form cibrî developed from the
appellative cabiri (h.abiru).8 This development was as follows:
the term .habiru represent in earlier times socially organized
groups of diverse national elements, but the large Semitic
element in this group at the Amarna period may have
imparted to this group as quasi-ethnic status. Full ethnic
content, issuing in the tern cibrî, paralleled the conquest of the
H. abiru over the Ammonites, Moabites, etc. On the other
hand, Rowley —contrary to the social usage of the term in
Nuzi—on the basis of the reference to the gods of the H. abiru
in Hittite texts maintains that the term is essentially ethnic and
may have developed into an appellative and non-ethnic term.9

Dhorme has also rejected any possibility of .habiru being
an ethnic term. He states, “Les H. abiri ne seraient donc pas
une peuplade, une quantité ethnique ou géographique, mais la
désignation d’une collectivité.”10 Greenberg likewise rejected
the ethnic usage of the term, saying, “cApiru is the appellation
of a population element composed of diverse ethnic elements,
having in common only a general inferior social status.”11

It should be noted that Greenberg disagrees with the view
of Parzen, Meek, and Rowley that there is a corresponding
derogatory nuance to the term cibrî as there is to the term
.habiru.12

When Abraham is called an cibrî, when the land of the
patriarchs’ sojourn is called ceres.  hacibrîm (Gn. 40:
15), when Joseph and his brothers are called cibrîm
(Gn 39:14, 43:32) it is merely because this was the
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only gentilic available to the writer to set off those
proto-Israelites from the surrounding Canaanites and
Egyptians of his narrative.13

The equation of the H. abiru to the Hebrews with reference
to the historical activity of each group addresses itself to the
identification of the H. abiru with the patriarchs and with the
tribes of the Palestinian conquest. In reference to the question
of the H. abiru and the patriarchs, Albright stated, “The
Khabiru correspond closely, at all events, to the Hebrews of
the patriarchal period in many important respects: in their
independence of towns, in their geographical location, in their
warlike spirit.”14 Likewise, Speiser stated, “If Abraham had
not been called a Hebrew, we should be nevertheless justified
in classing him with the H. abiru.”15

The identification and equation of H. abiru of the Amarna
letters with the Israelite conquest of Palestine has been made
by Meek16 Rowley,17 Albright, 18 and others19 on the basis of
the following factors: (1) the biblical accounts speak of the
infiltration of the migrating patriarchs and their attacking
Shechem, which is the only place where the H. abiru are
known to have been active in the center of the land;20 (2) the
chronology of Jericho and I Kings 6:1 demand a date of the
conquest in the Amarna period; (3) Ju. 1 would suggest a con-
quest different from the united movement under Joshua in
that it was gradual, sporadic, and executed by individual
tribes; (4) the unlikeliness of a historical coincidence of two
different peoples, having the same form of a name, invading
the same area in the same general era; and (5) the strong
parallels between the two accounts, including the actions of
the native princes in making alliance with the invaders, the
intrigue of the petty kings of the city-states, and the evidence
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of an incomplete conquest.
Speiser’s statement, 

Historical conditions render the equation attractive;
there are still many knotty problems on the whole sub-
ject, but the situation become hopeless if the equation is
rejected”21

is perhaps the most accurate statement of those who maintain
the equation of the two groups, in that it recognizes the
problems inherent in the identification and makes no final and
particular identification.

Opposed to this identification and equation of the H. abiru
to the Israelites of the conquest are Greenberg and Dhorme.22

This rejection is based upon the following evidence: (1) the
apparent purpose of the H. abiru was the ending of the Egyp-
tian authority, as opposed to the Hebrew conquest in which
there is evidently an absence of Egyptian authority; (2) the
lack of evidence that the H. abiru of Amarna were an invading
element,23 (3) the H. abiru adopted the role of military
contingents subordinate to the local chieftains; (4) the purpose
of the H. abiru attacks was the acquisition of the spoils of
razzia as compared to the destruction, depopulation, and
acquisition of land of the Hebrews; (5) the H. abiru of  Amarna
gave the appearance of being small bands of fugitives and
renegades which throve on the anarchy that existed in that era
and not the appearance of united and organized tribes of
kinsmen which was characteristic of the Israelites; and (6) the
ease with which one could become a H. abiru—which would
indicate a social and political status—had no parallel among
the Israelites.24

In summary, it may be stated that the equation of the
H. abiru to the Hebrews and the identification of the Amarna
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1. See Greenberg, The H. ab/piru, pp. 210–211 and 224–228.
Here he states that the primary support for the identification
of the SA.GAZ with the H. abiru (H. ab/piru) is from the texts
themselves. The Hittite god-lists coming from the fifteenth
and fourteenth centuries alternate freely the terms DINGER.
MES lu SA.GAZ and DINGER. MES .ha-BI-ri. There is also
evidence from Ugarit in the parallel usages of SA.GAZ and
cprm, and from Larsa in which there is reference to the state-

groups to the Israelite tribes of conquest is philologically
possible from both the standpoint of morphology and ety-
mology, but it is neither certain nor required. In reference to
the social-ethnic aspect, it appears certain that H. abiru was an
appellative (which may easily have developed into an ethni-
con) even though the geographical determinative is found in
reference to the gods of the H. abiru (for these latter references
may well indicate a familial relationship). Nor did the social
status of the H. abiru correspond directly to the Hebrew gerîm
or the Israelite tribal units. In reference to the historical
aspect, there seems to be adequate grounds for accepting the
possibility of a relationship or equation between the patri-
archal cibrîm and the H. abiru. However, the identification of
the H. abiru of the Amarna period with the Israelite tribes of
the conquest, or even with the patriarchal period, seems most
unlikely. The evidence against this equation, based on con-
crete and specific differences of the two groups, seems
definitely to outweigh the evidence for the identification,
based as it is upon indefinite references in the Bible and
possible similarities between the two groups.

CHAPTER III NOTES
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supported SA.GAZ of Warad-Sin, the state supported H. abiru
of Rim-sin, and the SA.GAZ under Hammurabi’s aklum—all
of which can hardly be disassociated from each other. The
validity of this identification is evident also from the social
status of the SA.GAZ and the H. abiru as they are found in
Larsa, El-Amarna Syria-Palestine, and Alala.h; namely, an
element of the settled population as over against the nomadic
population, and an ethnic composite as over against an ethnic
unit.

As for the identification of the H. abiru and the cApiru
Greenberg makes the following statements: “The derivation
of H. ab/piru is still obscure. In form it appears to be a qatil
verbal adjective. The first consonant is established as c [cayin]
by Ugaritic and Egyptian cpr.w. Its appearance in Akkadian as
.h points to a West Semitic derivation since an original c

would have become c [caleph] in Akkadian. The quality of the
labial is still a matter of dispute. On the one hand is the
unequivocal Ugaritic and Egyptian evidence for p. . . . On the
other hand, b offers the advantage of an immediately trans-
parent etymology from West Semitic cbr and facilitates the
combination with Biblical cibrî . . . . Some evidence is
available to show that Egyptian p occasionally represented a
foreign b and Ugaritic as well can be made to yield an original
b losing its voice” (pp. 224–226).

2. Ibid., p. 209.

3. Speiser, op. cit., p. 41. See also Meek, op. cit., p. 7, and
Rowley, op. cit., p. 51.

4. Speiser, ibid., and Greenberg, op. cit., p. 229.
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5. Speiser, Ibid.

6. Greenberg, op. cit., p. 209.

7. Ibid., pp. 230–234.

8. Speiser, op. cit., pp. 41–42. This is also the position of
Meek (op. cit., p. 13) who stated, “That the word capiru,
.habiru, was not an ethnic term originally, but an appellative,
is confirmed by an examination of all the .habiru names that
we have. . . . But though the term had no ethnic content
originally, tendencies early developed in that direction, as was
natural under the circumstances.”

9. Rowley, op. cit., pp. 52–53. See also Albright, JBL 18
(1934) p. 391 and Jack PEQ (1940), p. 95, where the ethnic
usage of the term is maintained.

10. Dhorme, op. cit., p. 166. He also made the statement “que
le terme H. abiru est un mot du vocabularie cananeen qui re-
presente essentiellement les ennemis de la domination egyp-
tienne en Canaan” (p. 163).

11. Greenberg, op.cit., p. 230.

12. See Greenberg, ibid.; Parzen, AJSL 49 (1933) pp. 254–
258; Meek, op. cit., pp. 10–11; and Rowley, op. cit., p. 55.

13. Greenberg, ibid., p. 30.

14. Albright, Archaeology and the Bible, p. 132.

15. Speiser, op. cit., p. 43.
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16. Meek, op. cit., p. 21. He states: “This contemporaneous
account of the settlement of the H. abiru in Palestine so exactly
parallels the Old Testament account of the Israelite conquest
of Jericho and the invasion of the highlands of Ephraim under
Joshua that the two manifestly must reference the same
episode.”

17. Rowley, op. cit., p. 164. Rowley, whose entire re-
construction of the period relies on this identification, states,
“Pressure northwards from Kadesh of Hebrew groups, to-
gether with Kenite and other elements equals the H. abiru of
the Amarna letters. Simultaneous pressure from the north of
kindred groups including Asher, Zebulun, Dan, and other
Israelite tribes, together with other groups, equals the SA.GAZ
of the Amarna letters.”

18. Albright BASOR 58, p. 15. He identifies at least a part of
the Israelites with the H. abiru in his statement, “That the tribe
of Joseph belonged to the group designated as Khabiru in the
Amarna Tablets and as Shasu in the inscriptions of Sethos I
is more and more probable.”

19. See Lewy, HUCA 14 (1939), pp. 609 and 620; and Jack,
op. cit., p. 128.

20. See especially Rowley, op. cit., pp. 111–113, who states,
“I connect the Amarna age rather with the age of Jacob.”

21. Speiser, op. cit., p. 40.

22. Dhorme (JPOS 4, p. 126) rejects this identification com-
pletely, stating, “Le mouvement des H. abiri est l’insurrection
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de l’indigene contre de l’etranger. L’invasion d’Israel est
l’installation de l’etranger chez l’indigene. . . . l’identification
des Hebreux et des H. abiri ne nous semble acceptable.”
Likewise Greenberg in his statement (op. cit., p. 243), “The
proposed cApiru - Hebrew equation faces thus at present a
series of objections. None of these is indeed decisive, but
their accumulative effect must be conceded to diminish its
probability. . . . Further historical combinations between the
two groups appear to be highly doubtful; they may serve now
as they served in the past, only to obscure the distinctive
features of each.” See also Garstang, Joshua–Judges, p. 255.

23. Greenberg, op. cit., pp. 186–187, 238–239.

24. Ibid., p. 186. “It seems that to ‘become a H. abiru’ did not
involve any particular ethnic affiliation, but rather the as-
sumption of a special status. ”



CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions which are submitted are in no
way considered to be final and definitive. The preceding study
of the problems and the various interpretations given them has
pointed out several areas where the divergent views might be
in harmony with each other. As has been evident in the pre-
ceding chapters, no conclusion can account for all of the
material and answer all of the questions satisfactorily.

Concerning the tribal participants of the Egyptian sojourn
and exodus, it may be concluded with a great deal of certainty
that the accumulative result of the various inconsistencies and
diverse biblical statements as listed is that only a portion of the
Israelites went into Egypt.

Since the extra-biblical material is of no substantial aid in
identifying the particular tribal participants, the biblical ac-
count becomes the only source of information. The division
of the tribes into three groups (Leah, Rachel, and concubine)
seems natural and valid. In view of the evidence which would
locate Sinai in Seir, away from the Sinai peninsula, there
would seem to be no reason to identify the Leah and Rachel
tribes with a distinct geographical place of Kadesh and Sinai
respectively. Nor does it seem necessary, in light of the
nomadic and migratory nature of the Israelites, to define the
descent into Egypt as an either-or matter in reference to the
Leah and Rachel tribes. The predominant conclusion of the
scholars that the concubine tribes were at least partially of
alien stock can readily be accepted as valid.

As Albright and Rowley have indicated, there is no reason
why the historicity of the account of Joseph’s sojourn should
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be questioned. Meek, on the other hand, has given good
reasons for identifying the Levites with Egypt. Albright’s
identification of Levi with the tribes in Egypt has led him to
conclude that all the Leah tribes were there. However, in and
of itself, the presence of Levi would not necessitate the
presence of all the Leah tribes. That the Simeonites went with
the Levites to Egypt is possible though not conclusive. Thus,
the tribes which went to Egypt would include the Joseph
tribes, the Levites, and perhaps Simeon. The other Leah
tribes, with Judah being the strongest and largest, were
located in the Negeb and territory of the Kenites, The con-
cubine tribes evidently remained in the highlands of the north
and central hill-country.

In reference to the tribal participants of the conquest of
Palestine, the conclusions are somewhat more tentative. First,
in addition to the summary remarks which were made above
(pp. 62–63) on the equation of the H. abiru with the Israelites/
Hebrews of the conquest, it may be stated that the probability
is that the H. abiru of Amarna cannot be equated with the
Israelites of the conquest, although there is a possibility that
they might. This would seem to be more accurate than the
obverse statement that the probability is that they can be
equated although there is the possibility that they were not.
This would not exclude though a relationship or identification
of the patriarchal cibrîm with the H. abiru.

Any identification of the tribal participants of the con-
quest and their respective activities must take into considera-
tion (1) the fact that the accounts in Joshua nd Judges do not
relate the events of the same historical situation; (2) that,
aside from Jericho, all archaeological evidence would indicate
that the conquest of Canaan occurred in the thirteenth century:
central Palestine at the beginning and southern Palestine at the
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end; (3) that there is sufficient evidence to suggest that there
was a “dual” conquest, i.e., a movement westward across the
Jordan and a movement northward from the Negeb.

If the conclusions of Wright and Kaufmann (in reference
to the historical accuracy of Joshua and the accounts in Judges
being a continuation of Joshua) can be accepted, the follow-
ing reconstruction of the tribal activity is possible. The Joseph
and Levi tribes, who had come to adopt Yahwism through
Moses’ contact with Jethro his Kenite kinsman, made the
exodus from Egypt, perhaps under Rameses II. In Kadesh /
Sinai they joined their kinsmen of the Leah tribes who had
adopted Yahwism through their close interconnections with
the Kenites.

The movement was then north according to the basic
traditions of Joshua. From the highlands of central Trans-
Jordan, the tribes of Joseph, Levi, and Leah—having united
with the more distantly related and partially alien concubine
tribes—made the assault westward and the wars of
extermination were commenced. Towards the end of this con-
quest the tribes received their lots and the wars of occupation
and settlement were begun, namely, the tribal wars as
recorded in Judges. The strategy of Judah may have demand-
ed a movement from the south into their territory, and sub-
sequently the northward thrust from Kadesh.

This possible reconstruction of events would account for
the earlier destruction of towns in central Palestine as over
against the slightly later destruction of the towns in southern
Palestine. It would also account for the separate westward and
northward movements of the conquest, as well as the two
distinct types of military activity in Joshua and Judges.

A final conclusion which would account for all the
material is at present not available. The following statement
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of Albright (Stone Age to Christianity, p. 329) seems to
summarize the present state of biblical scholarship:

The probability is that the actual course of events was
closer to the Biblical tradition than any of our critical
reconstructions have been, and that some vital clues
still elude or search.
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A REVIEW 
by 

Thomas F. McDaniel 1

of
BERTIL ALBREKTSON’S

STUDIES IN THE TEXT AND THEOLOGY OF 

THE BOOK OF LAMENTATIONS: WITH A CRITICAL

EDITION OF THE PESHITTA TEXT 2

This work is Albrektson*s doctoral dissertation done at the
University of Lund (Sweden) in which he acknowledges his
indebtedness to Professors Gillis Gerleman, D. Winton
Thomas. L. G. Rignell, and others. The book is divided into
three chapters: (I) The Peshitta Text, (II) The Hebrew Text,
the Septuagint, and the Peshitta, and (III) The Background
and Origin of the Theology of Lamentations. A good bib-
liography and a useful index of biblical references are
appended.

The book is a major contribution to the study of the text
and interpretation of the book of Lamentations. This reviewer
would cite the following contributions: (1) a handy critical
edition of the Peshitta text and an adequate survey of the
history of the Peshitta text of Lamentations, (2) a thorough
presentation of the Greek, Syriac and Hebrew variants within
the textual traditions, (3) a rather complete survey of all the
significant opinions of the many commentators who have
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written on the text of Lamentations, and (4) a he1pful
criticism of Gottwald’s views on the theology of Lanenta-
tions. Albrektson has put his finger on almost all of the
problems  and interpretations. This is, indeed, his major
contribution, a work is a handy summary of problems and
opinions. But whereas one may use Albrektson’s study to find
out what the problems are, one will not be able to use this
work to find a so1ution or answer to these textual and
interpretive problems. This is partly due to the nature of the
study and in part to Albrektson*s own methodology. While
Albrektson establishes with tolerable certainty the underlying
Hebrew text of Lamentations, this kind of versional study
seldom offers any real help is clarifying the obscure passages
once the text is established.

Albrektson*s presentation reveals that his investigation of
the text has been made with a very strong bias in favor of the
Massoretic Text just as it stands. One of the recurring points
of Albrektson*s analysis of the versions is that the Septuagint
translation is a literalistic and often slavish translation (see pp.
58, 87, 130, l54, 161, and 208–209). For this reason one
would expect the LXX to be of assistance in establishing the
Hebrew Vorlage, but nowhere does Albrektson permit the
LXX to point to a more original or authoritative reading than
the Massoretic Text. For example,  his treatment of the textual
variants is Lam. 2:19 is noteworthy. The MT reads le7ro%cš
cašmurôt but the LXX reads eis archas phulake%s sou, while
the Syriac text has be7riš mat. re7ta%c. Not only does the LXX
add a suffix, but it reverses the plural/singular of the Hebrew,
reading a plural form for the MT ro%côš  and a singular noun
for the MT plural cašmurôt. The Syriac reads both nouns in
the singular. Despite the fact that the LXX is extremely
literalistic, Albrektson wants to ascribe a certain freedom to
the Greek translator (“Even if the translation is generally
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extremely literal, one cannot presuppose that the translator
was always fully consistent” [p. 119].) In the case of the
Peshitta and Targum which has both nouns is the singular,
Albrektson concludes, “there is no reason whatsoever to
assume a different Hebrew text” (p. 119). It is one thing to
dismiss minor variants in the Peshitta text as an expression of
the translators “freedom” with the text, but the consistent use
of this same reason to account for variants in the LXX reflects
more of a subjective bias for the MT than it does of objective
evaluation of all possibilities.

Another example of how Albrektson interprets the facts to
serve his bias in favor of the Massoretic Text is his treatment
of the pronouns in the Septuagint. For example in Lam 1:3 the
LXX reads apo tapeino%seo%s aute%s for the MT me% co%nî and
douleias aute%s for the MT ca7bo%da%h, i.e., the LXX has a
pronoun although the Hebrew has no suffix. Albrektson ac-
counts for these pronouns in the LXX by suggesting an
internal Greek corruption of aute% to aute%s, the aute% being the
literal translation of the pronoun which starts the next poetic
line in the Hebrew text of 1:3b. He states,

The hî c of MT has no equivalent in the LXX text, which is
unexpected in view of the general literalness of the Greek
translation of Lam. . . . It may at least be suggested that the

aute%s of 1:3a is in fact a corruption of an original aute% which

equals the hî c  in l:3b . . . . The resultant douleias aute%s may

have influenced a scribe to add an aute%s after tapeino%seo%s
as well (in 1:3a). 

Here Albrektson is quite clear—he expects the Hebrew pro-
noun to be reflected in the LXX; but he takes just the opposite
position when it comes to dealing with the textual problems
in Lam 3:42, where the Greek does not reflect the Hebrew
pronouns. Here he states, 
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The personal pronoun cattah is thus not represented by a
separate word in Greek, and accordingly it is not to be
expected that nah.nû in 3:42a should have been translated
separately either. It is included in the endings -amen just as
cattah in 42b is expressed by th ending of the verb” (pp. 155-
56). 

One can only wonder what Albrektsson really expects when
it comes to the LXX representation of Hebrew pronouns.

Albrektson has many helpful suggestions with reference to
interpretation and critical problems, but the reader must
evaluate each one independently. This reviewer will cite
several examples of how Albrektson fails to consider all the
factors in arriving at a solution. Lam. 1:7 contains four poetic
lines instead of usual three line. Albrektson, following
Rudolph, states, “the third line must be deleted; it is possibly
originally a marginal note on the difficult wmrwdyh of the
first line.” Albrektson might better have questioned
Rudolph*s explanation, for can it be assumed that “marginal
notes” were written metrica1ly? Lam l:7c is clearly a 3 + 2
metrical line. In view of the freedom which the writer(s) used
with reference to the acrostic form, meter, and varying
number of poetic lines in the different chapters, it seems
better to retain 1:7d as another example of the poet*s freedom
of sty1e. The same would also be true, contra Albrektson, for
Lam 2:19 which also has four poetic lines instead of the usual
three. To assume that the scribes who wrote marginal notes
were at the same time poets, seems quite improbable.

A good example of where there may have been a marginal
note incorporated into the Hebrew text is not recognised by
Albrektson. The MT Qere of Lam. 1:11b reads mah.a7madde%-
hem, but the LXX  pronoun aute%s reflects a Hebrew Vorlage
that read mah.a7madde%ha%, while the Syriac reggatho%n  reflects
a Hebrew mah.a7madda%m. The he and mem were frequently
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confused, and one can easily assume that the he or mem of the
original suffix on this word was confused, giving rise to a
marginal note marking the variant. However, the MT did not
chose between a mem or he, it probably incorporated the
marginal note into the text, conflating the two letters into the
plural suffix hm.

On page 84, Albrektson notes that the Greek translator
failed to understand the difficult Hebrew construction of the
asyndetic relative clause contained in the qa%ra%cta% of Lam.
l:21c. But Albrektson himself fails to note the same difficult
construction in l:21b where šame7 cu is part of a relative clause
(without the relative particle) modifying coye7bay which has
sa%sû as its predicate.

Another example of Albrektson*s over-anxious defense of
the MT against the LXX is his suggestion that in Lam 2:2c the
Greek basilea aute%s (for MT mamla%kah) is due to an internal
Greek corruption, namely, an original basileian corrupted to
basileia. But this suggestion actually demands an emendation
of the MT, for a Greek basileian aute%s would demand a
Vorlage reading malkth, not the mmlkh of the MT. This
reviewer doubts that Albrektson really wishes to emend the
MT on the basis of a Greek variant.

No serious study of the text and exegesis of Lamentations
can be made without paying attention to the suggestions
proposed by Albrektson; but at the same time, no serious
student can afford to follow Albrektson without first re-
examining the problems and possibilities involved.

In the last chapter of this book Albrektson presents his
criticism of Norman Gottwald*s views (which appeared in
Gottwald’s Studies in the Book of Lamentations) that the key
to the theology of Lamentations is in the tension between the
Deuteronomic doctrine of retribution and reward and the
historic reality of destruction. This reviewer agrees with
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Albrektson (contra Gottwald) that such a tension is not at all
evident, for the writer of Lamentation emphasizes the fact that
defiance and desertion have earned them their punishment.
On the other hand, Albrektson*s arguments for his own “key”
to the theology of Lamentations seem as weak as Gottwald’s.
Albrektson states, 

‘The key to the theology of Lamentations is in fact found in
the tension between specific religious conceptions and
historical realities: between the confident belief of the Zion
traditions in the inviolability of the temple and city, and the
actual brute facts (of the destruction)” (p. 230).

As a basis for this statement, Albrektson seeks to show that
the writer of Lamentations was reared in the temple traditions
of Jersulaem, and particularly was influenced by the tradition
of the inviolability of Zion. As evidence for this, Albrektson
cites passages from Lamentations (namely, 2:l5c, 3:35, 4:12,
4:20, and 5:19) which contain ideas and words found in the
Psalms of the Zion tradition. But it is doubtful on the basis of
the evidence which Albrektson gives that these or other verses
must be restricted to the “Zion tradition” alone. But even if
one were to admit that the poetic lines cited were indirectly
related to the “Zion tradition” as proposed, it seems to be
quite unlikely that one can reconstruct a “key to the theology”
by calling attention to only five out of 246 poetic lines.

In conclusion it may be stated that Albrektson*s work marks
a milestone in the study of the text and exegesis of Lamenta-
tions. It will serve as a useful tool for any future study of this
biblical book.
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A REVIEW 
by 

Thomas F. McDaniel.1

 of 
WILLIAM F.  ALBRIGHT’S 

HISTORY, ARCHAEOLOGY, AND CHRISTIAN

HUMANISM 2

The scholarly contributions of William F. Albright need
no introduction. To the contrary, they have been widely
recognized and acclaimed in the United States, Europe and
Israel. In the past twenty years, Albright has received twenty
honorary doctorates from such universities as Harvard,
Yale, Hebrew Union College, the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, Saint Andrews University, the University of
Oslo, the University of Uppsala, etc. He is one of three
humanistic scholars ever to have been elected to the
American Academy of Sciences. Albright*s first scholarly
paper appeared in the Orientalistiche Literaturseitung in
1913, and they have poured forth ever since. The bib-
liography of Albright*s works (including books, articles,
reports, and book reviews) listed at the end of the Albright
Festschrift, (entitled, The Bible and the Ancient Near East,
edited by G. Ernest Wright) is a list of over 825 published
scholarly contributions which appeared between 1911 and
1958.

The present book under review is the first in a series of
books to be published by McGraw-Hill which will (1)
gather together previously published articles which are now
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thoroughly revised, annotated, and indexed, and (2)  present
the results of Albright’s continuing research and writing.
This first volume includes fifteen selected lectures, essays
and review articles—three of which have never been
published before.

The book is divided into four parts: Part One, consists of
three chapters, namely, “Toward a Theistic Humanism,*
“The Human Mind in Action: Magic, Science, and Reli-
gion,” and “The Place of the Old Testament in the History
of Thought.” Part Two, “Surveys of Special Areas,” consists
of five chapters entitled respectively, “How Well Do We
Know the Ancient Near East?” “The Ancient Near East and
the Religion of Israel,” “Islam and the Religions of the
Ancient Orient,” “Historical Adjustments of Political
Authority in the Near East,” and “Some Functions of
Organized Minorities.” In the third part, “Some Scholarly
Approaches,” Albright contributes a critical chapter on each
of the following scholars: James Breasted., Gerhard Kittel,
Arnold Toynbee, Eric Voegelin, and Rudolf Bultmann. The
last section of the book, “More Personal,” consists of two
chapters entitled, “Return to Biblical Theology,” and
“William Foxwell Albright (Autobiographical Sketch).”
The book concludes with an appendix containing some
chronological data on Albright’s career and a full index of
names and subjects. In his own words, Albright notes that
“the first chapter, ‘Toward a Theistic Humanism strikes the
keynote; the remaining fourteen chapters are supplementary
and illustrative” (p. v).

Since the first chapter is the keynote to the whole book, it
deserves the careful attention of the reader and reviewer. In
presenting his own views which lead “toward a theistic
humanism,” Albright begins with a discussion of the three
main types of humanism: (1) classical, (2) modern atheistic,
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and (3) recent theistic. With reference to the classical
humanism of the Renaissance, Albright notes the indebted-
ness of the West to the mediating Arab and Jewish scholars
who introduced Aristotle and Galen to the West in trans-
lation and the impetus given to classical studies in the West
when the flood of Greek manuscripts and teachers entered
Europe after the fall of Constantinople in 1453.

Albright traces the rise of atheistic humanism back to the
nineteenth century, beginning with Auguste Comte*s at-
tempt to establish a “religion of humanity.” Through the
efforts of Ernest Renan, Gilbert Murray, James Breasted
and the signers of the “Humanist Manifesto” (including
John Dewey), the movement has continued through to the
present day. (The journal, The Humanists should be con-
sulted for contemporary leaders of the movement.) The
atheistic humanists in general are criticized by Albright for
devoting their energies to opposing religion rather than in a
love for humanity— altruism in its highest sense (p. 66).
John Dewey comes under Albright*s severe criticism, not
only for his optimistic meliorism, but for his dislike of
history, his over-optimistic predictions on the Chinese
Republic, and his treating of man as a subject for detached
experimentation on the part of a scientific elite (i.e., materi-
alistic experimentalism).

Albright gives his definition of theistic humanism as “the
study and cultivation of our higher cultural heritage in light
of Judeo-Christian religious tradition” (p. 10). Albright in-
cludes the following scholars among those who incorporate
this ideal of theistic humanism: Christopher Dawson,
Arnold Toynbee, Herbert Butterfield, Etienne Gilson, Jean
Denielou and Henri de Lubac. There is not a German or an
American scholar whom Albright would include in this list
of theistic humanists. German professional specialization
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prohibited a scholar from crossing boundaries into other
academic areas. German philosophers remained primarily
metaphysicians. Historians (like Eduard Meyer and Leopold
von Ranke) remained historians; and “earlier twentieth-
century German thinkers were philosophical idealists who
seldom paid more than lip service to theism” (p. 11). The
situation in America was somewhat different. Albright
called attention to the earlier “intellectually underdevelop-
ed” Roman Catholicism and the “evolutionary meliorism”
of liberal American Protestantism which left out history and
dismissed theology as irrelevant.

Albright notes that the decline of evolutionary meliorism
after World War II and the advent of the nuclear Age has
not produced a theistic humanism in America or on the
Continent, but various forms of neo-orthodoxy, existen-
tialism, and a historico-philosophical theology (going back
through Kierkegaard or Barth to earlier German thinkers).
In this context Albright reviews and criticizes the con-
tributions of Niebuhr, Tillich, Bultmann and Bultmann’s
disciples. For Albright, Tillich*s ideas are often vague and
contradictory: “through his (Tillich*s) career he has shifted
philosophical and theological notions and terms in a most
bewildering fashion.” On a protean substructure of Schell-
ing*s idealism and a strong vein of neo-Platonism “have
been superimposed strong influence from Jung, less from
Freud, and an increasing use of existentialist ideas and
terminology.” Of particular importance for Albright is the
fact that there is no place for history in Tillich*s system:
“the revelation of God in history is replaced by direct intui-
tion of God as “ultimate concern” and of one’s current
aesthetic preference as ‘ultimate reality*” (p. 15). (His
critique of Bultmann will be given later in this review.)
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Since theistic humanism is rooted in a study of the higher
cultural heritage in light of the Judeo-Christian tradition,
Albright deals at some length with the scientific method of
archaeology and the revolution in historical method. Natural
science has had an impact on archaeology, not only through
the radio carbon counts of nuclear physics, but in the
discovery by geophysicists “that careful measurement of
magnetic declination in iron molecules of ancient pottery
ovens and baked-clay objects” is opening up a new method
of determining archaeological dates. Furthermore, Albright
notes, “the most important scientific triumph of archaeology
is its autonomous development of scientific method . . . .
(i.e.) the analysis of stratigraphic sequences and the classifi-
cation in categories of all objects made by the hand of man
(artifacts).” “The typology of human artifacts is just as Aris-
totelian in principle as is that of genetic variation,” and
philological and linguistic studies apply the standard prin-
ciples of induction and classification, deduction and
analogy.

The revolution in historical method as outlined by Al-
bright consist of the methodology employed by archae-
ologist and by the philologists, the awareness the historian
of his own “proto-philosophy” (his underlying logical
postulates and philosophical principles), and the clear
differentiation made in the types of historical cognition.
Following Maurice Mandelbaum, Albright distinguishes
five types of historical cognition / judgment: judgments of
typical occurrence, judgments of particular facts, judgments
of cause and effect, judgments of value, and judgments
about personal reactions. The first three of these are ob-
jective in character, while the last two are almost purely
subjective and affected directly by existential considera-
tions. In this context, Albright states that “the epistemo-
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logical importance of archaeology and comparable fields
ancillary to history, is that they deal almost entirely with
judgments of fact and typical occurrence rather than with
judgments of cause and effect, value or personal reactions,
thus redressing the imbalance which has given rise to
exaggerated forms of historical relativism” (p. 27).

In a brief survey of areas where archaeological discovery
has affected our understanding of the Bible, Albright deals
with the following areas:

  (1) the patriarchal narratives and the Mari excavations.

  (2) the cApiru, the cIbri, and the donkey-caravan traders.

  (3) ancient legal codes and Wellhausen*s Hegelian views.

  (4) Syro-Hittite suzerainty treaties and biblical covenants.

  (5) Hebrew inscriptions, Babylonian records and Israelite
        history.

  (6) the Qumran recensions, the Septuagint, and the com-
    plexity of the textual tradition.

  (7) Psalms and North-West Semitic philology.

  (8) Egyptian papyri and the Semitic substratum of koine
    Greek.

  (9) Qumran scrolls, the Essenes and the New Testament
     background.

  (10) Chenoboskion (Nag Hammadi) codices, the origin of
      the gnostics, and Bultmann’s view of New Testament
      dualism.

  (11) the New Testament in relation to the Essenes and
     Gnosticism.

In a subsection of Chapter One entitled, “Religion and
Civilization,” Albright makes some general observations
with which most scholars would agree. For example. “there
is no known past culture of any kind without religion, and
no experienced archaeologist expects to find one.” But his
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statement that “archaeologist have now proved the historical
as well as the contemporary primacy of Western civiliza-
tion” will surely cause some disagreement among Japanese
scholars, especially with reference to the “contemporary
primacy,” for most would disassociate technology from
civilization. Although Albright does not give any documen-
tation of this proof he has in mind, a statement toward the
end of the book (p. 293) will show precisely what he means:

 The Near East was thousands of years in advance of any
other focus of higher culture, and it is becoming more and
more probable that other such foci (China, Middle America)
owed part of their original stimulation to borrowing across
continents and oceans. The tremendous advance of modern
Western civilization when transplanted to Japan little over a
century ago, is a vivid illustration of a process familiar to all
serious historians. The great progress of the West in science
and technology since the fifteenth century has come precise-
ly because we stand on the shoulders of our Greco-Roman
predecessors, not because we are in any way more gifted
than the ancients.

Despite the fact that religion is the nucleus of all cultures
of the past, philosophical idealists tend to agree with positi-
vists and naturalists that religion will no longer be need
when a “rational” culture can be developed. But Albright
notes that two such contemporary “rational” cultures have
been propagated by dictators who actually had to introduce
“emotional and ceremonial. practices in imitation of older
religions, particularly Germanic paganism and Eastern
Christianity,” i.e., the Nazi Blut und Bloden and emphasis
on die heilige Urquell deutsaher Macht and the assorted
communist “personality cults.”

The first chapter of this book closes with a theme that is
encountered again and again throughout the book, namely
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that there are three distinct stages in the history of thought.
For Levy-Bruhl’s “prelogical” label for primitive thinking
(later rejected by Levy-Bruhl, himself) Albright prefers the
term “proto-logical.” The following stages are “empirico-
logical” and classical “formal logic.” Proto-logical thought
(which survives today in much modern art and poetry) was
the thought pattern of early Egyptian, Sumerian, and Baby-
lonian literature, but Israelite thought is primarily empirico-
logical. Formal logic dawned with Thales of Miletus. It is in
the third chapter that Albright develops this concept more
thoroughly. There he states, 

“I place the Old Testament, from the standpoint of the his-
tory of the ways of thinking, between the protological
thought of the pagan world (which includes non-meta-
physical Greco-Roman and Indic polytheism) and Greek
systematic reasoning . . . . The religious literature of Israel is
therefore mostly later than the now known canonical
religious literature of Egypt, Babylon, Assyria, the Hittites,
Canaanites, etc. Nearly all these literatures reflect mytho-
logical, i.e. proto-logical ways of thinking . . . . On the other
hand, the literature of the Bible is earlier than any clear
evidence of specific Greek literary or philosophical
influence” (pp. 85–86).

In the Hebrew Bible we have something quite different
from what preceded or followed it, and as an example of the
empirico-logical thinking of the Israelites, Albright cites
Israelite monotheism. 

“There is good reason to suppose that Moses was just as
monotheistic as Hillel, though he could certainly not have
employed the logical reasoning in support of his beliefs that
was possible later . . . Formal creeds were impossible before
classification, generalization, and syllogistic formulas were
invented by the Greeks . . . . The implicit monotheism of the
Old Testament was derived from Hebrew empirical logic,
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i.e.,. “The intuitive (subconscious interpretation of empirical
information) discovery that the incongruities of polytheism
flouted the empirically realized unity of nature” (pp. 57, 91,
99).

By way of summing up Albright’s views given in the first
section of this book, this reviewer would call attention to
Albright*s views on the function of religion. He notes that, 

philosophical analysis remains essential, but all philosoph-
ical systems are Hellenic or post-Hellenic in conception;
they are, therefore, based on either explicitly stated or pre-
supposed postulates or assumptions. Since the ultimate
postulates are not themselves subject to proof, philosophers
have to reason logically from what George Boas calls their
proto-philosophy, seldom explicitly developed. The more
rigorous the internal logic of any system, the more uncertain
are its conclusions, given the fact that one cannot rigorously
prove any of the basic presuppositions in a philosophical
system . . . . Religion alone unites the intellectual and
aesthetic in man with the affective and altruistic. If man*s
biological and psychological evolution have required the
synergistic collaboration of his genetic structure and enviro-
nmental background, surely we cannot reject the religious
feelings and aspirations of man as irrelevant to the evolution
of the human spirit (pp. 8l–82).

More briefly we consider the main themes in the remain-
ing sections of the book. In Chapter Four, “How Well Can
We Know the Ancient Near East?” Albright notes the rise
of American research in the area of Near Eastern studies
(due to the brilliant career of James Henry Breasted) and the
decline of such studies in Germany where, for example, the
classical historian of Leipzig, Helmut Berve, affirmed that
studies of the ancient orient were condemned to inactivity
and lost their right to exist in the new standard of values
within the realm of the German intellectual spirit. The bulk
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of the chapter is given to a recital of the steps made in Near
Eastern research since 1835, listing the many scholars and
their significant contributions.

In the Chapter Five, “The Ancient Near East and the Reli-
gion of Israel,” Albright points out how the great Semitic
and biblical scholars of the 19th century (including
Nöldeke, Wellhausen, Robertson Smith, Budde, Driver,
etc.) neglected and disregarded the new literary and philo-
logical material from the ancient orient, preferring instead to
arrange the data of Israelite history according to the evolu-
tionary philosophies of Hegel or the English positivists.
Albright examines the four main groups of Ancient Near
Eastern literature now available (Egyptian, Mesopotamian,
West Semitic, and Hurro-Hittite) and comes to the follow-
ing conclusion, 

the henotheistic form constructed by scholars sinks below
the level attained in the surrounding ancient orient, where
the only alternatives were polytheism or practical mono-
theism, henotheism in the sense used by most modern
Biblical scholars being apparently unknown (p. 156).

In Chapter Six, “Islam and the Religion of the Ancient
Orient,” Albright seeks to demonstrate that the “Islamic
civilization is essentially an outgrowth of Hellenism, just as
Islam itself is an offshoot of Judeo-Christian religion.” This
is the opposite position of Winckler for whom the literature
and folklore of late pre-Islamic and early Islamic Arabia
were filled with reflections and carry-overs from the ancient
Orient.

Chapter Seven deals with the historical patterns of politi-
cal authority. Albright traces from the third millennium to
the Roman period the two general patterns, namely, abso-
lute royal power on the one hand and gerontocratic reaction
against it on the other. It is in this chapter that the author
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corrects a common error by many New Testament scholars
In dealing with the Roman occupation of Judah: “Actually
the Roman conquest (of the eastern Mediterranean basin)
gave a new freedom and security to the common man—
however little he might appreciate it when oppressed by
publican exactions. For the first time in history a relatively
uniform system of codified law—public law, not arbitrary
royal decree or legal interpretation—spread over most of the
civilized world. Under Augustus and the Antonines the
Near East was probably more peaceful and more prosperous
than ever before in history. But while republican forms were
sedulously preserved in Rome itself, in the East the emperor
became a real divinity both in official theory and in private
belief. Jewish and Christian opposition to Rome was nearly
always the direct result of irreconcilable hostility to
emperor-worship” (p. 190).

Of interest to this reviewer in Chapter Eight, “Some
Functions of Organized Minorities,” is Albright*s evidence
that no religious majority has been guiltless in respect to
intolerance and religious persecution. He. recalls, for ex-
ample, the persecution by Asoka of Brahman and Buddhist
heretics, the Vitasoka story of the kings slaying of 18,000
Hindus in a single day because a statue of Buddha had been
destroyed, and the Brahman account of a king*s issuing a
proclamation that he would execute any subject of his that
did not participate in the slaughter of the Buddhists. 

The third section of this volume presents Albright*s cri-
tique of the ideas and activities of five scholars. James
Breasted (in Chapter Nine) receives his highest esteem for
his Egyptian studies, his work in founding (with the aid of a
Rockefeller grant) of the Oriental Institute of the University
of Chicago, and making America the focus of interest for
the recovery of the Ancient Near East. Albright, however,
does no share Breasted*s meliorism or humanism.
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The chapters on Arnold Toynbee and Eric Voegelin are
expansions of rather recent reviews that appeared in the
1957 edition of From Stone Age to Christianity and Theo-
logical Studies, 22, 1961, respectively. Since these works
are rather readily available, they need not detain us in this
review. 

The harshest words in this volume are found in Chapter
Ten, “Gerhard Kittel and the Jewish Question in Antiquity.”
Gerhard Kittel, the youngest son of Rudolph Kittel, 

“was a distinguished Protestant theologian, professor of
New Testament at Tübingen and Vienna. . . . yet he became
the mouthpiece of the most vicious Nazi anti-Semiticism,
sharing with Emanuel Hirsch of Göttingen the grim distinc-
tion of making extermination of the Jews theologically
respectable . . . Hirsch and Kittel were between them clearly
responsible for much of the guilt resting on German Protes-
tant churches for their silence while the Nazis were carrying
out the liquidation of the Jews” (pp. 229 and 233). 

Albright supports these statements with a careful analysis of
Das antike Weltjudentum, written by Kittel in collaboration
with Eugen Fischer. We need not review here either Kittel*s
work or Albright*s analysis, but should note the closing
sentence in this chapter, “And what happened in Germany
can take place wherever the human intellect turns its back
on the spiritual traditions which we have inherited from
their sources in ancient Israel” (p. 240).

Chapter Thirteen, “Rudolph Bultmann on History and
Eschatology,” should be of interest to both the critics and
disciples of Bultmann. The chapter is an expansion of a
review which appeared in the Journal of Biblical Literature
77 (l958). Albright first registers his difficulty with
Bultmann*s acceptance of the “modern scientific world
view” of the 20th century, for the following reasons: (1) the
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supposed modern scientific world view is itself fluid, (2)
ChristIanity is not dependent for its spiritual impact on the
cosmology of any age, (3) there is no beed to demythologize
accepted metaphors, (4) “we know so little about ultimate
scientific reality that we cannot base theological revolutions
on consensus of cosmological opinion in any period.” When
Bultmann states that there can be no intervention of super-
natural powers in the inner life of the soul, he “demyth-
ologizes just as though we really knew something of the
relation between man as a ‘phenomenon* and the universe
in which he lives” (p. 275).

And so Albright proceeds to hammer away at Bultmann*s
views on John*s gnosticism, Essene gnosticism, the trans-
mutation of eschatology into existential decisions of the
“here-and-now” and the general human feeling of Angst in
face of death and extinction. Bultmann is also accused (and
rightly so) of distorting the chronological perspective by
dealing with Greek historians first and then discussing
Israelite historical writings against the background of Greek
thought. In closing Albright calls attention to Bultmann*s
silence on the “Nazi Abomination of Desolation”—not as a
personal criticism of Bultmann himself, “but rather (as) an
emphasis on the stoic neutrality toward the problems of
others which Bultmannian existentialism fosters” (p. 284).

The last section of this book, being more autobiographical
than anything else, is better read than reviewed. So this
reviewer would encourage the careful reading of this broad
and stimulating book. Other volumes in this series are
anxiously awaited.



















































































































































































A Critique of James Barr’s Critique

of Old Testament Philology

Thomas McDaniel

Because of the expanded interest in the philological
approach in recent years, Barr proposes in his most recent
work (Comparative Philology and the Text of the Old
Testament, Oxford, 1968) to provide the student with the
necessary critical equipment through a general survey of the
philological approach (pp. 8–9). But this purpose seems
secondary to Barr’s attack upon the philological method for
its (a) weakness on questions of semantics (p. 88), (b) taking
specialized meanings in one language as a generalized
meaning in another language (p. 165), (c) dismissal of
Massoretic vocalization (p. 218), (d) insisting that linguistic
misunderstanding rather than graphic error has produced an
unintelligible text (p. 194), (e) producing an overabundance
of homonyms (p. 125), and (f) assuming an excessive degree
of cognate community and overlap (p. 156).

Either way Barr seems to have failed in the fulfillment
of his purposes. The student who does not already have the
critical tools of the philological approach will not be able to
evaluate Barr’s arguments and presentation. He must un-
critically accept Barr’s very critical presentation. But this is
hardly an improvement over the present situation. On the
other hand, O. T. philologists will not be convinced of the
validity of Barr’s criticism because of Barr’s own poor
methodology and homework.

Barr’s subjectivity shows through on such statements as
those made on page 12 where Greek, Sanskrit, Gothic and
Lithuanian are paralleled with the cognate languages of the
Near East. More serious though is his failure to be specific,
as on pages 80, 82, 93, 102, 109, 128.



Poor homework is reflected in his footnotes on pages
15, 237 and 251. On page 15 he notes that Reider does not
call upon the LXX to reinforce his arguments that KLM
means “speak”  in Judges 18:7; but Barr himself adds what
he thinks to be the evidence of the LXX. Nevertheless, he
lists the use of an ancient version as a characteristic of
Reider’s methodology and then refutes his own use of the
LXX evidence through a footnote. The footnote on p. 237
does not save Barr’s argument that Qames.  had no previous
history of usage. Barr must show that the technical usage of
this word in Modern Hebrew is based on Löw’s suggestion.
Otherwise his whole argument falls.

Another example of oversight is his failure to note the
one occurrence of the preposition min in Ugaritic in Text
1015.11. Its presence in Ugaritic has been general knowl-
edge since 1957.

Barr’s methodology in Chapter 7 is inadequate and mis-
leading. In this chapter he deals with the degree of coinci-
dence in the vocabulary of Semitic languages. His conten-
tion is that the degree of coincidence is very low and he
finds support for this through his analysis of Syriac verbs
beginning with b over against Hebrew verbs beginning with
b. He finds about 40% of the Syriac verbs have correspond-
ing cognates in Hebrew with similar meanings. But can
dictionaries and lexicons really be compared? Barr notes
elsewhere the inherent weakness of the lexicons that are
available (p. 115). These weaknesses caution one against too
great a dependence on lexical notations. Any adequate check
on cognate correspondence would have to be made on a
uniform body of literature that could be carefully controlled
in both languages. Furthermore, is it fair to impose the
larger Syriac lexicon upon the smaller lexicon of Biblical
Hebrew? Why not try Ugaritic words beginning with b and



see what correspondence there is with Biblical Hebrew
beginning with b. A quick survey shows that there are 55
Semitic roots in Ugaritic beginning with b, of which 39 are
found in Hebrew with similar meanings, plus three more
presumed to be found. Only 12 Ugaritic roots (about 20%)
are not found in the BDB lexicon. All of which proves noth-
ing except that comparing lexicons is no better than the
lexicons available, and a larger lexicon imposed upon a
smaller lexicon will yield obviously more roots in the larger
lexicon than the smaller.

Sometimes Barr omits significant information as on p.
101, where he fails to note that the preposition b means
“from” also in Amarna Canaanite, Phoenician and Akka-
dian, as well as Ugaritic and Ya cudi. On page 160, one
would have expected Barr to indicate that the root LcK “to
send” occurs in Ugaritic, as well as the more remote Ethiop-
ic.

One area of seeming inconsistency is Barr’s treatment
of Jewish tradition. He argues strongly (pp. 195–203) for a
reliable tradition behind the Massoretic vocalization, but on
questions of meaning Barr finds tradition to be wholly
inadequate (cf. pp. 39, 42–43, 56, 59, 60, 65, 209). He fails
to explain though how the vocalization could be so ac-
curately transmitted while the meaning of the words could
be so readily lost.

Barr’s work is certain to initiate a more rigorous dis-
cussion on O. T. research. But it cannot be used as a text-
book for would-be philologists nor a canon for philological
methods. Perhaps its greatest contribution is the negative
one of calling attention to the weaknesses of the philological
approach while at the same time demonstrating the weak-
ness of a traditional textual approach.



1 Thomas F. McDaniel, Professor of Theology, The Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, PA.

RESPONSE TO PROFESSOR PAUL VAN BUREN 

Professor Thomas F. McDaniel1

Because Professor van Buren's paper was unavailable until just
before this meeting, I availed myself to a copy of his presentation before
the American Academy of Religion, in Chicago, 1975, expecting his
statement today to be an elaboration on Part Four of that paper read three
years ago which included the following statement:

The fourth area which I would single out as crucial for
demolition and reconstruction is the relationship between the
New Testament and the Old Testament, or as I am convinced
we must learn to call them, in conformity with the early
Christian community, the apostolic writings and the Scriptures.
My suggestions are simply these: that we must learn to put the
Scriptures first, and to learn to read critically the apostolic
writings in the light of Scriptures. Rather than using the
apostolic writings as a critical screen through which we sift the
Scriptures—and it can hardly be denied that this is the
Christian tradition, only beginning to be brought into question
in this century—we need to learn to return to the Scriptures as
the norm and critical screen through which we read the
apostolic writings.

In the paper presented at Chicago, Professor van Buren gave a much
needed shift away from the traditional question: “How do we as
Christians interpret the Old Testament?” But we did not hear anything
in today's statement about that radical step on how we are to screen the
apostolic writings of the New Testament through the Scriptures (Old
Testament). For this reason I am inclined to prefer the proposals of
Professor van Buren made in 1975, more than the suggestions presented
in this paper of 1978.

The apostolic writings are only the first word to the Gentiles about
God’s plan for their salvation; the apostolic writings are not the first
word from God about Gentiles or their salvation. While this fact is
alluded to in the text of Professor van Buren's paper, there is a need that
it be highlighted and clarified. Credit should go to the theologian who



penned Psalms 82 and expressed therein the reality of monotheism, but
in addition, in the closing prayer (82:8) recognized that the God of Israel
would become the Judge of all nations since the whole earth was His
inheritance. The theologian of Psalm 82 reversed the traditional
understanding that Yahweh’s relationship was established only with
Israel, since the nations were allocated by Yahweh only the elements in
the natural order for their worship (Deuteronomy 4:19; 32:8 LXX).
Other statements about God’s word to the Gentiles are found in the
theology of the anonymous prophet responsible for the book of Jonah.
Its internationalism, if not universalism,l recalls the affirmation of the
theologian who gave the promise of hope in the covenant with Abraham:
“. . . in thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed (nibreku).”

If we are to interpret the apostolic writings in the context of history,
it must be recognized that history did not begin with the birth, death and
resurrection of Jesus. The history before the common era which includes
the history and text of the Scripture (O.T.) cannot be ignored. It seems
imperative to incorporate into the exegetical process ideas which
Professor van Buren has expressed in his papers of 1975 and 1978,
although he himself makes no cross references.

Professor van Buren stated that we are in no infallible position
which gives us the prerogative to improve upon or to correct the
apostolic writings. (In the context of this statement today we can
appreciate the response Professor van Buren made yesterday to
Professor's Sanders’ statement that “Paul was/ is wrong!”) Certainly we
cannot claim infallibility, but we must admit that we stand in a good
position to evaluate the apostolic writings since we have an authoritative
statement within the apostolic writings as to that which is normative: “all
scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for
correction, and for training in righteousness” (2 Timothy 3 :16) . If there
is one point in which there is general agreement in New Testament
scholarship, it is that “Scripture” in this text refers to the Tanakh, i.e.
“Scriptures” in Professor van Buren’s terminology. Torah and Tanakh
can be used as a screen through which we interpret the apostolic
writings, and if necessary to make corrections or offer reproof.

Although there is no merit in our blaming the apostolic writers for
the ill effects of their inner-Jewish polemics, we must not repeat the
process or the polemic. We must hold ourselves responsible for the
history we produce. This responsibility calls for an exegetical model
which does not preclude the use of a historical-critical methodology in
the interpretation of both the Scriptures and the apostolic writings.
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Professor van Buren correctly noted that there is a growing
consensus that Jesus’ ministry ranged within the framework of the
Pharisaic party. He called attention to the Semitic and Judaic context and
style of the apostolic writings. I strongly concur and would like to
reinforce that argument. Although there is no decisive evidence, I, have
a suspicion that John 14:6 may actually be an affirmation of a common
objective of Jesus with the Pharisaic community, more than a statement
about the exclusive uniqueness of the Christian position. “I am the way,
the truth and the life . . .” seemingly reflects a statement originally made
in Aramaic which has been translated into Greek, namely, ca7nâ halake7tâc

ce7mûnatâc we7h.ayyatâc.2 The statement would contain a play on the stem
halak “walk” and could reflect the idea, “I am the halakah, the true
(halakah) and the living (halakah); no one halak's to the Father but by
me (i.e. by my halakah of love).” The Pharisees were also concerned
about a halakah of love.3 The difference was not in terms of the objec-
tive but in the source of authority. Jesus seems to have parted company
with the Pharisees on the issue of oral tradition / law having more author-
ity than his own spoken word. 

Although Professor van Buren raised the issue about the inadequacy
of translating Ioudaioi “the Jews,” he offered no alternatives. A better
translation, per se, may not be available; therefore I would suggest the
alternative of paraphrase by such terms as “compatriot,” “clergy” and
“religious opponents,” as the differing contexts necessitate. Then a literal
translation misses the “deep meaning” of a term and at the same time
fuels the fires of antisemitism, then a paraphrase must replace translation
or transliteration.

This speaker was obviously disappointed with Professor van
Buren’s present disinterest in interpreting the apostolic writings in the
light of Scripture (O.T.). Following his prolegomena, the major focus of
the paper moved from the issue of “How do we interpret the apostolic
writings?” to “How do we understand the Jew, vis-a-vis Jesus of
Nazareth?” With reference to those answers reflected in the statements
of the various church councils and synods, which Professor van Buren
noted, the following question must be addressed (especially for those of
us who come from an ecclesiastical tradition which seeks to proselytize):
“In what way does the Jew need Jesus?” The solution concerning the
Jew, vis-a-vis Jesus, offered by the Synod of the Reformed Church of the
Netherlands in 1970 was that Jesus calls the Jew back to the covenant.
This is the role of the prophet, and Jesus was not the first prophet to call
the Israelites/ Jews to repentance. Can we Christians honestly be
satisfied if Jews recognize Jesus as a nabic, or will we continue to insist
that they affirm with us that he was divine, God incarnate or the Logos?
The intent o f the Synod of the Reformed Church of the Netherlands was
not made fully clear in this brief reference.
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Such a statement calls for a more detailed discussion both in terms of
intent and content.

The new attitude reflected in current dialogue needs to be stated
with a bit more clarity so as to avoid a misunderstanding. In my initial
reading of Professor van Buren’s manuscript I read with surprise the
statement that the new dialogue between Jews and Christians is not
rooted in a new spirit of reconciliation, but is rooted essentially in the
fact of the Holocaust and the reality of the modern state of Israel. This
could be misunderstood, contrary to its intent, that this dialogue is only
a Christian final solution since the Jew has not converted and has not
been eliminated, i.e., we are forced to make room for the Jew in our
theology. I would be more comfortable with a statement which precluded
the possibility of such misunderstanding, and at the same time
recognized the degree to which the dialogue is rooted in reconciliation
and a spirit of theological growth from antisemitism to a consideration
of a salvific element in the vicarious suffering of the Jewish community.

Several issues which I raise in this second half of my response to
Professor van Buren's paper reflect my concern that we interpret the
apostolic writings in the context of history and that history before Jesus
be included, especially the text of Tanakh. Following up on Professor
van Buren’s ideas articulated in his paper in 1975, alluded to earlier, that
we “screen" the apostolic writings through the Scriptures, several ex-
amples can be given to illustrate the possibilities particularly as they
center on the issue of antisemitism and the seeds of the Holocaust.

In Peter's sermon in Acts 2:21 he quotes a passage from Joel 3:
30–32, “And it shal1 be that whoever calls upon the name o f the Lord
shall be saved.” It may well be that Peter was using the Septuagint text
and consequently interpreted kurios “lord, master,” as a reference to
Jesus as Lord. But if the apostolic witness were interpreted in light of the
Tanak, the prophet’s own words would have precluded this possibility,
for he stated, “all who call upon the name of Yahweh shall be delivered.”
Since current hermeneutical principles differ from those of Peter and
other apostolic writers, prohibiting the interchange of Jesus for Yahweh
via kurios, the question must be asked: “In the light of Torah/Tanakh
why is salvation denied to those who call upon the name of Yahweh (or
the surrogate Adonai) and why is salvation restricted to those who call
upon the name of Jesus?” The Scriptures can serve as a corrective
through the “screening process ” and the Scriptures could instruct the
Christian to affirm the integrity of the prophetic witness that all who call
on Yahweh will be saved. Therefore the ambiguity of the apostolic
tradition on the status of the Jews vis-a-vis Jesus stands to be clarified
by the prophetic witness.
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The other example, drawn from the biblical texts which have
contributed to the antisemitism which resulted in the Holocaust is
Matthew 27:25, “And all the people answered, ‘His blood be on us and
on our children.’” Perhaps these words, more than any other statement
in the N. T, have contributed to the continuing antisemitism in Christian
circles. But when these words of the people are screened through the
Scriptures (O.T.) they can be seen as being meaningless. One can screen
the mob’s statement through Deuteronomy 5:9b, “for I , Yahweh your
God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the father upon the
children to the third and fourth generation o f those who hate me.” This
would appear to give some credibility to the words. But a complete
screening of words with the apostolic writings through the Scriptures
would require input from Ezekie1 18: 2, “What do you mean by
repeating this proverb concerning the land of Israel, ‘The fathers have
eaten sour grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge’? As I live says
the Lord God, this proverb shall no more be used in Israel.” If Ezekiel’s
repudiation of the old proverb was valid and if the principle he
articulated has any prophetic authority (i.e., “The soul that sins shall die”
18:20), the theology expressed by the mob, “his blood be on our chil-
dren,” was obviously meaningless. Yet in a survey in available commen-
taries on Matthew, only one commentator alluded to the text in Ezekiel
as a corrective to the Christian efforts to make those words of the crowd
come true.4 Many of the older commentators justified continuing the
curse on the Jew solely on the basis of the text from Deuteronomy 5. But
the screening process fully implemented would validate Ezekiel’s
statement which negated the principle of retribution assumed by those
who called for Jesus’ death; and it would preclude any Christian
validation of the negated principle.

This raises another issue if we are to interpret the apostolic writing
in the context of history and have the Scriptures as a part of that history.
Serious consideration must be given to the various theologies in the
scriptures, and some value judgment must be made as to which theology
is to be normative. For example, in Exodus 15:3 the statement is made,
“Yahweh is cîš milh.amâ (a man of war); and within the Scriptures there
is a pervasive “holy war” theology.5 Yet over against this theology of the
divine warrior is the (minority) opinion reflecting a peace theology,
articulated, for example by the writer of Psalm 46, “He makes wars to
cease to the end of the earth, he breaks the bow and shatters the spear, he
burns the chariot with fire!” (46:9). When the apostolic writings are
“screened” through the Scriptures, which biblical theology is to be used
for correction, reproof and instruction. This raises the larger issues of
revelation and authority of the biblical texts.

It seems to me that as much as Christians need to move away from
the category of two “testaments” they need equally to move toward the
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recognition of two dimensions in the revelation within the Scriptures and
the Apostolic Writings; i.e. , there is a revelation about the nature of God
and there is a revelation about the nature of man. The “holy war”
theology which is a part of biblical tradition belongs to the category of
the revelation about the nature of man, not the category about the
revelation of the nature of God. Consequently when the Apostolic
Writings are interpreted in the light of Scriptures, and when both the
Scriptures and the Apostolic Writings are interpreted in the light of the
Holocaust some difficult hermeneutica1 and theologica1 decisions have
to be made.

There are those who have successfully traced the thread of blood
and violence culminating in the Holocaust back to the Antisemitism of
the Church Fathers and the New Testament writers. But the seeds of
religious violence which served as paradigm for political violence did
not begin there. It seems to me that we can trace the antecedents of
Holocaust violence back to earlier elements within our tradition,
including our apocalyptic literature which envisioned one’s salvation
secured by the suffering and death of others, as well as the more ancient
“holy war” theology which envisioned God as cîš milh.amâ, a man of
war, and fostered, for example, the idea that Saul could be stripped of his
royal power because he refused to obey an order for h.erem, the total
destruction of enemy life.

The institutions of violence—“holy war, h.erem (whether historical
or only a Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic framework), as well as
Holocaust in our generation—cannot be viewed as a revelation about
God or His will but only as a revelation about the human predicament.
Similarly, when we encounter words in the apostolic writings which feed
the sin of antisemitism, we need not invest these words as part of God’s
revelation about His will, but an integral part of the revelation about our
propensity as human beings to build ourselves up by tearing someone
else down.

Concluding this response I move to that concern of Professor van
Buren that the apostolic writings must be interpreted in the light of
history since the Christ event, a history which includes the Holocaust,
and appeal to the question of the morning session: “God Active in
History?” If there is any meaning to the Holocaust, and if there is any
activity of God in events of the Holocaust, the only thing I find it
possible to say is that God lived down the reputation of his being as cîš
milh.amâ, “a man of war.” At that point the Holocaust and the cross share
a common point: God remained silent when death consumed His
children and His Son. There was no killing intervention explicitly on
their behalf. The appeal of the apostolic writers to God's salvific work in
the vicarious suffering of Jesus must be interpreted with full sensitivity
to the vicarious suffering of the Jews, who, in the words of the prophet
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concerning the suffering-servant Israel, have suffered because of us and
for us:

Behold my servant Israel. Surely they ( the Jews ) have borne
our griefs and carried our sorrows . . . . They were wounded for
our transgressions; they were bruised for our iniquities. Upon
them was chastisement made for us. By their stripes we healed
. . . . 

God may yet work in history if the apostolic writings are interpreted in
the light of the Scriptures, in the light of history, and in light of the
Holocaust.

Notes

1 Harry M. Orlinsky, “Nationalism-Universalism and Internationalism in
Ancient Israel,” Translating and Understanding the Old Testament:
Essays in Honor of Herbert Gordon May, H. T. Frank and W. L. Reed,
editors. (Nashville and New York: Abingdon, 1970), 206–236.

2 The Spanish exegete Johannes Maldonatus, S.J., (1534–1583) saw a
Hebraism behind the Greek of this text: See Raymond Brown, The
Gospel According to John, Vol. 2 (Anchor Bible 29A, Garden City:
Doubleday, 1970), 621.

3 Berakoth XI, 14b .

4 James Morison, Matthew’s Memoirs of Jesus Christ: A Commentary
on the Gospel of Matthew, 3rd edition. (London: Hamilton, Adams and
Co., 1873).

5 See the recent studies of P. D. Miller, The Divine Warrior in Early
Israel (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973) and D.L. Chris-
tensen, Transformation of the War Oracle in Old Testament Prophecy
(Harvard Dissertations in Religion No. 3, Missoula, Mont.: Scholars
Press, 1975).
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1 This review was published in 1979 in the Journal of Biblical
Literature, Volume 98: 4 (1979), p. 598.

2 Acta Jutlandica xlviii, Theology Series 12. Arhus: Aarhus
Universitet, 1978 (80 pages).

A REVIEW 
by 

Thomas F. McDaniel 1

of
HANS GOTTLIEB’S

A STUDY ON THE TEXT  OF LAMENTATIONS 2

In this monograph Hans Gottlieb gives an account of and
evaluates the debate on the text of Lamentations since the
publication of Bertil Albrektson*s Studies in the Text and
Theology of the Book of Lamentations (Lund: Gleerup, 1963).
His primary purpose was to examine those passages where he
disagreed with Albrektson*s solutions of text-critical prob-
lems even though he agreed with Albrektson*s methodology
and conclusion that the MT is the superior text tradition. In
five sections which follow the chapter divisions of Lamenta-
tions (plus a four page excursus on “Past and Present in Lam.
3:52–66”), Gottlieb comments on 80 words or phrases from
72 of the 154 verses of Lamentations. Much of Gottlieb*s
study is a restatement of Albrektson*s review of textual vari-
ants reflected by the versions and the conclusions of other
commentators. Less than half of Gottlieb*s work is concerned
with the issues surrounding the integrity of the MT. Most of
his comments, which vary in length from two lines to two
pages, are directed to lexical and philological proposals ad-
vanced by Dahood, McDaniel, Gordis, and Hillers and fre-
quently appeal to the conclusions of Albrektson, Driver,
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Rudolph and others to counter the interpretations of the
former.

Gottlieb does not view favorably the appeal of Dahood
and McDaniel to elements of Northwest Semitic philology to
establish the text or interpretation of disputed passages in
Lamentations. His bias is reflected in the statement, “When as
here the choice is between assuming the existence of an
‘enclitic mem* in Hebrew, or assuming that nun has against
the general rule not been assimilated . . . , I for one would
prefer to follow the latter alternative” (p. 55). Yet Gottlieb
recognizes the emphatic lamed in 4:3 (following Eitan), but
not in 3:37–38 (as proposed by McDaniel). He recognizes the
asseverative kaph in 1:20 (following Gordis) but not in 2:5 or
3:22 (contra Gordis).

Gottlieb is not totally committed to the superiority of the
MT. He recognizes a scribal error in 3:60 and concurs with
Driver*s emendation of 4:7. He agrees that glosses are found
in 1:7; 2:19 and 4:15. When Gottlieb offers an independent
opinion, he is extremely speculative and inconsistent. An
example is his treatment of 2:18a (the LXX and Syriac
support the MT here). Gottlieb suggests that s. a%

caq libba%m cel
ca7do%na%y is a marginal gloss which has driven out the original
text in which case “all we know of the original text is that it
may have begun with s. , and that it probably contained a call
to lament” (p. 37). Gottlieb succeeds in summarizing Albrekt-
son*s work and the debate on Lamentations, but he does little
to end that debate.



1  This review was published in 1980 in Homiletic, Volume 5:
   1 (1980), pp. 9–10.

2  His article was published in the journal Nexus 56, Volume
   12: 1 (1978).

A REVIEW 
by 

Thomas F. McDaniel 1

of

JOHN L. TOPOLEWSKI’S

THE RABBI’S ELIXIR: EPISTEMOLOGY

 AND STORY TELLING 2

Topolewski addresses himself to the issue of our contem-
porary distrust for the genre of “story” (both storytelling and
“storybecoming”) because of our passion for factual verifiable
truth. This distrust for the story he views with regret, noting
the richness of the biblical stories, the profound parables of
Jesus, and the excellent rabbinic didactic models.

The author notes that since the professional identity of the
clergy carries symbolic meaning. this process of symboli-
zation is well communicated by storytellittg and story-
becoming. Topolewski is indebted to Kantian criticism and
epistemology for his views on storytelling, which he sum-
marizes in a linguistic equation: ‘Expertence + Symbolization

= Meaning. He prefers Geschichte (story) to Historie (fact)
since the former comes from the heart, whereas the latter
comes from the head. This idea was already latent in a state-
ment he quotes from Phillips Brooks, “Preaching . . . has two
essential elements, truth and personality.” In Topolewski*s
own words. “Real transformation, re-symbolization, comes
then when the biblical stories we encounter become our
stories, Geschichte, appropriated in a uniquely personal way.”
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Topolewski employs several brief stories to illustrate his
essay.



BOOK REVIEW

JOURNAL OF ECUMENICAL STUDIES
VOLUME 45: 2 (SPRING 2010)

Rein Bos. We Have Heard That God Is With You:

Preaching the Old Testament. Grand Rapids, MI, and
Cambridge, U.K.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
2008. Pp. 384. $28.00. Paper.

Bos’s work gives seminarians and pastors a very
creative textbook for Hebrew Bible Hermeneutics and
Homiletics, which testifies that “Jesus of Nazareth is the Christ
in accordance with the Scripture, without implying that the New
Testament church has replaced or superseded Israel as the
people of God” (p. xi). 

In Chapter 11, Bos provides a four dimensional
hermeneutical model that can serve the contemporary practice

of preaching. The first element in this model is the sensus

Israeliticus (pp. 168–171), which recognizes “that Christians
are not the first intended audience of the words of Moses and the
prophets.” Because the first audience was, is, and will be Israel,
Bos states, “It is for this reason that I propose to pay attention
to Israel, to God’s way with Israel, and to acknowledge Jewish
contributions to the interpretation of Moses and the prophets in
the first level or dimension of meaning.” The second dimension

in Bos’s hermeneutical model is the Christological Sense (pp.
171–174, 214–248), in which “The way apostles and
evangelists quote the Old Testament texts provides us with a
creative ‘grammar’ for such a Christological recontextuali-
zation of Moses and the prophets.” The third dimension is the

Ecclesiological Sense (pp. 174–177, 249–287), wherein it is
recognized that “In and through Jesus Christ, the Lord is not
only the God of Israel but also the God of the Gentiles (Rom
3:29) . . . [C]ontemporary preaching is mandated to extend the
dynamics of Moses and the prophets to the farthest parts of the
earth.” The fourth dimension is the Eschatological Sense (pp.



177–181, 288–317), wherein “Israel has the right to raise her
voice and invite the nations to hold on to God’s pledges” and
the prophets’ dreams of another world “is not only, and may not
be even primarily, a beatific lie in the hereafter.” For Bos, these
four “senses” become the “voices” in “A Four-Voice Choir,”
which is the title of the third section of the book.

The book’s first section, “The Old Testament in the
Theory and Practice of Preaching” (chaps 1–7), includes “the
homiletical profile of five prominent and often used
hermeneutical keys: allegory, typology, salvation-historical
approach, promise and fulfillment, and the model of Karl
Barth” (p. 12). In the second section, “Ingredients of a New
Model,” (chaps. 8–11), Bos recognizes the fourfold sense of
Scripture which emerged in the Middle Ages—the literal sense,
the allegorical sense, the tropological sense, and the anagogical
sense. In the last chapter of the third section, “A Four-Voiced
Choir” (chaps. 12–16), the “Four Voices” are utilized in
sermon preparation focused on Exodos 3, the Servant of the
Lord passages (Is 42:1–4; 49:1–6; 50:4–9; 52:13–53:12), and
Psalm 22.
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RIGHTLY  SAID, WRONGLY  READ

  

The ambiguities in the written  Hebrew and Aramaic
scriptures would not have been present in the spoken words of
the prophets, psalmists, and sages since vowels are a requisite for
speech. In speech the vowels precluded most ambiguities.

Consequently most words were rightly said. The ca%da%m “man,”

the co%de%m “reconciler,” and the c e%da%m “provost” were as
distinctly different as the English ‘a dam,’ ‘a dame,’ ‘a dome,”
and ‘a dime.’ But when all four are spelled simply as “a dm” the
ambiguity is real. What Jesus said in Aramaic and Hebrew was
well understood. But once his words were written down in
Aramaic and Hebrew they became instantly and automatically
ambiguous since vowels were not recorded along with the

consonants. Sometimes the words he rightly said were poorly

recorded with consonants only and were  subsequently wrongly
read. 

One has only to browse through Edmund Castell’s Lexicon

Heptaglotton of 1669 ) to appreciate how dependent Hebrew
lexicography was upon Arabic lexicography. The “hyper-
arabism” of the eighteenth century declined after the discovery
of Akkadian texts in the nineteenth century and the Ugaritic texts
in the twentieth century. But while the focus in biblical Aramaic
and Hebrew lexicography shifted to the newly discovered

Semitic texts, Edward Lane’s Arabic-English Lexicon
(1863–1893)  continued to be a gold mine wherein lay the
missing links for recovering the meaning of obscure and
problematic words in the Hebrew Bible and in the Hebrew and

Aramaic Vorlagen which underlie the Gospel traditions and
other New Testament semiticisms. Although Arabic is seldom a
tool used by New Testament scholars, it has proven to be a
helpful tool for recovering the meaning of the more obscure
Hebrew and Aramaic words. It should come as no surprise that
the most beneficial reference works for interpreting the obscure

passages of Shem Tob ben-Isaac ben-Shaprut’s Hebrew Gospel
of Matthew (c, 1400) have been the Arabic lexicons.  

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Castell.htm
http://daniel.eastern.edu/seminary/tmcdaniel/LaneLexicon.htm
http://www.torahresource.com/Dutillet.html
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This document entitled “Rightly Said, Wrongly Read: Lost
Hebrew Words Rescued by Cognates,” provides an introduction

to and a summary of two hundred new translations of Biblical
verses which I have argued for in five books which are available
online, namely: 
1. The Song of Deborah: Poetry in Dialect (my translation of

Judges 5 is cited in the ADDENDUM  below); 
2. Clarifing Baffling Biblical Passages, which is abbreviated in

the text below as CBBP; 
3. Clarifying More Baffling Biblical Passages, which is ab-

breviated in the text below as CMBBP;
4.  Clarifying New Testament Aramaic Names and Words and

Shem Tob’s Hebrew Gospel of Matthew, which is abbreviated
in the text below as SHEM TOB;

5. Miscellaneous Biblical Studies, which is abbreviated in the
text below as MBS. 

The Roman numerals below indicate the Chapter in the book
where the interpretation and translation of that biblical passage is
presented more fully. (Click on the blue abbreviation to open that
chapter; and click on the blue Roman numeral next to it to open
a list of lexical items germane to that chapter and the biblical
passage cited.) [The six items in the list  marked off  by brackets
are not from these books but are clearly identified.] 

James Barr (1968), in Comparative Philology and the Text of
the Old Testament, cited three hundred-thirty-four selected
philological proposals made by numerous scholars. Of these
proposals one hundred sixty-five were based upon Arabic
cognates. John Kaltner (1996), in The Use of Arabic in Biblical
Hebrew Lexicography, provided another list of sixty Arabic
cognates to which other scholars have appealed in order to clarify
baffling biblical passages. The two hundred lost Hebrew words
recovered mostly by Arabic cognates discussed in my five books
noted above should be added to the lists cited by Barr and Kaltner
and become candidates for inclusion in subsequent ventures in
Hebrew lexicography. 

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Deborah.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume%20Two.htm
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume%20Three.htm
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume4_ShemTob+.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume-5.html
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200 NEW TRANSLATIONS:

GENESIS  to REVELATION

GENESIS 2:1 (CMBBP  I)

Wlkuy>w: “they were perfected,” rather than “they were fini-

shed.” Though  the MT Pu c al plural Wlkuy>w: in 2:1 and the Pi c el

singular lk;y>w: in 2: 2 appear to be from hl'K' “to be complete,

to be finished ” the Wlkuy>w: is more likely to be from ll;K' “to

perfect, to complete.”

GENESIS 2:2 (CMBBP  I)

y[iybiV.h; ~AYB; ~yhil{a/ lk;y>w: “and God was fatigued on

the seventh day.” The narrator shifted the verb from ll;K', stem

I, “to perfect” to ll;K', stem III, “to be tired, fatigued, weary,”

which is the cognate of the Arabic qk (kalla) “he became,

fatigued, weary, tired.”

GENESIS 2:3 (CMBBP  I)

tAf[]l; ~yhil{a/ ar'B'-rv,a] “which God created to

make.” The Septuagint reading is w-n h;rxato o` qeo.j poih/sai

“which God began to make”— reflecting a Vorlage having  ad'B'
for the ar'B' . This ad'B' is the cognate of Arabic !;ª# (badac ) “he

began.” The tAf[]l; “to make” needs to be re-pointed as

tWf[El., i.e., the preposition l attached to  tWf[e, an abstracted

noun meaning “livelihood, life, the sustenance of life.” This

tWf[e is the cognate of Arabic Ièª\ (câ cša) “he became

possessed of life” and Já\ (caiš) “life, the means of life or sub-

sistence, livelihood, the way of living.” Thus the MT -rv,a]

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_ONE.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_ONE.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_ONE.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis-lexical.html
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tWf[el. ~yhil{a/ ar'B' can be translated as “which God created

to sustain life.”

GENESIS 2:18 (CBBP II)

ADg>n<K. rz<[e AL-Hf,[/a, , Poih,swmen auvtw/| bohqo.n katV

auvto ,n, “I will make him a helper meet for him.” Traditional

translations are misleading in that they suggests a subordinate

role for the woman as a “helpmate.” Actually, ADg>n<K. rz<[e in-

dicates an elevated role for the woman. The rz<[e was a “savior,

rescuer” (found in Psa 20:3 to describe God’s being the savior of

Israel) and is the cognate of Ugaritic cd.r “to rescue.” The ADg>n<K.
“as his front-one” could also be read as AdgIn"K. “as his leader.”

The woman named ~d'a' “Adam” (Gen5:2) was created to be “a

savior as his front one,” i.e., in front of the man also named

~d'a' “Adam” (Gen5:2).

GENESIS 3:14 (CBBP  I)

lk;aTo rp[ “small creatures shall you ea t,” rather than

“you will eat dust.” The rp[ here is the cognate of Arabic ?dª`
(g' ifr) “a small beast or creeping thing, or an insect.” 

GENESIS 3:16 (CBBP  II)

%B'-lv'm.yI aWhw> %teq'WvT. %veyai-la,w> , Kai. pro.j to .n

a;ndra sou h ̀avpostrofh, sou kai. auvto,j sou kurieu,sei,

“And your desire will be for your husband, and he will rule over

you.” The hq'WvT “desire” is the cognate of the Arabic jÑH
(šûq) “desire” and jéÑHê (cašwâq) “yearning”; and the lv;m ' “to

be like” is the cognate of  the Arabic q,s (ma.tala), form 5, “to

be similar” and q,s (mi.t l un) “a similar person.” Thus by re-

pointing the Qal lv'm.yI “he will rule” to the Pi cel lVem;y> “he will

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_2.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Gen3-16-Lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_1.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis3-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_2.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Gen3-16-Lexical.html
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be similar ” the verse is best translated as “and your desire will

be for your husband, and he will be just like you.”

GENESIS 6:3 (CMBBP  II)

 ~G:v;B. ~l'[ol. ~d'a'b' yxiWr !Ady"-al {hw"hy> rm,aYOw:
rf'b' aWh , “and Yahweh said, ‘my spirit will not always strive

with man forever for that he also is flesh.’” The last three words

need to be read in reverse order and repointed as rf'B' ~yGIv;b.
aWh. The rf"B' “human” is the cognate of Arabic ?G# (bašar)

“human being” and the ~yGIv;i is the cognate of Arabic 5H / Ç4H
(šaj/ šajjat) “to bash in the skull, skull fracture.” In light of the

violence mentioned in Gen 6:11 and 6:13 the ~gv in Gen 6:3 is

probably the cognate of the  Arabic 5H (šaj) “skull bashing.” If

so the ~ of ~gv would be the suffix ~y indicating a pluralis

intensivus, and the singular rf'B' would be a collective noun.

Thus the ~yGIv;b. aWh rf'B' can be translated as “humans were

into skull bashing.”

GENESIS 6:4  (CMBBP  II)

    ~Veh; yven>a ~l'A[me rv,a] ~yrIBoGIh; hM'he, VEkei/noi h=san

oi` gi,gantej oi` avpV aivw/noj oi` a;nqrwpoi oi` ovnomastoi.,

“they were the giants / mighty men of old, men of  renown.” The

~Veh; “the name” in this context is more likely to be the cognate

of  Arabic vG| (hašama) “to destroy, smash, shatter” and its

adjective váG| (hašîm) “broken, crushed,” so that ~f;h ' / ~v;h '

is a synonym of sm;x'“to treat violently.” If so, the phrase needs

to be repointed as ~f'h' yven>a; “men of violence,” those gifted

in skull bashing (~GIv; = ~yGIv;) and skulldugery.

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_TWO.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis6-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_TWO.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis6-lexical.html
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GENESIS 8:11  (CBBP  II)

@r"j' tyIz:-hle[], “an olive leaf plucked off.” The Septuagint

reads Fu,llon evlai,aj ka,rfoj , “an olive leaf, a dry twig.” But

the @r"j' here is the cognate of the Arabic fªÜ?U (t. arîf) “a thing

that is good, recent, new,  fresh” and ÇdªÜ?U (t. arîfat) “anything

new, recent, or fresh .” Thus the @r"j' tyIz:-hle[ ] means “a fresh

olive leaf.” The leaf’s being fresh was evidence that the flood
waters had abated.

GENESIS 16:12  (CBBP  III)

~d'a' ar,P, hy<h.yI aWh, “he shall be a wild ass of a man.”

Ou-toj e;stai a;groikoj a;nqrwpoj, “He shall be a country-

man.” The arp need not mean “wild ass.” The verb ar"P' “to be

fruitful, to have progeny” appears in Hosea 13:15. The  ~da
arp may be another way of stating what appears unambig-

uously in Gen 17:20, “I will make him fruitful and exceedingly

numerous.” Moreover, like the verbs am'G" and [m;G" “to suck,”

ar"P' may be a variant spelling of the [r:P' which is the cognate

of Arabic ^?ªc (fara ca) “he intervened, he made peace, he

effected a reconciliation.” If so the ~d"a' “man” is better read as

the verb ~d:a', the cognate of (a) Arabic u<ê (cadama) “he

effected a reconciliation between them, he  induce love and

agreement between them,” (b) Arabic u!<ê (cidâm) “the aider,

and manager of the affairs of his people,” and (c) Arabic Çªs< ê
(cadamat) “the chief or provost of his people. Ishmael would be

prolific (arP) and become the chief and provost (~da) of his

tribe, setting the example as a peacemaker (arP = [rP) and

reconciler (~da).

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_2.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Gen3-16-Lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_3.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis16-10-lexical.html
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GENESIS 16:12  (CBBP  III)

AB lKo dy:w> lKob; Ady" , “His  hand in all and the hand of all

in his.” Ai ̀cei/rej  auvtou/ evpi. pa,ntaj kai. ai` cei/rej pa,ntwn

evpV auvto ,n , “His  hands on all and the hand of all on him.” Were

the hand movements hostile the preposition would have been l[;
“against,” not B. “in.” The “hand-in-hand” here may not be the

same as a Western “handshake” or a “high-five,” but the hand

movements support the idea of Hagar’s being given the good

news that Ishmael would become a congenial person active in
reconciliation.

GENESIS 16:12  (CBBP  III)

!Kov.yI wyx'a,-lk' ynp-l[, Kai. kata. pro,swpon pa,ntwn

tw/n avdelfw/n auvtou/ katoi-kh,sei, “And he shall dwell in the

presence of all his brethren.” In light of the phrase in Job 33:26,

wyn"P' ar>Y:w: Whcer>YIw:, “he will be favorable to him: and he shall

see his face,” this phrase in 16:12 can be read as “in the favor of

all his brothers he will dwell.”

GENESIS 17:5  (CBBP  IV )

~r'b.a; ^m.vi-ta, dA[ areQ'yI-al{w>, “No longer shall your

name be Abram.” The Mrf of MrFb;)a is the cognate of Arabic u!@
(râm), “he went away, departed, he quit a place.” Thus MrFb;)a

“Abram” (= “father departed”) was a very fitting name for
someone who would obey the command, “Go from your country

and your kindred and your father's house to the land that I will

show you” (Gen 12:1).

GENESIS 17:5  (CBBP  IV )

^yTit;n> ~yIAG !Amh]-ba yKi ~h'r'b.a; ^m.vi hy"h'w>>, “But

your name shall be Abraham,  for the father of a multitude of

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_3.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis16-10-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_3.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis16-10-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_4.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis17-5-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_4.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis17-5-lexical.html
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nations have I made you.” The Mhr of Mhfrfb;)a means “pro-

lific.” It is the cognate of the Arabic u"|@ (ruhâm) “numerous,

copious,” Çt|@ (rihmat) “a lot of rain drops,” and v|@ ê(cirham)

“fruitful, abundant.” The patriarch’s progeny would become as
numerous (a) as the stars: “look toward  heaven, and number the
stars, if you are able to number them . . . so shall your
descendants be” (Gen 15:5); (b) as sand: “I will indeed bless
you, and I will multiply  your descendants as . . . the sand which
is on the seashore” (Gen 22:17); and (c) as the “drizzling rain

drops,” i.e., the raham of the name Abraham.

GENESIS 17:15  (CBBP  IV )

“As for Sarai your wife, you are no longer to call her Sarai;

her name will be Sarah.” The Arabic cognate of Sarah is é?+ /£?+
(t. arrâ / t. arî ) “he became great in number or quantity, many,

numerous,” which is confirmed by Gen. 17:16b, ~yIAgl. ht'y>h'w>
 “and she will become nations.”

GENESIS 18:13  (MBS  XI)

“The LORD said to Abraham, "Why did Sarah laugh, and

say, ̀ Shall I indeed bear a child, now that I am old?” But in light

of the Arabic cognate m0P  (s.ah.aka = qx;c') “to menstruate”

this verse is better translated as “Yahweh said to Abraham,
Verily, this is the situation: Sarah has menstruated, saying, ‘Oh!

Wow! Truly I will give birth though I am old!’”

GENESIS 18:15  (MBS  XI)
“But Sarah denied, saying, ‘I did not laugh’; for she was

afraid. He said, ‘No, but you did laugh.’ But in light of the

Arabic cognate m0P  (s.ah. aka = qx;c') “to menstruate” this

verse is better translated as “But Sarah denied  saying: ‘I did not
menstruate!’—for  she was afraid — and he said, ‘Not so! You
did indeed menstruate!’”
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GENESIS 25:18  (CBBP  III)

lp'n" wyx'a,-lk' ynEP.-l[;, “he fell upon the faces of all his

brothers.” Kata. pro,swpon pa,ntwn tw/n avdelfw/n auvtou/
katw,|khsen, “he dwelt in the presence of all his brethren.” This

phrase is essentially the same as wyxia !miy"n>bi yreaW>c;-l[; lPoYIw:,
“and he embraced Benjamin his brother” (Gen 45:14), and

exactly the same idiom found in Genesis 50:1, l[ @seAy lPoYIw:,
ybia ynEP, “Joseph embraced his father.

GENESIS 39:6  (CMBBP  II)

hm'Wam. ATai [d;y"-al{w> , “and he knew not ought he had,”

which became in the Septuagint Kai. ouvk h; |dei tw/n kaqV
e`auto .n ouvde., “And he did not know of anything that belonged

to him.” The verb [d;y" “to know” is widely attested, but the [d;y"
in this verse is the cognate of the Arabic ^<Ö / ^;ªÜ (wadaca /

yadaca) “to entrust, to consign for safekeeping.” The al here is

not the negative al{ but the emphatic alu “indeed.” Thus

hm'Wam. ATai [d;y" alu is best translated as “Verily he entrusted

to him anything.”

EXODUS 4:24  (CBBP  V )

Atymih] vQeb;y>w: hw"hy> WhveG>p.YIw:, “Yahweh met him and

sought to kill him.” Sunh,nthsen auvtw/| a;ggeloj kuri,ou kai.

e vzh,tei auvto.n avpoktei/nai, “The angel of the Lord met him by

the way in the inn, and sought to slay him.” The verb Atymih] has

two meanings. At first glance it appears to be the Hiphcîl

infinitive of  twm “to die,” the cognate of Arabic *èªs (mât) “he

died.” But it can also be the Hiphcîl infinitive of ttm which is

the cognate of the Arabic )s (matta) “he sought to bring

himself near, to gain access, or to advance himself in favor by a

relationship and by affection or by love,”  as in the expression  

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_3.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Genesis16-10-lexical.html
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Çª'ès v/@ èxªxªáª# (baynanâ ra .him mâttat) “between us is an in-

violable relationship.” Thus wtymh hwhy vqbyw could be

translated as “Yahweh  sought to make inviolable the relation-

ship / marriage.”

EXODUS 4:26  (CBBP  V )

WNM,mi @r,YIw: “So he [Yahweh] let him [Moses] alone.” The

verb @r,YIw: has two meanings. At first glance it appears to be from

hp'r' “to sink, to relax, to withdraw from, to let one alone.” But

it may also be from apr, stem II, which is the cognate of the

Arabic èªc@ (rafâ ) “he effected a reconciliation, made peace

between them, he married, took a wife” and \ èc@ (rifâ’un) “a

close union / marriage” Thus Exod 4:26 should be read as

tl{WMl; ~ymiD' !t;x hr'm.a' za' Wpr>YIw: “they became irre-

vocably bonded when she said ‘You are a blood relative by

circumcision.’” (The WNM,mi “from him” is restored to 4:25,

which once read “she cut off her son’s foreskin from him.”)

EXODUS 6:3  (MBS  XIV )

~h,l' yTi[.d;An al{ hw"hy> ymiv.W, “By my name Yahweh

I did not make myself known.” By changing the negative al{
into the emphatic alu the verse reads “By my  name Yahweh I

did indeed make myself known.”

EXODUS 21:22–23  (MBS XXI)
The Septuagint has the correct translation of Exo 21:22–23.

The Hebrew dialect of the Septuagint translators in Alexandria

included two words spelled !wsa, namely, (a) the !Asa' which

was translated as malaki,a, “affliction, disease” (Gen 42: 28)

and (b) the !wsa (= !As.a; / !w"s.a) which was translated as
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evxeikonizomai, “to be fully formed.” The word  !wsa / !As.a;/
!w"s.a; did not survive in the Judean and Samaritan Hebrew

dialects. Thanks to the Arabic cognate £ÑªD (sawaya), “he

made it equal, he became full-grown in body,” the lost lexeme

!As.a; / !w"s.a; “to be fully formed” has been recovered. The Sep-

tuagint of Exo 21:22–23 states quite clearly that a fully

developed fetus was a person protected by the lex talionis, but a
fetus which was not fully formed was not a person but was a

property properly protected by the lex pensitationis. ]

LEVITICUS 16 : 8  (CBBP  VI)

lzEaz"[]l; dx'a, lr'Agw> hw"hyl; dx'a, lr'AG , “one lot for

Yahweh and one lot for Azazel.” Klh/ron e[na tw/| kuri,w| kai.

klh/ron e[na tw/| avpopompai,w| , “One lot for the Lord, and the

other for the scape-goat.” In Lev. 16:26, Azazel was read as a

compound of lz[ “to separate” and lza “to go away” and

translated as To.n ci,maron to .n diestalme ,non eivj a ;fesin ,

“The goat separated for release.” Many interpreters have

identified Azazel as a demon in the wilderness, but the Talmud

(Yoma 67 b) rightly noted: (1) hXqw z[ ahyX lzaz[,

“Azazel which must be a  rugged height and harsh ,” and (2)

~yrhbX hXq lzaz[, “Azazel is any harsh place which is in

the mountains.” The lzaz[ is a compound of z[ “rugged peak”

and lza “difficult, distressful, dearth,” with the lza being the

modifier of the z[. The Arabic cognates are (1) Aªxª\ (canz) “land

having in it ruggedness and sand and stones,” and (2) rBé
(cazala) “he became in the state of straitness and suffering from

dearth, drought, or sterility,” and rBès (mâczil) “the place where

the means of subsistence are strait.” Thus the lzaz[ in Lev

16:8, 10, 26 means “the badlands” rather than being the name of

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_6.pdf
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a demon or a noun meaning “scapegoat.”

LEVITICUS 16:21 (CBBP  VI )

hr'B'd>Mih; yTi[i vyai-dy:B. xL;viw>, “and sending it away

into the wilderness by means of someone designated for the task”

[NRS]. Kai. evxapostelei/ evn ceiri. avnqrw,pou e`toi,mou eivj

th .n e;rhmon , “And shall send him by the hand of a ready man

into the wilderness.” The yTi[i “timely” in this verse is the

cognate of the Arabic£(ª\ (citîy) /£(ª\ê (ca ctay) “a man who

transgressed the commandment of God,” as found in the Qurcan

(Sura  51: 44), “they rebelled against their Lord’s decree,” and

*èª\ (câti) “inordinately proud or corrupt.” Thus the goat would

be dispatched “by the hand of an extremely corrupt man”

(yti[ '/ yti[i vyai-dy:B).

LEVITICUS 18:20  (MBS  I)

Hb'-ha'm.j'l. [r;z"l. ^T.b.k'v. !Teti-al{ ^t.ymi[] tv,ae-la,w>,
“Moreover thou shalt not lie carnally with thy neighbour's wife,

to defile thyself with her” (KJV). Kai. pro.j th.n gunai/ka tou/

plhsi,on sou ouv dw,seij koi,thn spe,rmato,j sou e vkmian-

qh/nai pro.j auvth ,n , “And with thy neighbor's wife you shall not

give a bed of your sperm to copulate with her.” There is no

Arabic cognate of bk;v ', stem I, “to lie down.” But bk;v', stem

II, “to (sexually) penetrate” is the cognate of  Arabic %hª+
(.t aqaba) “to bore, to penetrate”; and bk;v', stem III, “to

ejaculate” is the cognate of Arabic %lD (sakaba) “to pour

out / forth, to gush forth.” The Hebrew  nouns tb,kov., hb'k'v.
and hb'ykiv. all mean “the effusion of semen.” The [r;z"l. “to a

seed” is better read as the Hiphcîl infinitive (scriptio defectiva)

for [;yrIz>h;l. “to impregnate.” Thus this verse commands, Unto

your kinsman’s wife you shall not give your effusion to
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impregnate  and defile yourself with her.” (The bk;v', stem II,

“to [sexually] penetrate” appears also in II Sam 13:14 and Ezek
23:8.)

LEVITICUS 18:22  (MBS  I)

hV'ai ybeK.v.mi bK;v.ti al{ rk'z"-ta,w> “Thou shalt not lie

with mankind, as with womankind.” (KJV). Hebrew bk;v', stem

II, “to (sexually) penetrate” is the cognate of  Arabic %hª+
(.t aqaba) “to bore, to penetrate”; and bk;v', stem III, “to

ejaculate” is the cognate of Arabic %lD (sakaba) “to pour

out / forth, to gush forth.” Thus this verse can be translated as

“Do not penetrate / ejaculate with a male rather than the penetrat-

ings / ejaculations with a woman.”

NUMBERS 12:3  (CBBP  VII )

daom. [wY"nI[]] wn"[' hv,mo vyaih'w>, Kai. o ̀a;nqrwpoj Mwu-

sh/j prau>j sfo,dra , “And the man Moses was very meek.” The

vyaih' “the man” should have been vocalized as vy:a\h' “he was

brought to despair,” the Hoph cal of vy:a' “to despair,” the cog-

nate of Arabic FÜ! (cayisa) and E"Ü! (ciyâs) “to despair most

vehemently of a thing, to become disheartened, to be without

hope.” The wn"[' / wY"nI[] “meek, humble” (from hn"[',  stem III) is

the cognate of Arabic £ªxª\ ()anaya) “to be disquieted, to suffer

difficulty, distress, trouble, fatigue, or weariness.” The variants

wn"[' / wY"nI[] need to be vocalized as wyNI[; and wNI[;, indicating that

“Moses was brought to despair — intensely perplexed” by the

challenges from Miriam and Aaron.

NUMBERS 20:8  (CMBBP  V )

~h,ynEy[el. [l;S,h;-la, ~T,r>B;dIw>, “and speak to the rock
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before their eyes, that it may yield its water.”  Kai. lalh,sate
pro.j th.n pe,tran e;nanti auvtw/n kai. dw,sei ta. u[data auvth /j,
“Speak to the rock before them, and it shall give forth its

waters.” The ~T,r>B;dIw>> “and speak” needs to be repointed as

~T,r>b;d"w> and this rbd read as the cognate of the Arabic @"ª# <
(dibâr) “ridges of earth which retain water for irrigation,” and

É@"ª# < (dibârat) /*!@"ª# <  (dibârât) “channels, rivulets that flow

through a land.” Thus [l;S,h;-la, ~T,r>b;d"w> means “you will

make channels up to the rock.” The MT ~h,ynEy[el. “to their

eyes” should be repointed as ~h,ynEW[l. meaning “with their

help / assistance.”  This !W[ “help, assistance” is the cognate of

Arabic zÑª\ (cawn) “aid, assistance.” Thus -la, ~T,r>b;d" w>
~h,ynEW[l.  [l;S,h; means “and you will make channels up to the

rock with their help .”

NUMBERS 20:10  (CMBBP  V )

~yIm' ~k,l' ayciAn hZ<h; [l;S,h;-!mih] ~yrIMoh; an"-W[m.vi,
“Hear now, you rebels; shall we bring forth water for you out of
this rock?” (RSV). VAkou,sate, mou oi` avpeiqei/j mh. e vk th /j
pe,traj tau,thj evxa,xomen um̀i/n u[dwr, “Hear, I pray you, O

rebels, from this rock do we bring out to you water?” The MT

~yrIMoh; “O rebels!” needs to be vocalized as ~wIr>m; (scriptio

defectiva for ~ywIr>m;), the Hiph cîl participle plural of hw"r" ,
meaning “water carriers.” This hw"r" is the cognate of the Arabic

Ö !@ (ra c wi ) “one who brings water to his family” and \åÖ@
(rawwâ c un) “one whose occupation is the drawing of water.”

The interrogative h] of !mih] is better read as the interjection h' or

he (without an a as in the interjection H;al{a?h' “By God!”).

Thus Moses probably said, [l;S,h;-!mih' ~wIr>m;h; an"-W[m.vi
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~yIm' ~k,l' ayciAn hZ<h , “Please listen, O water carriers!”

Behold! From this rock we bring forth water for you!”

NUMBERS 21:15  (MBS  XIV )

ba'Am lWbg>li ![;v.nIw>, “it leans to the border of Moab.” By

changing the preposition l “to” into the emphatic  alu the verse

reads “We easily entered the very borders of Moab.”

NUMBERS 24:7  (CMBBP  VI)

~yBir; ~yIm;B. A[r>z:w> wy"l.D'mi ~yIm;-lZ:yI, “Water shall flow

from his buckets and his seed in many waters.” VE xeleu,setai

a;nqrwpoj evk tou/ spe,rmatoj auvtou/ kai. kurieu,sei e vqnw/n
pollw/n , “There shall come a man out of his seed and he shall

rule over many nations.” The ~yIm; “water” was read by the

Greek translators as tmu/ Wtmu “man.” The wy"l.D'mi is pointed as

a dual with a 3ms suffix of  yliD" “bucket,” the cognate of  Arabic
Ñªo< (dalw) and Persian rÖ< (dûl) “bucket.” The  translation of

the ld of  wy"l.D'mi as kurieu,w “to rule over” shows that the

translators were aware of the ld which was a cognate of the

Arabic rÖ< /r!< (dûl / dâla) “to give someone ascendency or

superiority, to make victorious.” Following the Septuagint the

text once read:

~yBir: ~yMiauB. lAdy"w> A[r>z> !mi Wtmu lz:ay
“a man from his seed shall go forth, 

and he shall become superior by means of many tribes.”

NUMBERS 24:17  (CMBBP  VI)

laer'f.YImi jb,ve ~q'w> bqo[]Y:mi bk'AK %r;D', “A star shall

come forth out of Jacob,and a scepter shall rise out of Israel.”  
 ;Astron evx Iakwb kai. avnasth,setai a;nqrwpoj evx Israhl .

“A star shall rise out of Jacob, a man shall spring out of Israel.”
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The translation of  jb,ve as  a;nqrwpoj “man” remains proble-

matic, but the translation of jb,ve as “scepter” or “comet” was

a matter of homographs: jb,ve, stem I, “scepter” was the cognate

of the Akkadian šibt. u and the Egyptian ša-ba-t. jb,ve, stem II,

was the cognate of the Arabic T$D (sabit. / sabat. ) and ÇU"$D
(sîbât. at / sûbât. at), all meaning “lank, loose, long hair,” i.e., a

star with long hair, similar to the  use in Arabic of %w> Ö> v4w
(najmu d.û d.anab) “a star having a tail.” Thus the metaphors in

this verse state, “a star shall come forth out of Jacob, and a

comet shall rise out of Israel.”

NUMBERS 33:32–33  (CBBP  XXXIV )

dG"d>GIh; rxome W[s.YIw: . . . dG"d>GIh; rxoB. Wnx]Y:w:, “and they

encamped at Horhaggidgad . . . and they set out from  Horhag-

gidgad (RSV). Kai. parene,balon eivj to. o ;roj Gadgad . . .

kai. avph/ran evk tou/ o;rouj , “And they encamped in the

mountain Gadgad . . . and they departed from the mountain

Gadgad.” The Septuagint translators mistakenly read the MT

rxome “from the hollow” as rh;me “from the mountain.” The noun

rx can be the cognate of Arabic @Ñ7 ( .hawr) “the depressed

ground between hills” or Arabic @è7 (.hâra)) “entrance to a river,

the land around a gulf, the shore of a bay, an inlet from a sea or

a large river.” Thus these six Hebrew words are best translated

as “and they encamped at the inlet of the (Wadi) Gidgad . . . and

they set out from the inlet of the (Wadi) Gidgad.”

DEUTERONOMY 15:4, 11  (CBBP  VIII )

#r,a'h' br,Q,mi !Ayb.a, lD;x.y<-al. . .!Ayb.a, ^B.-hy<h.yI alo,
“There will be no poor among you . . . the poor will never cease

out of the land.” Ouvk e ;stai evn soi. e vndeh,j . . . mh. evkli,ph|
e vndeh.j avpo. th/j gh /j , “There will be no poor among you . . . the
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poor will never cease out of the land.”  The verb ld;x' need not

mean “to cease.” Here it is best read as the cognate of the Arabic

r;/ ( .hadala) “to treat unjustly” or r=7 (.had- ala) “to refuse

to help someone.”  If  ldxy is the cognate of the former it is a

Niph cal passive (ldEx'y), “for the poor from the midst of the land

must not be treated unjustly.” If  ldxy is the cognate of the

latter it is the Niph cal passive (ldEx'yE) meaning, “the poor must

not be denied assistance.” In John 12:8 Jesus, while in Bethany,

seemingly quoted Deu 15:11. But “Bethany” is a name which

means “House of the Poor” (tyb@iI “house” and  ynI(F “poor”). To

have stated while in “Poor Town” that “you will always have the

poor with you” does not require the statement to be interpreted

as a universal absolute, especially when the text from the Torah

probably meant “the poor must not be treated unjustly” or “the

poor must not be denied assistance.” 

DEUTERONOMY 26:5  (CMBBP  IV ) 

`br'w" ~Wc[' lAdG" yAgl. ~v'-yhiy>w:  . . . ybia' dbeao yMir;a;,
“A Syrian ready to perish was my father, . . . became there a

nation, great, mighty, and populous” (KJV). Suri,an avpe,ba-

len o` path,r mou . . . .kai. evge ,neto e vkei/ eivj e;qnoj me ,ga kai.

plh/qoj polu. kai. me,ga ,  “My father abandoned Syria, . . . and

became there a mighty nation and a great multitude.” Most

translations render the ybia' dbeao yMir;a; as “a wandering Ara-

mean was my father.” The Arabic cognate of the ambiguous

dba here is ;ª#! (cabid / cibid) meaning “prolific, one that

breeds or brings forth plentifully.” This definition fits the context

perfectly and parallels Psalm 105: 23–24, “then Israel came to

Egypt ; Jacob sojourned in the land of Ham; and he increased his

people greatly . . . .” With twelve sons and at least one daughter

Jacob well deserved to be called  “a prolific Aramean”— with his
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progeny at the time of the exodus numbering six hundred

thousand men, plus children (Exod 12:37). 

DEUTERONOMY 33:27  (CMBBP  V )

~d,q, yhel{a/ hn"[om., “the eternal God is your refuge / dwelling

place.” The root of hn"[om. is !W[, stem II, “help, assistance”

which is the cognate of Arabic zÑª\ (cawn) “a id, assistance.”

This phrase means “(Your) savior / helper is the God of old.”

DEUTERONOMY 33:28  (CMBBP  V )

. . . . bqo[]y: !y[e dd'B' xj;B, laer'f.yI !Kov.YIw: , “So Israel

dwelt in safety alone, the fountain / eye of Jacob . . . .” Kai.
kataskhnw,sei  Israhl  pepoiqw.j mo,noj evpi. gh/j Iakwb

. . . , “And Israel shall dwell in confidence alone on the land of

Jacob.” (The Septuagint has nothing for the !y[e “ founta in /

eye.”) The phrase bqo[]y: !y[e dd'B' should be repointed to

bqo[]y: !YE[; dd'B', meaning “by himself he helped Jacob.” The

root of the !YE[; is !W[, stem II, “help, assistance,” the cognate of

Arabic zÑª\ (cawn) “aid, assistance.” 

JOSHUA 2:1  (CBBP  IX )

hM'v'-WbK.v.YIw: bx'r' Hm'v.W hn"Az hV'ai-tyBe WaboY"w: ,
“And they went and came into an harlot's house, named Rahab,

and lodged there.” Kai. eivsh,lqosan eivj oivki,an gunaiko.j

po,rnhj h-| o;noma Raab kai. kate ,lusan evkei/ , “And they

entered into the house of a harlot, whose name was Raab, and

lodged there.” The Hebrew hn"Az definitely means “harlot”; but

the unpointed hnwz has other possible definitions depending upon

which Arabic cognate the hnwz is identified. Rahab may have

been hnz “short” (= 
 \èªwB [zanâ’ ]) , or Rahab was hnz “hyper-
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emotional” (= 
 \èªwB [zanâ’ ]), or Rahab was hnwz “smart and

skillful” (= yª|> [d.ahin]), or Rahab was hnz “beautiful” (=

ÄªxªÜB [zînat]). The adjective which best fits the context of

Rahab’s providing the spies with “bed and breakfast” is the cog-

nate 
 \èªwB  (zanâ’ ) “having the ability to offer lodging, refuge,

and concealment.” Targum Jonathan stated that Rahab was an

“innkeeper,” using the Greek pandokeu&j “innkeeper,” trans-

literated as yqidif@n;w@p%@. Josephus followed the same tradition as the

Targum, referring to Rahab’s “inn” rather than a “brothel.”

JOSHUA 10:12–13  (CBBP  X )

!AlY"a; qm,[eB. x;rey"w> ~AD !A[b.gIB. vm,v,,  Sth,tw o ̀h[lioj

kata. Gabawn kai. h ̀selh,nh kata. fa,ragga Ailwn , “Let the

sun stand over against Gibeon, and the moon over against the

valley of Ajalon.  dmo[]Y:w: . . . dm'[' x;rey"w> vm,V,h; ~DoYIw:
   ̀~ymiT' ~AyK. aAbl' #a'-al{w> ~yIm;V'h; ycix]B; vm,V,h; 
Kai. e;sth o ̀h[lioj kai. h ̀selh,nh evn sta,sei . . . kai. e;sth o`
h[lioj kata. me,son tou/ ouvranou/ ouv proeporeu,eto eivj

dusma.j eivj te,loj h̀me,raj mia /j , “And the sun and the moon

stood still . . . and the sun stood still in the midst of heaven; it

did not proceed to set till the end of one day.” These verses

actually refer to a complete solar eclipse,  probably the one that

occurred on September 30, 1131 B.C. at 12:35 PM (lasting for 4.5

minutes) which darkened the area between Sidon and Jerusalem.

Here the verbs ~AD / ~DoYIw and dmo[]Y:w: /dm'['  do not mean “to

stand still” but “to become dark.” The ~AD / ~DoYIw:  is the cognate

of (a) the Arabic v|< (dahama) “it became black” and z"t|;o!
( (addahmânu) “the night” and (b) the Akkadian da(a2mu, as in

the phrase id-.hi-im šamšum “the sun became darkened.”  The

dm'[' / dmo[]Y:w: is the cognate of Arabic ;t` (g'amada) “to con-
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ceal,” as in qápo! ;t(ª`! ( (ig' tamada (allayla) “he entered into

[the darkness] of the night.” Thus this verse states that “the sun

concealed itself while in the middle of the sky.” Similarly, by

reading the al{ as the emphatic alu “indeed,  actually” 10:13

can be translated as “and [the sun] actually hasten to set as

though it were a whole day.”

JOSHUA 24:10  (MBS  XIV )

~['l.bil. [;mov.li ytiybia' al{w>, “I was not willing to listen

to Balaam.” By changing the negative al{ into the emphatic alu
the verse reads “I was indeed willing to listen to Balaam.”

JUDGES 5:1–31. The ADDENDUM at the end of this document
contains the McDaniel translation of “The Song of Deborah”
with the new interpretations highlighted by italics.

JUDGES 5:11  (MBS  XIV )

hw"hy>-~[; ~yrI['V.l; Wdr>y" za', “Down to the gates marched

the people of Yahweh.” By changing the preposition  l “to” into

the emphatic alu the verse reads “When indeed the storms would

descend from Yahweh.”

JUDGES 5:17  (MBS  XIV )

tAYnIa\ rWgy" hM'l' !d'w>, “And Dan, why did he abide with

the ships?” By changing the interrogative hM'l' into the emphatic

hm'l' the verse reads “Then Dan indeed attacked ships.”

JUDGES 5:25  (MBS  XIV )

ha'm.x, hb'yrIq.hi ~yrIyDIa; lp,seB., “She brought him

curds in a lordly bowl.” When this phrase is emended by adding

an a that was lost by happlography and by dividing the first two

words to read alu @s;B.— with the emphatic alu “truly”— this
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verse can be translated as “in a truly magnificent goblet she
brought cream.”

II SAMUEL 12:14  (CMBBP)

hZ<h; rb'D'B; hw"hy> ybey>ao-ta, T'c.a;nI #aenI-yKi sp,a,,
“However, because by this deed you have given great occasion

to the enemies of the LORD to blaspheme” (NKJ). The RSV,

NRS, and NJB omit the MT ybey >ao-ta “the enemies of.”

However,  the ybey>ao-ta, here is not the well attested noun byEao
“enemy,” but the Hithpa cel of bYEai (ciyye%b), the cognate of the

Arabic &Ö! (cawwâb) “wont to repent, frequent in repenting

unto God, or turning from disobedience to obedience” The final

y of the MT ybey>ao-ta, can be transposed to become an initial w;
and the reconstructed byataw can be pointed as bYEa;t.a,w> , a
Hithpa cel  imperfect meaning “but I have shown myself to be

repentant.” Thus II Sam 12:13–14 can be translated as “And

David said to Nathan, ‘I have sinned against Yahweh, but I have

shown myself to be repentant.’ And Nathan said to David,

‘Indeed, Yahweh has transferred your sin, you will not die. But,

since you have outraged Yahweh with this matter, the child born

to you will die.’”

II KINGS 22:14 & II CHRONICLES 34:22  (CBBP  XI)

~ydIg"B.h; rmevo . . . ~Luv; tv,ae ha'ybiN>h; hD'l.xu ,
“Huldah, the prophetess, wife of Shallum . . . keeper of the

clothes.” The masculine ~ydIg"B.h; rmevo “guardian of the

clothes,” referring to Shallum, must be read as the feminine

~ydIg"B. hr"m.vo, referring to Huldah. The ~ydIg"B. “clothes” must

be read as the cognate of Arabic ;4ª# (bajdat /bujudat) “the true

state and circumstances thereof; the established,  truth,” as in the
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expression n?s! É=4$# voè\ Ñ| (hû )âlmun bibajdati camrika)

“he is acquainted with the established truth thereof.” Thus the
prophetess Huldah was “the guardian of the traditions, the

guardian of the essential truths.” Huldah’s name should not be

identified with the Arabic cognate ;pª7 (.hald / .huld / .hild ) “a

mole, a blind rat, weasel” but the cognate  ;oè7 ( .hâlid ) “ever-

lasting, perpetual, immortal, undying, unforgettable, glorious.”

The hn<v.mi in the phrase tb,v,Ay ~Il;v'WryBi> hn<v.MiB. “dwelling

in Jerusalem in MISHNEH,” has several derivations. MISHNEH

may mean: (a) “in her old age,” with the !vm being the cognate

of the Arabic yCs (musinn) “old age,” (b) a place name where

the !nv was the cognate of the Arabic yD (sanna) “the place

where the commandments of God are disclosed,” (c) the place

named “Second District,” with the hnv being cognate of the

Arabic£ªxª+ (.t anay) “to double,” and (d) following the tradition

in the Targum that Huldah had an “academy” in Jerusalem, the

hnv of hnvm would be the cognate of the Aramaic hn"T' “to

teach.”

I CHRONICLES 4:9  (CMBBP  VII )

#Be[.y: Amv. ha'r>q' AMaiw> wyx'a,me dB'k.nI #Be[.y: yhiy>w:
`bc,[oB. yTid>l;y" yK rmoale, “Jabez was more honorable than

his brothers; and his mother called his name Jabez, saying,

‘Because I bore him in pain.’” The Peshitta reads, “And one of

them was dear to his father and to his mother, so they called his

name My Eye.” Castell (1669) cited the Arabic Mª$ª\ (cabis. a)

“to be sick with very sore eyes, what flows from the eyes” and “a

sudden, unexpected appearance.” This cognate accounts for the

Syriac translation of #b[ as “My Eye” and  provides the clue

for translating #b[ as “a premature birth” — which accounts
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also for the Septuagint’s e;tekon w`j gabhj, “I have born very

quickly/unexpectedly.” (Others have linked  #b[ with Arabic

cognate Xª$ª\ ( cabad. a) “to hasten.”) The wyx'a,me dB'k.nI  “he was

more honorable than his brothers,” can also mean “he had been

more afflicted than his brothers” — the db;K' here being the

cognate of the Arabic;$k (kabad) “difficulty, distress, afflic-

tion,” and ;#èk (kâbada) “he endured, struggled with (diffi-

culties).” This verse is best translated as, “And Jabez was more

afflicted than his brethren, and his mother called his name Jabez

(“Preemie”), saying, ‘Indeed  I gave birth in sudden unexpected
haste.’ ”

I CHRONICLES 4:10  (CMBBP  VII )

yliWbG>-ta, t'yBir>hiw> ynIker]b'T. %reB'-~ai, “Oh that you

would bless me and enlarge my border.” The optative particle

~ai is the cognate of  Arabic vªÜ ! (caymu) and u ! (cam I), as in

the expression Äpo! vÜ ! (caymu clallahi) “I swear by God .” The

lWbG"  “border” in this verse can also be the cognate of  Arabic

q$3 (jibill / jubull) and qá$3 (jabîl) “a great company of men.”

The feminine Çp$3 (jibillat) signifiedthe same as Çs ! (cummat) “a

nation or people.” Thus Jabez may have prayed, “Increase my

people ( yliybiG>),” rather than “Increase my property ( yliWbG>).

I CHRONICLES 4:10  (CMBBP  VII )

yBic.[' yTil.bil. h['r'Me t'yfi['w>, “And that you would keep

me from hurt and harm!” (NRS). Kai. poih,seij gnw/sin tou/

mh. tapeinw/sai, me , Aand that you would make me know that

you will not grieve me!” The Septuagint’s gnw/sin  “knowledge”

reflects a Vorlage with h[dm “knowledge” instead of h[rm
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“evil.” The dot in the m of h['r'Me indicates that the m is not a

prefix but  the m of the root [rm “sickness,” the cognate of

Aramaic  [r:m., Syriac [rm (me7ra c), and Arabic Q?s (mari-

d. a) — all meaning “ to be sick.” Jabez’ linking the h['r'me with

yBic.[' “my suffering / pain” is sufficient reason for reading

h['r"Me as “sickness.”

II CHRONICLES 25:16  (MBS  XIV )

^WKy: hM'l' ^l.-ld;x], “Stop! Why should you be struck

down?” By changing the interrogative hM'l' into the emphatic

hm'l' the verse reads “Stop! You will  surely be struck down.”

II CHRONICLES  28:6, 8  (CBBP  XII )

 dx'a, ~AyB @l,a, ~yrIf.[,w> ha'me . . . xq;P, groh]Y:w:.,
“Pekah . . .  slew a hundred and twenty thousand in Judah in one

day.” @l,a, ~yIt;am' ~h,yxea]me laer'f.yI-ynEb. Wbv.YIw: , “The sons

of Israel took captive two hundred thousand of their kinsfolk.”

VH| cmalw,tisan oi` ui`oi. Israhl avpo. tw/n avdelfw/n auvtw /n

triakosi,aj cilia,daj , “The sons of Israel captured of their

brethren three hundred thousand.” In light of the 120,000
casualties and the 200,000 to 300,000 captives this narrative
reads like a midrashic fiction rather than a historical recollection.

However, the @l,a, in these verses need not mean 1,000.  This

@la is probably the cognate of (a) theArabic foé (cilf) “a

companion, associate, fellow,  comrade” and (b) the Arabic  eÑoê
(

C ulûf ) appearing in the  Qurcan (Sura 2: 244), which has been

interpreted as “a united band.” Thus 28:6 can be read as “Pekah

. . .  slew a hundred and twenty contingents in Judah in one day”;

and 28:8 can be read as “the sons of Israel took captive two

hundred bands of their kinsfolk.” 
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II CHRONCLES 28:9  (CBBP  XII )

Amv. dde[o hw"hyl; aybin" hy"h' ~v'w> , “and a prophet of

Yahweh was there whose  name was Oded.” The name Oded

(dde[o) carried multiple meanings, including (a) “old man,”

which is suggested by the Arabic cognate <Ñª\ (cawd) and £<è\
(câdiy) “old, ancient,” (b) “restorer,” which is suggested by the

Arabic <Ñª\ (cawd) “he returned, restored” and his restoring

captured property and returning people to their homes, (c)

“benefactor,” which is suggested by the Arabic ;w\è\ (câ cid) “a

visitor of one who is sick” along with the feminine noun  É;ªw\è\
(câ c idat) “kindness, pity, compassion, or mercy, an act of bene-
ficence.”

II CHRONICLES 28:15 (CBBP  XII )

tAmveb. WbQ.nI-rv,a] ~yvin"a]h' WmquY"w> , “and the men who

have been mentioned by name arose.” The WbQ.nI, though com-

monly derived from bq;n' “to pierce, to prick off,” is more likely

a Niph cal of bbq, the cognate of Arabic %g (qabb) “a head,

chief, ruler or elder upon [the control of ] whom the affairs of the

people, or party, turn.” With this cognate in mind, the MT rv,a
WbQ.nI means “who were designated to be in charge.” The plural

tAmve “names” here is probably the cognate of Arabic ÇsÑD
(sûmat) and ÇtáD (sîmat) “a mark, sign, token, or badge, by

which a thing /person is known” and  uÑC'  (tasawim) “he set a

mark, badge, upon himself, whereby he might be known.” Thus

this phrase in 28:15  can be translated “the men, who were

designated by badges to be in charge, arose.” 

JOB 16:15  (CBBP  XXI)

`ynIr>q; rp'['b, yTil.l;[ow> yDIl.gI yle[] yTir>p;T' qf, “I have
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sewed sackcloth upon my skin, and defiled my horn in the dust”

(KJV); “I have sewn sackcloth over my skin, And laid my head

in the dust” (NKJ).  Sa,kkon e;rraya evpi. bu,rshj mou to. de.
sqe,noj mou evn gh/ | evsbe,sqh , “They sewed sackcloth upon my

skin, and my strength has been spent on the ground.” The noun

dl,G< is the cognate of Arabic ;ªpª3 ( jild un  / jalada) “skin, to

beat, hurt, or flog the skin.” The noun !r,q, means “horn,”  but

!r,q, can also mean “forehead” and “strength”—like its Arabic

cognate z?ªg (qarn ) “head, forehead” and z?g ê (caqrana) “he

was strong enough to do the thing.” This explains the varied

translations of !rq as “horn, head, forehead, brow, strength.”

PSALM 2:1  (MBS  XIV )

~yIAg Wvg>r' hM'l', “Why do the nations rage?” By changing

the interrogative hM'l' into the emphatic hm'l' the verse reads

“Indeed the nations rage!”

PSALM 2:11–12  (CBBP  XIV )

@n:a/y<-!P, rb;-WqV.n: `hd'['r>Bi WlygIw> , “And rejoice with

trembling. Kiss the son, lest he be angry. Kai avgallia/sqe auv-

tw/| evn tro,mw| dra,xasqe paidei,aj mh,pote ovrgisqh/| ku,rioj ,

“And rejoice in him with trembling; accept correction, lest at any
time the Lord be angry.” The Septuagint’s paidei,aj “instruc-

tion” reflects an internal Greek corruption of paidi,on “child”;

and the dra,xasqe “catch, trap” reflects a reading of the MT

WqV.n: “kiss” as if it were from qWv , the cognate of the Arabic

jÑD (sûq) “grasp.” The initial imperative WlyGI “rejoice” is

better read as the cognate of the Arabic qª3 ( jalla) “to honor,

dignify, exalt the majesty of God.” By removing the y vowel

letter the WlyGI becomes the imperative WLGOw> “and magnify
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[Him],” which logically follows the call in 2:11a to worship

Yahweh with great reverence.” The d[r of hd'['r>Bi “with

trembling” is better read as the cognate of the Arabic ;`@
(rag'ada) “it became ample and unrestrained” and ;`@ (rag'd )

“plentiful, pleasant, easy.” Thus 2:11b can be translated as

“worship Yahweh in reverence, adore with unrestraint!” The

WqV.n: is probably a variant for WkV.n:, and if so it would be the

cognate of Arabic mCw (nasaka) “to worship.” The rb; could be

the Aramaic rB; “son,” but it is more likely to mean “pure,

pious, honest,” which is the cognate of Arabic ?ª# (birr / barr)

“fidelity, piety towards God or parents, obedience” or £ ?ª#
(bariy) “free, clear, pure in heart from associating any [other]

with God.” 

PSALM 19:4–5  (MT 19:5-6) (CMBBP  VIII )

       fyfiy" AtP'xume aceyO !t'x'K. aWhw> ~h,B lh,ao-~f' vm,V,'l;
`xr;ao #Wrl' rABgIK, “In them he has set a tent for the sun,

which as a bridegroom coming out of his chamber rejoices as a

strong man to run his course.”  The Hebrew text can also be

translated as “Verily, in the skies the scorching sun shines; it

comes out like a fire-carrier from his canopy and like a

champion runs its course with joy.” The l of vm,V,l; can be read

as the emphatic lu “indeed, verily,” and the ~f' “he set” can be

repointed as ~v' “scorching,” the cognate of the Arabic uÑtD
(samûm) “a hot violent wind in a sand storm” (which became the

loanword simoom in English). Instead of reading the lha as

lh,ao “tent” it can be read as lheao “shining.” The ~hb “in

them” refers to the heavens and firmament in 19:1. The !t'x' can

be read as !tox'  (scriptio defectiva for !Atx') “a fire-carrier,”
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derived from ht'x' “to snatch up fire / coals” and hT'x.m; “a fire-

holder.” The hp'Wx “canopy, chamber” is  a cognate of Arabic

fª//fªádª/ (h.affa / h.afîf ) “to circuit, to surround, to enclose”

and “to make (rustling) sounds from running feet or the whizzing

sounds of wind.” With these nuances of hp'Wx in focus, the

transition was easily made from the “circuit of the sun” to a
noisy “champion running his course.”

PSALM 22:1  (MBS  XIV )

ynIT'b.z:[] hm'l' yliae yliae, “My God, my God, why have

you forsaken me?” By changing the interrogative hM'l' into the

emphatic hm'l' the verse reads “My God, my God, you have

surely  forsaken me.” (See Matthew 27:46, below.)

PSALM 40:2  (CMBBP  IX )

!Aav' rABmi ynIle[]Y:w> , “He drew me up from the desolate

pit.”  Kai. avnh,gage,n me evk la,kkou talaipwri,aj , “And he

brought me up out of a pit of misery.” The !Aav' is the cognate

of Arabic £Ñª+ (.t awaya) “he remained, stayed, or abode, he was

slain and  remained where he was,  or he remained in his grave

. . . he died,” with the passive £Ñª+ (.t uwiya) meaning “he was

buried.” Thus the !Aav' rAB is equal to “grave site” or “burial

plot,” and this phrase would mean, “he drew me up from the

burial plot.”

PSALM 40:4  (CMBBP  IX )

bz"k' yjef'w> ~ybih'r>-la, hn"p'-al{w> “and does not respect

the proud, nor such as turn aside to lies.” The MT ~ybih'r>
“proud / defiant” can also be recognized as the cognate of the

Arabic %Ü @ /&!@ (raib / râba) “it made me to doubt, to be
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suspicious and skeptical” and &"'?s (murtâb) “a sceptic in

matters of religion.” Given the positive references in 40:3–4 to

those who trust ( xj'b.mi) a negative reference to skeptics and

doubters ~ybih]ro) in 40:5 would be contextually appropriate.

The hyj,Av / yjev ' “fool, madman” became in the Septuagint

mani,aj yeudei/j “false frenzies.”  The yjef “ones turning aside”

should probably be emended to rjv, stem II, “lies, fiction,

myths,” the cognate of the Arabic ?VD (sat.ara) “he composed

lies, falsehoods” and ?VD / É@ÑVDê (sat.r / cust. ûrat) “lies, fictions,

fables, myths.” Thus this phrase can be translated as “who does

not turn to skeptics nor misleading myth.”

PSALM 40:6  (CMBBP  IX )

yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a' T'c.p;x'-al{ hx'n>miW xb;z>, “Sacrifice and

offering you did not desire; ears you dug for me.” Qusi,an kai.

prosfora.n ouvk hvqe,lhsaj sw/ma de. kathrti,sw moi (G A B S),

“Sacrifice and offering you not desire but a body you have

prepared for me.” The Greek sw/ma “body” was probably  due to

scribal errors in the uncials when the final j of h vqe ,lhsaj was

mistakenly read as the initial letter of the wvti,a “ears.” Then the

ti of this erroneous  swtia was misread as a m, resulting in the

sw/ma now in the text. In light of the Arabic cognates (a) z!> ê
(cad.ân = !za) “notification, announcement,” and (b) ?k (karra

= hrk) “to repeat, to reiterate,” the phrase yLi t'yrIK' ~yIn:z>a'  is
best translated as “you reiterated to me the pronouncements”

— namely the fact that burnt offerings and sin offerings were not
required.

PSALM 48:3  (CBBP  XXXIV )

  !Apc' yteK.r>y: !AYci-rh; #r,a'h'-lK' fAfm. @An hpey>
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`br %l,m, ty:r>qi, “Beautiful for situation, the joy of the whole

earth, is mount Zion, on the sides of the north, the city of the

great King” (KJV). “It is beautiful in its loftiness, the joy of the

whole earth. Like the utmost heights of Zaphon is Mount Zion,

the city of the Great King King” (NIV). Eu= r`izw/n a vgal-

lia,mati pa,shj th/j gh/j o;rh Siwn ta. pleura. tou/ borra/ h`

po,lij tou/ basile,wj tou/ mega,lou (47:3), “ The city of the

great King is well planted on the mountains of Sion, with the joy

of the whole  earth, on the  sidesof the north.” The desiderated

Semitic meaning of Zaphon is not !p;c' “to hide” or !Apc'
“north” but the Arabic cognate ÑdL / z!ÑdL  (s. afwun / s. afwân)

“pure, choice, selected purely or exclusively belonging to God.

Here the  yteK.r>y:  is a plural of intensity and yteK.r>y: !Ayci-rh;
!Apc' is best translated as “Mount Zion, the quintessence of

purity.”

PSALM 55:20  (CMBBP  XI)

~yhil{a/ War>y" al{w> Aml' tApylix] !yae rv,a], “Because

they have no changes, therefore they fear not God” (KJV);

“because they keep no law, and do not fear God”(RSV).  Ouv
ga ,r evstin auvtoi/j a vnta ,llagma kai. ouvk evfobh,qhsan to .n
qeo,n , “For they suffer no reverse, and they have not feared

God.” The MT tApylix] “changes” is better read as the cognate

of the Arabic fªpª/ (h.alif ) meaning “the act of confederating to

assist,” permitting this verse to be read as, “There were no oaths

of allegiance  from them, and they did not fear God.”

PSALM 68:31  (CBBP  XXXV )

~yIr'c.mi yNImi ~yNIm;v.x; Wyt'a/y< , “Envoys will come out of

Egypt” (NKJ). “Let bronze be brought from Egypt” (RSV).
{Hxousin pre,sbeij evx Aivgu,ptou (67:32), “Elders shall arrive
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out of Egypt.” The Arabic cognate váG/ (h.ašîm) means one

who is “regarded with reverence, veneration, respect, honor, and

fear.” This cognate explains the Septuagint’s translation of

~yNIm;v.x as pre,s beij “ambassadors , elders, venerable men.” In

the language of Psalm 68:32, the Hasmoneans (~yNIm;v.x /

yan:Amv.x;) would have been the Judean men “held in high

esteem” or “regarded with fear.”

PSALM 70:1  (CMBBP  IX )

ryKiz>h;l. dwId'l. x;Cen:m.l; , “To the choirmaster. A Psalm of

David, for the memorial offering.” Eivj to. te,loj tw/| Dauid eivj

avna ,mnhsin , “For the end, by David for a remembrance.” The

x;Cen:m. here means “bass voices,” the xc;n" being the cognate of

the Syriac xcn  (ne7s. ah. ) “to celebrate, to triumph,” which when

used of the voice meant “clear, sonorous.” The original finite

verb which began this verse survives in the ryKiz>h;l. “to hold in

memory” of the superscription. This ryKiz>h; was mistakenly read

as the Hiphcîl infinitive and given the preposition l and made

the final word of the superscription. But ryKiz>h ; was a Hiphcîl

imperative and was originally the first word of the psalm itself:

“Remember, O God, to save me” The text may have had the

infinitive and the imperative: ryKiz>h; ryKiz>h;

PSALM 109 :4  (CMBBP  X )

hL'pit. ynIa]w:,“And I am a prayer.” VEgw. de. proseuco,mhn,

“And I am praying.” The hlpt here is not the same as the

hL'piT. “prayer” in 109:7 (from the stem ll;P'). The initial t of

the hlpt here in 109:4 is the first letter of the stem lp;T' “to be

unseemly, to be indecent.” The MT hL'piT. “prayer” should be
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pointed as (1) hl'p.Ti “impropriety, indecency, obscenity,

triviality” or as (2) hl'peTo, a participle meaning “an indecent /

obscene (woman).” The Hebrew lp;T' is the cognate of Syriac

lpj ( t. e7pal ) “defiled, corrupt.” The female psalmist laments

the deceitful mouths, lying tongues, words of hate, and verbal

attacks which besmirch her. The curses in verses 6–15 were

invoked by this castaway concubine or divorced wife against her

former mate, his fellows, and his family.

PSALM 109:23  (CMBBP  X )

yTik.l 'h/n AtAjn>Ki-lceK., “I am gone like the shadow when it

declineth” (KJV) or “I fade away like an evening shadow”

(NIV). The Arabic cognate of this %l;h' (stem II) is  mªpª|
(halaka), which in form 10 means “he became distressed,

trouble, or fatigued.” Thus this phrase probably meant, “like a
fading shadow I became fatigued,” for this psalmist had become
weary of the false allegations and lies.

PSALM 109 :31  (CMBBP  X )

Avp.n: yjep.Vo mi [;yviAhl. !Ay+b.a, !ymiyli dmo[]y:-yKi , “For he

stands at the right hand of the needy, to save from the ones
judging his soul.”  [Oti pare,sth evk dexiw/n pe,nhtoj tou/
sw/sai evk tw/n katadiwko,ntwn th.n yuch,n mou, “For he

stood at the right hand of the poor, to save from the ones pur-

suing my soul.” The yjep.Vo mi “ from the ones judging” was read

by the Septuagint translators as a Šaph ce%l  participle of jyPi, the

cognate of Arabic Xªáªc (f îd5 ) and Rªáªc (f îd. ) “ to die.” The

yjpXm, when pointed as yjep.v.m; and coupled with vp,n< , was

a perfect match with this cognate in form IV, ÄCªdªw )Zªcê
(ca fad5 tu nafsahu) “I made his soul to depart.”
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PSALM 118:25  (SHEM TOB)

aN" hx'ylic.h; hw"hy> aN"a' aN" h['yviAh hw"hy> aN"a', “O

Yahweh,  please save! O Yahweh,  please send prosperity!”  ~W

ku,rie sw/son dh, w= ku,rie euvo,dwson dh, “O Lord, save now:

O Lord, send now prosperity.” The MT aN" h['yviAh can be

transliterated as hoshianna. It is one of three different

imperatives which became ~Wsanna, in Greek and Hosanna in

English. The initial iAh of  h['yviAh marks it as a Hiphcîl im-

perative of  [v;y " “to save,” and the aN" is the polite particle of

entreaty — which when combined mean “Please save!” This

~Wsanna / Hosanna is the cognate of the Arabic ]DÖ  (wasa ca

/ wassa c) “he made one’s means of subsistence ample and abun-

dant and the related noun Ç[D (ša cat) “richness, wealthiness,

plentifulness, and easiness of life.” The an"[.v;Ah (~Wsanna /

Hosanna ) of the Feast of Booths (Succoth) is more likely to be

the cognate of Arabic ]HÖ (waša ca) “to mix things,” for the

festival of Succoth (based upon Lev 23:40) requires the mixing

of a piece of quality fruit with branches from palm, willow, and

myrtle trees. (The third an"[.v;Ah /~Wsanna /Hosanna is noted

below in the paragraph focused on Matt 21:9.)

PROVERBS 25:21–22   (MBS  V )

hT'a; ~ylix'g< yK . . . ~x,l' Whlekia]h; ^a]n:fo b[er'-~ai
Avaro-l[; ht,xo, “If your enemy is hungry, give him food to eat

. . . For you will heap burning coals on his head.”  VEa.n peina/|

o ̀evcqro,j sou tre,fe auvto ,n . . . tou/to ga .r poiw/n a;nqrakaj
puro.j swreu,seij evpi. th.n kefalh.n auvtou /, If your enemy is

hungry, give him bread to eat; . . . for so doing you will heap

coals of fire upon his head.” The metaphor of “heaping coals of

fire upon the head,” meaning “to teach someone a good lesson,”
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is based upon the usage in Arabic of F$g (qabasa) “fire, a live

coal.” It is the cognate of vp;Ke “hot ashes, coals”— a synonym

of the ~ylix'G< “glowing coals” in Prov 25:22. The Arabic é@"w
F$g (qabasa  nâran ) means “he took fire” and é@"xoé F$g
(qabasa ’alnârâ ) means “he lighted the fire.” But "tp\ F$g
(qabasa cilmâ ) means “he acquired /  sought knowledge.” In the

causative form é@"w ÄC$g é (’aqbasahu nârâ ) means “he gave him

fire”; and "tp\ ÄC$gé (’aqbasahu cilmâ ) means “he taught him

knowledge.” The plural noun F#éÑhoé (’alqawâbisu) means

“those who teach what is good.” Thus the Arabic idiom and

metaphor removes the obscurity of the Hebrew idiom and

metaphor of “heaping of glowing coals upon the head” in Prov

25:22 and its quotation in Rom 12:20. If the firey coals have to

do with heat, then crowning someone with coals would be an act

of torture. If the firey coals have to do with light, then crowning

someone with glowing coals would be an act of illumination

with the recipient’s becoming enlightened.

PROVRBS 30:1  (CBBP  XV )

laeytiyail. rb,G<h; ~aun> aF'M;h; hq,y"-!Bi rWga' yreb.DI
lk'auw> laeytiyail, “The words of Agur the son of Jakeh, even

the prophecy: the man spake unto Ithiel, even unto Ithiel and

Ucal.”  Tou.j evmou.j lo,gouj uìe, fobh,qhti kai. dexa,menoj

auvtou.j metano,ei ta,de le,gei o` avnh .r toi/j pisteu,ousin qew/|
kai. pau,omai, “ ‘Reverence my words, son, and receiving them,

repent,’ says the man to  them that trust in God; and I cease.”

The first four words of the MT can be rendered, “the  words of

a pious person rewarded for righteousness,” for the name rWga'
(Agur) is a cognate of Arabic ?3! ((ajara) “a reward from God

to a man for righteous conduct,” and the name hq,y" (Yakeh) is
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a cognate of Arabic £ªgÖ (waqî ) “to be pious, to be obedient, to

guard oneself from sin.” The next two words, ~aun> aF'M;h;,
mean “the one authoring the saying,” for aF'M;h is the cognate

of Arabic ëGw (naša ca) “he created or composed a proverb” and

£Gxs (munšî) “author, originator.” The word, rb,G<h; is the cog-

nate of Arabic  ?$3 ( jabara) “he restored to a good estate, to

treat anyone in a kind and conciliatory manner.” Thus the first

seven words of 30:1 mean “the words of Agur [= the one-

rewarded-for-righteousness], the son of Jakeh [= the pious one],

the one authoring the declaration [= ~an afmh] of the one-

restored-to-sound-estate” [= rbuG"h;].

PROVERBS 30:1  (CBBP  XV )

lk'auw> laeytiyail laeytiyail. rb,G<h; ~aun>, “The man says

to Ithiel, to Ithiel and Ucal” (RSV). Recognizing the Aramaic

ytya, “to exist” and changing  the preposition l “to” into the

emphatic lu the phrase reads, “The declaration of the one-

restored-to-good health: ‘Surely  there is a God!  Surely  there is

a God! I will be safeguarded.’” The lk'au  is a Hoph cal

imperfect of al'K' , the cognate of the Arabic âªk(kalaca) “to

guard, to keep safe,” as in the expression, Äpo! É\âªk (kilâ cat
callahi ) “the safe keeping of God”).

PROVERBS 30:2  (CBBP  XV )

yli ~d'a' tn:ybi-al{w> vyaime ykinOa' r[;b; yK, “”Surely I

am too stupid to be a man. I have not the understanding of a

man.” Av frone,statoj ga,r eivmi pa,ntwn avnqrw,  pwn kai.

fro,nhsij avnqrw,pwn ouvk e;stin evn evmoi, “For I am the most

simple of all men, and there is not in me the wisdom of men.”
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The r[;B; is better read as r[uB', the Qal passive participle of

r[;B' stem II, “to burn, to be consumed with anger or emotion”;

and the vyaime can be repointed to vy"a'me “from despair”— the

vy"a' being the cognate of Arabic FªÜ! (cayisa) “he despaired”

and E"ªÜ! (ciya) s) “desperation.” Thus this verse states, “for I

was consumed from despair and I did not have (normal) human

discernment.

 PROVERBS 30:4  (CBBP  XV )

[d'te yKi AnB.-~V,-hm;W AmV.-hm;, “What is his name, and

what is his son’s name? Surely you know!” Ti, o;noma auvtw/| h'
ti, o;noma toi/j te,knoij auvtou/ i[na gnw/|j , “What is his name

and what is his son’s name so that you know.”  The hm here is

not the interrogative “what” but the exclamatory “how!” as in

#r,a'h'-lk'B. ^m.vi ryDIa;-hm', how majestic is thy name in all

he earth!” (Psa 8:2).  The Amv. in 30:4 may be the cognate of

Arabic ÑtD (sumû) “exaltedness, eminence.” If so, the MT

AmV.-hm; matches the ryDIa;-hm' of Psa 8:2. The Vorlage could

have been AmV Wmv' hm'“How exalted his name!” The phrase

AnB.-~V,-hm;W “What is his son’s name?” may actually mean

“How sublime his intelligence!” The MT AnB. “his son” can be

read as AnBi  (scriptio defectiva for !yBi,  the masculine variant of

hn"yBi “intelligence”). The closing [d'te yKi “Surely you know!”

(RSV) should be read as the initial words of 30:5, “Certainly

you know every saying of God has stood the test!”

PROVERBS 30:31  (CMBBP  XI)

AM[i ~Wql.a; %l,m,W, “And a king, against whom there is no

rising up” (KJV). Kai. basileu.j dhmhgorw/n evn e;qnei, “And
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a king orating before a nation.” The Septuagint translators read

the ~wqla as if it were swqla, the Latin eloquens “expressing

one’s thoughts forcefully.” Here the la can be read as the cog-

nate of Arabic rå  (ca%la) “he ruled / governed his subjects,” and

the  ~wq of ~wqla can be read as the cognate of Arabic uÑªg
(qawm) “a community, a body of men and women, kinfolk, or

tribe.” This phrase, when divided as wm[ ~wq la $lmw,
means “and a king governing / demagoging a tribe of his people.”

PROVERBS 31:2  (CMBBP  XI)

yr'd'n>-rB; hm,W ynIj.Bi-rB;-hm;W yrIB.-hm', “What, my son?

What, son of my womb? What, son of my vows?” (RSV). Ti,
te,knon thrh,seij ti, r`h ,seij qeou/ prwtogene,j soi. le,gw uìe,
ti, te ,knon evmh/j koili,aj ti, te,knon evmw/n euvcw/n , “What, O

child, will you observe? What are the dictates of God? My

firstborn, I am speaking to you, O son, What is it, son of my

womb? What is it, son of my vows?” Behind the threefold

interrogative hm,W . . .hm;W . . .hm;, “What . . .  what . . .what? ” of

the MT stand three imperatives of the verb hm'n" , the cognate of

Arabic Åtªw / \"tªw (namy / nama% c ) “to grow, increase, expand,

prosper, flourish, thrive.” Thus this phrase can be translated as

“Prosper, my son! Flourish, son of my womb! Thrive, son of my

vows!”

PROVERBS 31:3  (CMBBP  XI)

!ykil'm. tAxm.l; ŷk,r'd>W ^l,yxe ~yviN"l; !TeTi-la , “Give

not your strength to women, your ways to those who destroy

kings” (RSV). Mh. dw/|j gunaixi. so .n plou/ton kai. to .n so .n

nou/n kai. bi,on eivj us̀terobouli,an , “Give not your wealth to

women, nor your mind and living to remorse.” The %r"D" here is
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the cognate of the Arabic n@< (darak) “the attainment or

acquisition of an object of want.” The xx;m' here is not stem I

“to wipe out, to exterminate” but stem II, the cognate of Arabic

2"0ªs (mah.h.âh. ) “one who pleases with his words but does

nothing, a habitual liar.” The advice of Lemuel’s mother was

essentially “Son, beware of female flatterers who do lip service

only!” The Septuagint’s  nou/n “mind,  reason” is an alternative

translation of  the lyIx; which was read as though it were the

cognate of Arabic qá7 /r"7 ( .hyl / .hâla) “he thought, fancied,

imagined.” Here the advise of the mother to her son was, “Give

not your wealth to women nor your acquisitions to (women)

who deceive kings.”

PROVERBS 31:5  (CMBBP  XI)

ynI[o-ynEB.-lK' !yDI hN<v;ywI qQ'xum. xK;v.yIw> hT,v.yI-!P, , “Lest

he drink, and forget the decree, and change the judgment of any

of the sons of affliction.”  [Ina mh. pio,ntej evpila,qwntai th/j

sofi,aj kai. ovrqa . kri/nai ouv mh. du,nwntai tou.j avsqenei/j ,

Lest they drink and forget wisdom and be not able to judge the

poor rightly.” The MT ynI[o needs to be vocalized as yn"[' and

identified as the cognate of the Arabic Åxª` (g'aniya) “he was

free from want, he became wealthy,” and 1Åxª` (g'inan) and

\"xª  ̀(g'ana c) “wealth, riches”— not to be confused with wn"[' / ynI[\
“poor,” the cognates of Arabic Ñªxª\ (cunu%w) and "ªxª\ (cana% ) “to

be humble, miserable.” Lemuel’s need to adjudicate on behalf of

the poor is stated in 31:9 (!Ayb.a,w> ynI[' !ydIw> , “maintain the rights

of the poor and needy”). Here in 31:5 Lemuel was advised not

to drink wine and strong drink lest it interfere with his ability to

properly adjudicate for the wealthy.
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PROVERBS 31:8  (CMBBP  XI)

@Alx] ynEB.-lK' !yDI-la, ~Leail. ^yPi-xt;P , “Open your

mouth for the dumb, for  the rights of all who are left desolate”

(RSV).  ;Anoige so.n sto,ma lo,gw| qeou/ kai. kri/ne pa,ntaj

u`giw/j , “Open thy mouth with the word of God, and judge all

fairly.” The Septuagint’s lo,gw| qeou/ “to the word of God”

translates what now stands in the MT as la, ~Leail. , as if the

Vorlage read la ~lkl, with the ~lk being the cognate of

Arabic uâk (kalâm) “saying, words,” used in a similar expres-

sion, uâlo"# Ätc 1(c ( fatah.a famahu%  biclkalâm) “he opened his

mouth to say something.” The MT ~Leai “dumb” is better read

as scriptio defectiva for ~yLiail. “to kith-and-kin,”— the hla
being the cognate of Arabic r! ( câl / cill ) and  ÇªpªÜ ! ( cîlat) “a

man’s family and kinfolk.” The @Alx] ynEB. is the equivalent of

tyrIb . ynEB. “sons of the covenant,” a reference to the con-

federates and affiliates of the kingdom of Massa. The Arabic

cognate of this @lx is fªpª/  (h.alif ) meaning “the act of con-

federating, to assist and make an agreement to aid those

wronged.”  Thus this verse should be translated as “open your

mouth for kith-and-kin, for the rights of all who are associates.”

PROVERBS 31:10  (CMBBP  XI) 

ac'm.yI ymi lyIx;-tv,ae, “Who can find a virtuous woman?”

(KJV); “A good wife who can find?” (RSV). Gunai/ka avnd-

rei,an ti,j eur̀h,sei, “Who can find a manly woman?” The lyIx;
can mean (a) “might,” the cognate of Arabic (1) rÑ/ /qá/ /

r "/ (h. wl / h. y l / h.âl) “strength, power, might,” or (b) rÑª/
(h. uwwal) “intelligent, smart in turning affairs over in the mind,
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or (c) qá7 /r"7 ( .hyl / .hâl ) “a bountiful, liberal, generous

person.“ Here the lyIx; carries multiple levels of meaning which

permits this paraphrase: “Who can find a rich, generous,

dynamic, smart woman, gifted with administrative skills?”

PROVERBS 31:11  (CMBBP  XI)

rs'x.y< al{ ll'v'w>, “And he will have no lack of gain.”  H̀

toiau,th kalw/n sku,lwn ouvk avporh,sei, “Such a one shall not

be at a loss for fine spoils.” As Driver (1951) noted, the ll'v'
here is the cognate of Arabic qápD (salîl) “a child or male

offspring.” Thus this phrase can be translated as “he will not lack

a son.”

PROVERBS 31:15  (CMBBP  XI)

h'yt,ro[]n:l. qxow> Ht'ybel. @r,j, !TeTiw:,  “She provides food

for her household and tasks for her maidens.” Kai. e;dwken
brw,mata tw/| oi;kw| kai. e;rga tai/j qerapai,naij , “And gives

food to her household, and work to her maidens.” The MT @r,j,
is the cognate of Arabic fªÜ ?U ( t. arîf ) “a thing that is good and

fresh and pleasing to the eye of fruits and other things.”

Therefore it can be said that “she gave fresh quality food to her

household,” rather than just “food.” The qx{ here is probably the

cognate of the Arabic Çªhª/ (h.uqqat) “small pot, jar,  container,”

rather than “tasks” or “work,” base upon the qx{ “statute” (from

qq;x' ,  stem I,“to inscribe, to decree”).

PROVERBS 31:30  (CMBBP  XI)

lL'h;t.ti ayhi hw"hy>-ta;r>yI hV'ai ypiYOh; lb,h,w> !xeh; rq,v,,
“Grace is deceitful, and beauty is vain; But a woman that feareth

Jehovah, she shall be praised” (ASV). Yeudei/j a vre,skeiai kai.
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ma,taion ka,lloj gunaiko,j gunh. ga.r suneth. euvlogei/tai

fo,bon de. kuri,ou au[th aivnei,tw, “Desires to please  are false,

and woman's beauty is vain: for it is a wise woman that is

blessed, and let her praise the fear the Lord.” The Septuagint’s

avre,skeiai “desires to please” is a doublet reflecting the  rq,v, “a

lie” and variant which was read as rp,v, / rp;v.. “comliness,

beauty, to be pleasing.” The MT !xeh; is not from !n:x' “to be

gracious,” but from !wx which is the cognate of Arabic

zÑ7 /zè7 ( .hwn / .hân) meaning “he was disloyal, false, unfaith-

ful, he acted perfidiously.” Thus the ypiYOh; lb,h,w> !xeh; rq,v,
should be translated as “infidelity is deceitful, and beauty is

fleeting.”

ECCLESIASTES 2:8  (CBBP  XVI)

tADviw> hD'vi ~d'a'h' ynEB. tgOWn[]t;w> , “And the luxuries of

the sons of man—a wife and wives” (YLT). Kai. evntrufh,mata

ui`w/n tou/ avnqrw,pou oivnoco,on kai. oivnoco,aj , “And delights

of the sons of men, a butler and female cupbearers.” The nouns

tADviw> hD'vi are cognates of Arabic Ö;H / !;H (šad w / šada% )

“he sang, chanted, recited poetry.” They should be repointed as

participles tAdf{ w> hdef{  “a chanter and chanting women,” like

the preceding tArv'w> ~yrIv' “singing men and singing women.”

ECCLESIASTES 7:26  (CBBP  XVI)

~ydIAcm. ayhi-rv,a] hV'aih'-ta, tw<M'mi rm; ynIa] ac,AmW,
HB'li ~ymir'x]w: , “And I find more bitter than death the woman,

whose heart is snares and nets” (KJV). Kai. eu`ri,skw evgw.

pikro,teron up̀e.r qa,naton su.n th.n gunai/ka h[tij e vsti.n

qhreu,mata , “And I find her to be, and I will pronounce to be

more bitter than death the woman which is a snare and her heart
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nets.” The ayhi-rv,a] hV'aih' needs to be emended to hV'ai
ayhi hr'fia], and the hr'fia] can then be read as the cognate of

Arabic ?Hê ( cašir) “exulting greatly or excessively by reason of

wealth and behaving with pride and self-conceitedness.” Thus the

verse can be translated as “more bitter than death is a self-

conceited / thankless woman; she is snares and her heart is nets.”

ECCLESIASTES 7:28  (CBBP  XVI)

ytiac'm' al{ hL,ae-lk'b. hV'aiw> ytiac'm' @l,a,me dx'a, ~d'a'
“One man in a thousand  I  found, but a woman in all these I did

not find.” The word  @lua]m; “familiar, friendly” which  dropped

out due to a haplography needs to be restored. The @lua]m; is the

cognate of Arabic eÑoès (mâ
C

lu%f ) “familiar,” foès (mâ
C

la%f )

“an object of familiarity,” and fo! ( C ilf ) “close friend, intimate,

confidant, lover.” Thus this verse states, “one friendly (@lua]m;)
man out of a thousand (@l,a,me) I found but a woman in all these

I did not find.”

ECCLESIASTES 7:29  (CBBP  XVI)

hM'hew> rv'y" ~d'a'h'-ta, ~yhil{a/h' hf'[' rv,a] ytiac'm'
~yBir; tAnboV.xi Wvq.bi “I found, that God made man upright,

but they have sought out many devices.” Here the MT ~d'a'h'
“the man” is gender inclusive,  as it is in Gen 1: 27, where

~d'a'h' “the human being” includes the hb'qen>W rk'z" “male and

female,” and as it is in Gen 5:2b, ~d'a' ~m'v.-ta, ar'q.YIw: “and

he called their name ‘Adam.’” The Arabic cognate of rv'y" is
?CªÜ ( yusr),  “ease, easiness of circumstance, and what is made

easy.” This verse is a clear allusion to Eden where ~d'a'h'
(Adam and Eve) had “easiness of circumstance.” But the ease of
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Eden ended when ~d'a'h' (Adam and Eve) “willfully turned to

many reckonings of their own” (7:29b).

SONG OF SOLOMON 1:3  (CBBP  XVII)

tAml'[] !Ke-l[; ̂ m,v. qr;WT !m,v, ~ybiAj ^yn<m'v. x;yrel.
^Wbhea], “Your oils are fragrant, your name is oil poured out;

therefore the maidens love you.” Kai. ovsmh. mu,rwn sou u`pe .r

pa,nta ta. avrw,mata mu,ron evkkenwqe.n o;noma, sou dia. tou/to

nea,nidej hvga,phsa,n se, “And the smell of your ointments is

better than all spices: your name is ointment poured forth;

therefore do the young maidens love you.” By changing the

initial preposition l. “to” into the emphatic lu the ^yn<m'v x;yrelu
~ybiAj reads “Truly, the scent of your oils / perfumes  is delight-

ful.” The !m,v, of ^yn<m'v. is the cognate of Arabic vH (šamma)

“scent,” but the !m,v, of  qr;WT !m,v, is the cognate of Arabic

yªtª+ (.taman) “high-priced, expensive.” The qr; of  qr;WT is the

cognate of the Arabic jÖ@ /j!@ (ruq / râqa) “to be clear /pure,

to excel, to delight,” Thus this verse stated, “Truly, the scent of

your perfume is very delightful. Precious, your scent was made

to induce pleasure; therefore (young) women have loved you.”

SONG OF SOLOMON  1:4  (CBBP  XVII )

^Wbhea] ~yrIv'yme !yIY:mi ^yd,do hr'yKiz>nI, “We will extol

your love more than wine; rightly do they love you.” VAgaph, -
somen mastou,j sou u`pe.r oi=non euvqu,thj hvga,phse,n se , “We

will love your breasts more than wine: righteousness loves you.”

The ^Wbhea] ~yrXym “the upright love you” is better read as

“they loved you more than great luxuries”— recognizing here

the Arabic cognate ?ªCªÜ (yusr) “richness, opulence, wealth,

luxury.” (The plural ~yrIv'yme is a plural of intensity indicated
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by the adjective “great.”)

ISAIAH 8:6  (CMBBP  XIII )

fAfm.W ja;l. ~ykil.hoh; x;l{Vih; yme tae, “The waters of

Shiloah that go softly, and rejoice.”  To. u[dwr tou/ Silwam to.

poreuo,menon h`such/| avlla. bou,lesqai e;cein . . . basile,a evfV

u`mw/n , “The water of Siloam that goes softly, but wills to have

. . . a king over you.” The Greek e ;cein . . . basile,a reflects a

reading of the MT fAfm. with the stem vWv, the cognate of the

Arabic FÑD /EèD (saws /sâs) “he ruled, he governed,.” (The

fAfm.W needs to be repointed as vwEf'muW or fwEf'muW .) The

bou,lesqai “to desire” translates the MT ta, which must have

appeared as twa and was read and as the construct of hW"a'
“desire. Actually the MT fAfm. is the cognate of the Arabic

adjective EöèGs /IÖèGs (mušâwis / mušawiš) “water hardly

to be seen, by reason of its remoteness from the surface of the

ground or its paucity and the depth to which it has sunk.” Thus

vwEf'muW ja;l ~ykil.hoh; x;l{Vih; yme tae means “ the waters of

Shiloah that flow gently and are barely visible.”

ISAIAH 8:8  (CMBBP  XII )

lae WnM'[i ^c.r>a;-bx;ro al{m. wyp'n"K. tAJmu hy"h'w>, “And

its outspread wings will fill the breadth of your land, O

Immanuel.” Kai. e;stai h` parembolh. auvtou/ w[ste to. pla,toj

th /j cw,raj sou meqV h`mw/n o` qeo,j , “And his camp shall fill the

breadth of thy land, O God with us.” The @nk of the MT wyp'n"K
is the cognate of Arabic fxk (kanafa) “to guard, to protect, to

provide with an enclosure” and the noun fxk (kanaf ) “shelter,

fold, protection.” The Septuagint’s parembolh “a fortified en-
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closure” reflects this derivation and is the true meaning here of

the MT wyp'n"K..

ISAIAH 8:9  (CMBBP  XIII )

WTxow" ~yMi[; W[r, “Associate yourselves, O ye people, and

ye shall be broken in  pieces” (KJV); “Make an uproar, O ye

peoples, and be broken in pieces” (ASV); “Be broken, O peoples,
and be shattered” (NAS). Gnw/te e;qnh kai. ht̀ta/sqe , “Know,

ye peoples, and be conquered.” The gnw/te “know ye” reflects a

Vorlage with w[d for the MT W[ro. The Syriac text reads W[wz
(zû cû) “quake, quiver, tremble,” which reflects the verb [Wr
(stem II) “to be frightened / tremble with fear.” It is the cognate

of the widely attested Arabic ^Ö@ /^!@ (r û c / râ c) “he was

frightened, it affected his heart with fear.” This meaning is the

perfect parallel for the imperative Wtxo “be dismayed, scared,

terrified” which follows.

ISAIAH 8:14  (CMBBP  XIII )

vD'q.mil. hy"h'w> , “And he will become a sanctuary.” Kai. eva.n

evpV auvtw/| pepoiqw.j h=|j e;stai soi eivj ag̀i,asma , “And if thou

shalt trust in him, he shall be to thee for a sanctuary.” The MT

vD'q.mi “sanctuary” needs to be emended to vrIq.m;, a Hiphcîl

participle of the stem vrq, which is the cognate of the Arabic

.?k (kara t5a) “it oppressed, afflicted, grieved him” and Çª+@"k
(kâri t5at) “disaster, catastrophe. Thus the king of Assyria , not

Yahweh, will become the “oppressor” (literally, “ the grief-

maker”) as well as his becoming “a stone of offense, and a rock

of stumbling.” 

ISAIAH 9:6  (MBS  XX )

   ~Alv'-rf; d[;ybia] rABGI lae #[eAy al,P, Amv ar'q.YIw: 
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“And his name will be called Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty

God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. Seven Hebrew words

have traditionally been translated as these five names. Taking a
clue from the Septuagint’s  auvtw “to him” at the end of the verse

and recognizing it as the translation of the initial ~l (read as

Aml' “to him”) of the initial word hBer>~;l. in 9:6, nine Hebrew

words emerge which make up three titles composed of three

words: (1) lae #[eAy al,P, , “Wonderful Counselor of God,” (2)

d[; ybia] rABGI “Mighty One of the Eternal Father,” and (3) rf;
~l' ~Alv', “Reconciling Prince of  Peace.” The ~l' “reconcil-

ing” in the third title (which lies behind the Septuagint’s auvtw

“to him”) is the cognate of Arabic verb  uà (lâm) “to reconcile”

and the noun  vª\ ªo (lic m)  “peace, concord, agreement, unity.”

[ ISAIAH 11:1 1998 Graduation Sermon  Lexical Data on “Jesse”

“A shoot shall forth from the stump of Jesse (yv'y./ yv'yaI).” ]

ISAIAH 24:12  (CMBBP  IX )

r[;v'-tK;yU hY"aiv.W hM'v; ry[iB' ra;v.nI, “Desolation is left

in the city, the gates are battered into ruins (RSV). Kai. kata-

leifqh,sontai po,leij e ;rhmoi kai. oi=koi e vgkataleleim-

me,noi avpolou/ntai, “And cities shall be left desolate, and

houses being left shall fall to ruin.” The  oi=koi “houses” reflects

the MT hY"aiv. (perhaps read as the plural tyav [scriptio

defectiva] in the Vorlage). This hY"aiv. / tYoaiv. is a cognate of

the Arabic £Ñª+ (.t awaya) “he dwelt, or abode,” and £Ñª,ªs
(ma.t wan) “a place where one stays, dwells, or abides, an abode

or a dwelling.”
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ISAIAH 53:9  (CMBBP  XIV )

wyt'moB. ryvi['-ta,w> Arb.qi ~y[iv'r>-ta, !TeYIw: , “And they

made his grave with the wicked and with a rich man in his

death.” Kai. dw,sw tou.j ponhrou.j avnti. th/j tafh/j auvtou/

kai. tou.j plousi,ouj avnti. tou/ qana,tou auvtou/, “And I will

give the wicked for his burial and the rich for his death.” The

MT ryvi[' “rich” is not the contextually desiderated parallel for

the ~y[iv'r> “wicked (ones).” The NAB translation rightly reads,

“A grave was assigned him among the wicked and a burial place

with evildoers.” The MT ryvi[' “rich” when repointed as ryvi[u
can be recognized as the cognate of Arabic  ?ª,ª` (g'u t5ru) “vile,

ignoble.”

ISAIAH 61:3  (CBBP  XXXIII ) 

raeP't.hil. hw"hy> [J;m; qd,C,h; yleyae ~h,l' ar"qow> , “That

they might be called oaks of righteousness.” Kai. klhqh,sontai

geneai. dikaiosu,nhj , “And they shall be called generations of

righteousness.” The MT yleyae “trees, oaks terebinths” became

in Greek the plural of genea , “family, race, generation, clan,

offspring.” The  translators were aware of the hla /lya which

was the cognate of the Arabic r! ( câl / cill ) and ÇªpªÜ ! ( cîlat)

meaning “a man’s family, relations or kinfolk.” Thus Hebrew

hla can  mean (1) hL,ae “these”, (2) hl'a' “to curse,” (3) hl'a'
“to wail,” (4) hl'ae “terebinth, oak tree” (5) hL'a; “lance, fork,

sign-pole,” (6) Hl'a/ /H;Ala/ “God,” and (7)  hL'ai “kith and

kin.” This last definition is the key for interpreting Jesus’

question to Peter in John 21:15,  avgapa/|j me ple,on tou,twn “do

you love me more than these?” which read originally as bhah
hlam rty yta hta , “do you love me more than kith-and-

kin?” (See below on John 21:15.)
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[ ISAIAH 64:5  (Classroom Notes & Handouts #49)

“They remember you in your ways. But we sinned in spite
of them. Behold you became angry. ]

[ ISAIAH 64:9   (Classroom Notes & Handouts #49)
“Be not exceedingly angry, O LORD, and remember not

iniquity for ever. Behold, consider, we are all thy people. and
would that we be saved forever.” ]

ISAIAH 65:25  (CBBP  I)

Amx.l; rp'[' vx'n"w>{, “And dust shall be the serpent's food.”

The rp[ in this vrse is rp[, stem IV, which is the cognate of

Arabic ?dª` (g'afar) “”small herbage, a sort of small sprouting

herbage which when green resembles green passerine birds.”

Thus the phrase Amx.l; rp'[' vx'n"w>  can be translated “sprouts

(will be) the serpent’s food,” The rp[ in Gen 3:14 is a col-

lective noun meaning “small crawling or creeping creatures”; but

here in 65:25 the rp[ refers to “sprouting vegetation” (analo-

gous to the lion’s eating !b,T, “straw” in Isaiah 11:7).

JEREMIAH 5:7  (CBBP  XVIII)

 Wdd'GOt.yI hn"Az tybeW ,  “And at the house of a harlot they

gather themselves together.” Kai. evn oi;koij pornw/n kate, -
luon , “And lodged in harlots’ houses.” The Greek translators

read the MT  Wdd'GOt.yI as Wrr'GOt.yI and translated it as kate, -

luon, “they were lodging,” as though the stem was rWG “to

sojourn, to dwell.” The most probable meaning of the Wdd'GOt.yI
/ Wrr'GOt.yI is rWG ,  stem IV, the cognate of the Arabic @Ñ3 /@è3
( jâra) “he deviated from the right course, he acted wrongfully,

unjustly, injuriously, or tyrannically.” Thus these three words

stated that “at the house of a harlot they acted wrongfully.”
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JEREMIAH 5:8  (CBBP  XVIII)

Wlh'c.yI Wh[ere tv,ae-la, vya Wyh' ~yKiv.m; ~ynIZ"yUm. ~ysiWs
“They were well-fed lusty stallions, each neighing for his
neighbor’s wife” (RSV). [Ippoi qhlumanei/j evgenh,qhsan
e[kastoj evpi. th.n gunai/ka tou/ plhsi ,on auvtou/ evcreme,ti-

zon, “They became stallions frenzied-by-females, they neighed

each one after his neighbor’s wife.” The MT ~ynIZ"yUm. (and

variant ~ynIZ"Wm) have been identified as Nw@z “to feed” or NzFyF “to

be heavy,” resulting in the translations “well-fed” or “weighty”

horses. But in this context the ~ynIZ"yUm. /~ynIZ"Wm is better iden-

tified as the !n"z" which is the cognate of the Arabic (a) yªáªw >
(d.inîn) “any sort of thin mucus or seminal fluid of a stallion or

of a man that flows from the penis by reason of excessive

appetence,” and (b) the verb z> (d.anna) “it (mucus or seminal

fluid) flowed.” The MT ~yKiv.m; when repointed as ~ykif'mu  can

be read as the Hoph)al participle of %f;y" , which is the cognate

of the Arabic mHÖ (wašuka) “to be quick, to hurry, to be on the

verge  (of doing something).” Thus the first four words of 5:8

can be translated as “they were horses whose seminal fluid have

been made to flow” or “they were stal lions about to discharge
semen.”

JERRMIAH 20:7a  (CMBBP  XV )

tP'a,w" hw"hy> ynIt;yTiPi ,  “O LORD,  thou hast deceived me,

and I was deceived” (KJV); “O LORD, You induced me, and I
was persuaded” (NKJ).  VHpa,thsa ,j me ku,rie kai. hvpath,qhn ,

“You have deceived me, O Lord, and I have been deceived.” The

ht'P' here in Jer 20:7 is not the denominative of ytiP, /  ytiP.
“simple / simplicity,” meaning in the Picel “to deceive,” but a

cognate of the Arabic Ñª(ªc (fatawa) “he notified the decision of
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the law.” The noun £Ñª(ªc (fatwa% ) means “the giving of an

answer, or a reply, stating the decision of the law respecting a

particular case, and the related title )dªs (mufti) means “a juris-

consult who notifies the decisions of the law.” Jeremiah had been

informed  of the divine fatwa  (summarized in Deut 28:15–68).
Thus this phase can be translated as “You told me, O Yahweh,

of the fiat and I was informed of the decree.”

JEREMIAH 20:7b  (CMBBP  XV )

lk'WTw: ynIT;q.z:x] , “You have overpowered me, and you have

prevailed” (NKJ). VEkra,thsaj kai. hvduna,sqhj , “You have

taken hold and have prevailed.”  The qz:x' here in 20:7 is not the

verb “to be strong, to strengthen,” but the cognate of Arabic

j=/ (h.ad.aqa) “he made him skilful” (form II ) and j>"/
(h.âd.iq) “a man chaste or eloquent of tongue, perspicuous in

language and thoroughly learned.” Thus ynIT;q.z:x]  means “you

made me eloquent” or “you made me quite articulate”— an idea

which is reinforced by Yahweh’s having promised Jeremiah

“you will become as my mouth” (15:19). Similarly, the lk'WTw:
here in 20:7 is not from the verb lk;y" “to be able, to prevail” but

the cognate of the Arabic qªkÖ (wakala) “he left him to his

opinion, judgment,” and in form II “he appointed him as his

commissioned agent,” and  in form V “he relied upon him and

confided in him.” Consequently, lk'WTw: ynIT;q.z:x] is best trans-

lated as “You made me articulate and you commissioned (me).”

JEREMIAH 20:10  (CMBBP  XV )

      y[il.c ; yrem.vo ymiAlv. vAna/ lKo WNd,yGIn:w> WdyGIh; , “Denounce,

and we will denounce him, say all my familiar friends, they that

watch for my fall” (ASV); “Report him! Let’s report him! All

my friends are waiting for me to slip” (NIV). VEpisu,sthte kai.
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evpisustw/men auvtw/ pa,ntej a;ndrej fi,loi auvtou/ thrh,sate

th.n evpi,noian auvtou/, “Conspire and let us conspire against him

all men his friends watch his intent.” The verb dgn here in 20:10

is the cognate of Arabic ;4ªw (najada)“he overcame, he over-

powered, he subdued.” It calls for a physical attack, not just a

verbal attack. The MT lk is the cognate of the Arabic qk
(kalla) “he became fatigued, tired, weary, incapacitated” and

qápk (kalîl) “weak, faint.” The MT Xwna/ “man” needs to be

read as vWna' “sickened, incurable.”  The  y[il.c;  “limp” is best

read as the cognate of the Arabic ]pLê (cas. la c) “distressing,

calamitous,” and \"[ápL (s. ulay câc ), a  calamity or misfortune

hard to bare.” This verse is better translated as, “Overpower him!

Let us overpower him! An incurable weariness is my recom-

pense; my being on guard is a calamity for me.”

JEREMIAH 31:21  (CBBP  XIX )

hL'sim.l; %Beli ytivi ~yrIWrm.T; %l' ymifi ~ynIYUci %l' ybiyCih;
hL,ae %yIr ;['-la, ybivu laer'f.yI tl;WtB. ybiWv yT ik.l 'h' %r,D ,
  “Set up road markers for yourself, make yourself guideposts;
    consider well the highway, the road by which you went.
   Return, O virgin Israel, return to these your cities” (NRS).

 Sth/son seauth,n Siwn poi,hson timwri,an do.j kardi,an sou
  eivj tou.j w;mouj od̀o.n h]n evporeu,qhj avpostra,fhti parqe,noj

   Israhl avpostra,fhti eivj ta.j po,leij sou penqou/sa , 

“Prepare yourself, O Sion; execute vengeance;
 rouse up your heart upon the shoulders. 
Turn away from the road you traveled, 

O virgin of  Israel, return mourning to your cities.”

The Septuagint translators transliterated ~ynIYUci as siwnim ,

which was then read as Siwn (Zion). The timwri,an “ven-
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geance” reflects the transliteration of ~yrIWrm.T; as timrwrim ;

and the  do.j kardi,an sou eivj tou.j w;mouj , “set your heart upon

the shoulders,” reflects the misreading of the oi;mouj “roads” as

w;mouj “shoulder.” The Arabic cognate of the ltb of tl;WtB.
“virgin” is qª(ª# (batala), which in form V means “he detached

himself from worldly things and devoted himself to God

exclusively without hypocrisy.” Only secondarily did qª(ª#
(batala) focus on celibacy and virginity. If the Hebrew ltb
shared the Arabic nuance the title laer'f.yI tl;WtB. “Virgin

Israel” would be better translated as “Virtuous Israel.”  The MT

hL,ae “these” became penqou/sa “mourner” in the Septuagint —

indicating that hla was read as the cognate of Arabic (1) Äo!
(caliha) “he manifested vehement grief and agitation,” or (2) ÄoÖ
(waliha) “he became bereft of his reason or intellect in con-

sequence of grief or the loss of a beloved,” or (3) qáo! (calîl ) “the

state of a mother who has lost her children.” 

JEREMIAH 31:22   (CBBP  XIX )

hb'beAVh; tB;h; !yqmxtt yt;m'-d[;, “How long wilt thou

go about, O thou backsliding daughter?” (KJV). [Ewj po,te

avpostre ,yeij quga,thr hvtimwme,nh , How long, O disgraced

daughter, wilt thou turn away?” The verb qm;x' “to turn away”

can also mean “to be stupid, foolish,” which would make it the

cognate of Arabic it/ (h.umaq)  “foolishness or stupidity; i.e.,

unsoundness in the intellect or understanding.” Jeremiah fre-

quently reminded the Virgin Israel that she had been stupid, as

in  4:22 (yMi[; lywIa/ yKi, “for my people are foolish”); 5:4

(Wla]An ~h,, “they have no sense”); 5:21 (lk's' ~[; ble !yaew>,
“O foolish and senseless people”); 10:8 (Wr[]b.yI Wls'k.yIw> , “they
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are stupid and foolish”); 17:11 (lb'n" hy<h.yI, “he will become a

fool”). The qmx of 31:22 can be added to  Jeremiah’s synonyms

for “foolish,” and 31:22 can be translated  as “How long will

you stupify yourself, O faithless daughter?”

JEREMIAH 31:22  (CBBP  XIX )

rb,G" bbeAsT. hb'qen> #r,a'B hv'd'x] hw"hy> ar'b'-yKi ,
“For the LORD has created a new thing on the earth: a woman

protects a man” (RSV). [Oti e;ktisen ku,rioj swthri,an eivj

katafu,teusin kainh,n evn swthri,a| perieleu,sontai a;nqrw-

poi, “For the Lord has created safety for a new plantation: men

shall go about in safety.” In the Septuagint the hb'q en>  “woman”

appears as  swthri,an “safety” and swthri,a “safety,” reflecting

a misreading of hbqn  as hdqn “to save,” the cognate of the

Arabic =hªw (naqid.a) “he became safe, he saved, he liberated.”

The Arabic cognate of hb'qen> is &èhªw (naqâb) “a man of great

knowledge who is intelligent, and enters deeply into things.” The

bbeAsT. “encompass” (NKJ) is the cognate of  Arabic %H (šab-

ba), which in stems II and V means “to rhapsodize about a

beloved woman and one’s relationship to her, to celebrate her in

verse with amatory language, to compose love sonnets.” In Jer

31:3–4 Yahweh affirmed in masculine amatory language his

love for the “Virgin / Virtuous Israel,” and now in Jer 31:22 the

new thing that Yahweh had created was this gender reversal: the

Virtuous/ Virgin Israel would now “lovingly rhapsodize”

(bbeAsT) with sincerity about her God and her relationship with

Him . 

JEREMIAH 31:32  (CMBBP  XV )

-~aun> ~b' yTil.[;B' ykinOa'w> ytiyrIB.-ta, Wrpehe hM'he-rv,a]
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hw"hy>, “My covenant which they broke, though I was their hus-

band, oracle of Yahweh” (RSV).    [Oti auvtoi. ouvk evne,meinan
evn th/| diaqh,kh | mou kai. evgw . hvme,lhsa auvtw/n fhsi.n ku,rioj,

“For they abode not in my covenant, and I disregarded them,

saith the Lord.”  The MT yTil.[;B' “I was a husband” is from

l[;B' , stem I, the cognate of Arabic qª[ª# (ba cala) “he became

a husband, or lord, or master,” and the Greek hvme,lhsa “I disre-

garded” translated l[;B' , stem II, the cognate of Arabic qª[ª#
(ba cala) “he became confounded or perplexed, he was disgusted.”

The Syriac reads with the Septuagint “and so I despised tysb
[be7sît]) them,” but the Vulgate reads ego dominatus sum eo-

rum, “and I had dominion over them.” The Septuagint’s reading

is the preferred reading.

JEREMIAH 51:53  (CBBP  VI)

yTiaime HZ"[u ~Arm. rCeb;t. ykiw> ~yIm;V'h; lb,b' hl,[]t;-yKi
Hl' ~ydId>vo Waboy" , “Though Babylon should mount up to

heaven, and though she should fortify the height of her strength,

yet from me shall spoilers come unto her.”  [Oti eva.n avnabh/|
Babulw.n w`j o` ouvrano.j kai. o[ti eva.n ovcurw,sh| u[yoj ivscu,oj

auvth/j parV evmou/ h [xousin evxoleqreu,ontej auvth,n , “For

though Babylon should go up as the heaven, and though she

should strengthen her walls with her power, from me shall come

they that shall destroy her.” The MT HZ"[u may not mean ivscu,oj

auvth /j “her strength.”  Here HZ"[u is probably the cognate of the

Arabic Aªxª\ (canz) “an eminence or hill, a synonym for a tel.”

(The n of zn[ was simply assimilated so that zn[ became z[.)

Thus the phrase HZ"[u ~Arm. rCeb;t. ykiw> means, “though she

make inaccessible the top of her tel.”
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LAMENTATIONS 3:37–38  (Biblica 1968)

bAJh;w> tA[r'h' acete al{ !Ayl.[, yPimi hW"ci al{ yn"doa] ,
“The Lord has not commanded it. Out of the mouth of the Most

High there shall not come forth evil and good.” By changing the

negative al{ into the emphatic alu the verse reads “Verily  the

Lord has ordained it! Verily from the mouth of the Most High

there shall come forth evil and good.”

LAMENTATIONS 4:3  (Biblica 1968)

rz"k.a;l. yMi[;-tB; , the daughter of my people is cruel.” By

changing the l “to” into the emphatic lu the phrase reads “the

daughter of my people is truly cruel.”

EZEKIEL (passim)  ~da !b “the son of man” or “the son of

reconciliation” = “the  reconciler” or “the son of authority”
=  “the One with Authority.”

EZEKIEL 3:14  (CBBP  XX )

yxiWr tm;x]B; rm; %leaew" ynIxeQ'Tiw: ynIt.a;f'n> x;Wrw>, “The Spirit

lifted me up and took  me away, and I went in bitterness in the

heat of my spirit.” Kai. to . pneu/ma e vxh /re ,n me kai. avne,labe,n

me kai. e vporeu,qhn evn or̀mh/| tou/ pneu,mato,j mou, “And the

Spirit lifted me, and took me up, and I went in the impulse of my

spirit.” Here the MT rm is probably from the stem arm, the

cognate of the Arabic £?s (maraya) a verb used for the

movement of the wind and clouds. This derivation accounts for

the Septuagint’s  o`rmh / “rapid motion forward.” The hm'xe of the

MT yxiWr tm;x]B;, “in the heat of my spirit,”  it is more likely the

cognate of the Arabic uÑ/ / uè/ (h.ûm / h.âma) used of the mo-

tion of birds flying or hovering in circles.” If the y of  yxiWr were

dropped as a dittography of the following w of dy:w> the phrase
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would mean, “I went flying off in circles of wind.” Far from
being depressed, this phrase speaks of the physical means of

transport (even if only in a vision or in the imagination) which

carried Ezekiel to the exiles along the Chebar River. Whatever

acrophobia he may have had, his fear (not depression) was

allayed because, while airborne, he was firmly gripped by the

hand of God ( yl;[' hw"hy>-dy:w> hq'z"x' ).

EZEKIEL 13:18a  (CBBP  XXI )

yd;y" yleyCia;-lK' l[; tAts'K. tArP.t;m.li yAh , “Woe to the

women who sew magic bands upon all wrists” (RSV).  Ouvai.

tai/j surraptou,saij proskefa,laia evpi. pa,nta avgkw/na

ceiro.j . “Woe to the women that sew pillows under every

elbow.” The ts,K, /tAts'K. , translated as “pillows” or  “magic

bands” is actually the cognate of Arabic \çCk (kisâ c) / ÇáCkê
(caksiyat) meaning “a simple oblong piece of cloth, a wrapper of

a single piece.” This  \çCk  (kisâ c) is probably the etymon of the

English “gauze” and French gaze , and the tAts'K. here is best

translated as “bandages.” The yd;y" in the phrase yd;y" yleyCia;-lK'
“every joint of my hand” should be emended to yWdy", a Qal

passive participle  meaning “maimed” from hd'y" , the denomi-

native of  dy" and the equivalent of Arabic £;Ü (yaday / yadî )

“to wound anyone on the hand, to maim the hand,” or £<Ö
(wadaya) “to cu t off.” The lyCia; “joint” can refer also to an

entire limb, like the Arabic qLÖ (wus.l  or wis.l) “limb.” Thus this

phrase in 13:18a is best translated as “Woe to the ones tying

bandages on every maimed  limb.”

EZEKIEL 13:18b  (CBBP  XXI)

tAvp'n> ddeAcl. hm'Aq-lK' varo-l[; tAxP's.Mih; tAf[ow> ,
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“And make veils for the heads of persons of every stature, in the

hunt for souls” (RSV). The tAxP's.Mih; has been variously trans-

lated as evpibo ,laia “wrappers / kerchiefs,” or “rags.” The Arabic

cognate of xp;s' /tAxP's.mi  is 1ádD (safîh. ) “a thick, course

garment or piece of cloth called  \çCk (kisâ c).” The hx'P's.mi
“(gauze) bandage” and the ts,K, “(gauze) dressing” are syno-

nyms. The ddEAcl. should be corrected to dydIAcl. and read as

the cognate of Arabic ;Ü;L (s. ad îd)  “ichor, i.e. the thin water

or watery humour of a wound tinged with blood or pus.” The

tAvp'n> ddeAcl. hm'Aq-lK' varo-l[; “upon the head of every

height to hunt souls”  is better read as  dydiAc varo-lK l[;
tAvp.NOh; ~yqil', “upon every oozing head, to revive the ones

breathing.” Thus this phrase in 13:18b is best translated as “and

placing compresses  upon every oozing  head, to revive those

breathing.”

EZEKIEL 13:18c  (CBBP  XXI)

hn"yY<x;t. hn"k,l' tAvp'n>W yMi[;l. hn"d>deAcT. tAvp'N>h;;,
“Will you hunt down souls belonging to my people, and keep

other souls alive for your profit?” (RSV).” Ai`yucai. diestra,-

fhsan tou/ laou/ mou kai. yuca.j periepoiou/nto , “The souls

of my people are perverted, and they have saved souls alive.”

The MT twXpn (13:18–19) and ~yXpn (13:20) are plural

participles of the denominative vp;n" “to breathe” (the cognate of

Arabic Fªdªw [nafas] in form V “to breathe, to inhale and

exhale”) and should be repointed ~yvip.nO “breathing men” and

tAvp.nO  “breathing women.” The hn"d>deAcT. here is not from

dWc “to hunt down” but from ddc, the cognate of Arabic ;L
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(s. adda) “to shun, to alienate, to turn away.” The l of  ym[l is

the emphatic lu. Thus the phrase yMi[;l hn"d>deAcT. tAvp.Noh;
means “they shun the ones breathing of my very own people,”

which is contrasted with tAvp'n> hn"yY<x;t. hn"k,l' “those of their

own  [still] breathing, they restore to life.”

EZEKIEL 13:19d  (CBBP  XXI)

yMi[;-la, ytiao hn"l.L,x;T.w: , “You have profaned me among

my people.” Kai. evbebh,loun me pro.j to.n lao,n mou, “And

they have dishonored me before my people.” The MT ytiao is
best read as ytiAa “my sign,” which is a cognate of Arabic ÇªÜ å
(cayat) “a sign, an example, or a warning.” This phrase can be

translated as “they have undermined my warning  unto my

people.”

EZEKIEL 13:20c  (CBBP  XXI)

~yvip'n>-ta, tAdd>com. ~T,a; rv,a] tAvp'N>h;-ta, yTix.L;viw>,
txor>pol. “And [I] let the souls go, the souls you hunt like birds”

(NKJ). Kai. evxapostelw/ ta.j yuca,j a]j um̀ei/j evkstre,fete

ta .j yuca.j auvtw /n eivj diaskorpismo,n , “And will set at liberty

their souls which you pervert to scatter them.” The Hebrew word

order needs to be altered to read and translated as follows:

tAvp'N>h; ta, txor>Pol yTix.L;viw>
tAdd>com. ~T,a; rv,a] ~yvip'n>-ta,

 “and I will let go to [become] the-ones-set-free

— the breathing women (and the) breathing men—
whom you have shunned.”

EZEKIEL 14:9  (CMBBP  XVI) 

tae ytiyTePi hw"hy> ynIa] rb'D' rB,dIw> hT,puy>-yki aybiN"h;w>
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aWhh; aybiN"h;, “And if the prophet be deceived and speak a

word, I, the LORD, have deceived that prophet” (RSV). Kai. o`
profh,thj eva.n planhqh/| kai. lalh,sh| evgw. ku,rioj pep-

la,nhka to.n profh,thn evkei/non , “And if a prophet should

deceive and should speak, I the Lord have deceived that

prophet.” The Pu cal  hT,puy > (ht;P', stem I) “he will be deceived”

needs to be repointed as the Pi cel hT,p;y> “he deceives”— which

is the reading of the Septuagint. But the Picel ytiyTePi is from

ht;P', stem II, the cognate of Arabic Ñª(ªc (fatawa) “he issued a

fiat / fatwa .” Thus the apodosis contains a wordplay: if a prophet

deceives (ht;P', stem I) then I decree (ht;P', stem II). Yahweh

then explicitly spelled out his fatwa / fiat: “I will stretch out my

hand against him and destroy him from among my people
Israel.”

EZEKIEL 20:25  (CMBBP  XVI)

alu ~yjiP'v.miW ~ybiAj al ~yQixu ~h,l' yTit;n" ynIa]-~g:w>
~h,B' Wyx.yI , “And I also gave them statutes that were not good.

and ordinances by which they could not have life.” By changing

the negative al{ into the emphatic alu the verse reads “I gave

them statutes that were indeed good and ordinances by which

they could indeed have life.”

 EZEKIEL 20:25–27  (CMBBP  XVI)

  These three verses need to be read in this sequence (25 a-b, 26  c,

27, 26  a-b): Moreover I gave them statutes that were indeed

good and ordinances by which they could indeed have life. I

did it that they might know that I am Yahweh. Therefore, son

of man, speak to the house of Israel and say to them, “Thus

says  my Lord Yahweh: ‘In this again your fathers blasphemed

me, in their transgressing they transgressed against me, {say-
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ing} “I defile them through their very gifts in making them

offer by fire all their first-born, that I might horrify them.”’

EZEKIEL 23:8  (MBS  I)

~t'Wnz>t; WkP.v.YIw: . . . hb'z"[' al{ ~yIr;c.Mimi h'yt,Wnz>T;-ta,w>
h'yl,[', “And her fornications out of Egypt she had not forsaken

. . . they poured out their lust on her.” The initial h'yt,Wnz>T; “her

fornications,” is from hn"z" , stem I, the cognate of Arabic ÅwB
(zanay) “to commit fornication”; but the ~t'Wnz>t; “their lust” is

from hn"z" , stem II, the cognate of Arabic z> (d.anna) “it (semen

or mucus) flowed” and the corresponding noun yáw > (d.anîn)

“thin mucus, semen, seminal fluid.” The phrase means “they

poured out their semen upon her.”

EZEKIEL 28:12  (CBBP  XXII )

ypiyO lylik.W hm'k.x' alem' tynIk.T' ~teAx hT'a , “You

were the model of perfection, full of wisdom and perfect in

beauty.” Su. avposfra,gisma om̀oiw,sewj kai. ste,fanoj ka,l-

louj . “You are a seal of resemblance, and crown of beauty.”

The MT  tynIk.T' “measurement” needs to be emended to hn"WIbT.
“understanding,” The ste,fanoj translates the lyliK' “crown”

which is the cognate of the Syriac lyliK (ke7 lîl) “crown.” Thus

this verse states, “you were the signet of erudition, full of wisdom

and a crown of  beauty.”

EZEKIEL 28:13  (CBBP  XXII)

t'yyIh' ~yhil{a/-!G: !d,[eB. , “You were in Eden, the garden of

God.” evn th/| trufh/| tou/ paradei,sou tou/ qeou/ e vgenh,qhj,

“You were in the luxury of the paradise of God.” By reading

ytiyyIh' “I was” for the MT t'yyIh' “you were” the King of Tyre
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stated, “I was in Eden, the garden of God,” or “I was in the

luxury of the paradise of God.” The Septuagint’s trufh/|

“luxury” reflects !d:[', stem II, which is the cognate of the Arabic

z;ª` (g'adan) “luxuriant.”

EZEKIEL 28:13 (CBBP  XXII)

Wnn"AK ^a]r;B'hi ~AyB, On the day that you were created

they were prepared .” VEn th/| trufh/| tou/ paradei,sou tou/ qeou/

evgenh,qhj , “You were in the luxury of the paradise of God.” In

light of the Arabic cognate !?ª# (bara c) “he became free of a thing,

he became safe from any sickness or imperfection” and  \£ ?ª#
(barî c ) “to be clear of evil qualities or dispositions, shunning

what is vain and false, sound in body and intellect,” the MT

^a]r;B'hi “you were created” can also be translated as “you were

perfected.” Thus this phrase stated, “On the day that you were

perfected they were prepared.” (Reading ytiyyIh' “I was” for the

MT t'yyIh' “you were” which appears also in 28:14, and the

%a'r>B'hi “you were perfected” which appears also in 28:15).

EZEKIEL 28:14 (CBBP  XXII)

~yhil{a/ vd,qo rh;B. ^yTit;n>W %keASh; xv;m.mi bWrK.-T.a;
t'yyIh', “You are the anointed cherub who covers, and I gave you;

you were on the holy mountain of God.”  The first five words

must be read as  ~yxiyvim. !keASh br;K. ^yTit;n> hT'a;,  mean-

ing “You — I set you as the chief statesman of those anointed.”

The !keASh; (read here in lieu of the MT %keASh; “the one

covering”) is from !k;s', the cognate of Ugaritic skn “governor,

high official,” used in parallelism with mlk  “king.” 
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EZEKIEL 32:27  (CMBBP  XVI)

~ylip.nO ~yrIABGI-ta, WbK.v.yI al{w>, “nor do they lie beside

the fallen heroes.” By changing the negative al{ into the em-

phatic alu the verse reads “they are indeed buried with the fallen

heroes.”

EZEKIEL 38:21  (CMBBP  XVIII)

hwIhy> yn"doa] ~aun> br,x, yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w> , “‘I

will call for a sword against him on all My  mountains,’ declares

the Lord GOD” (NAU). “I will summon every kind of terror

against Gog, says the Lord GOD” (RSV).  Kai. kale ,sw evpV

auvto.npa/n fo,bon le,gei ku,rioj, “And I will summon against

it even every fear, saith the Lord.” The wyl'[' “against him” refers

to Gog who appears by name in 38:16 and 18. The yr;h' “my

mountain” needs to be repointed as yr;ho and recognized as the

cognateof Arabic @Ñª| /Å@èª| (hwr / hâra) “he threw it down,

pulled it down, demolished it,” £@èª| / ?ª¬\èª| (hârî / hâ‘ir )

“becoming thrown down, pulled to pieces, demolished.”  The y
of yrh is not a 1cs suffix but a part of the stem.” In the context

of destruction mentioned in Ezekiel 38, this yrh is best trans-

lated as “demolition” or “collapse.” The MT br,x, “sword” can

be repointed as br,xo “desolation; and the lk'l. “to all” can be

emended to hl'k'l. “for annihilation” — restoring a h which was

lost by haplography — like the hl'k'l. hm'xeB. “destructive

fury” in Ezek 13:13. Thus the br,x, yr;h'-lk'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w>
“and I called against him to all of my mountains a sword,” now

becomes br,xo yrIho hl'k'l. wyl'[' ytiar'q'w>  “and against him

I have called for annihilation, demolition, desolation.”
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EZEKIEL 43:7  (CMBBP  XIV)

yreg>pib. . . . yvid>q' ~ve laer'f.yI-tyBe dA[ WaM.j;y> al{w>
~t'AmB' ~h,ykel.m;, “And my holy name shall the house of Israel

no more defile . . . by the carcases of their kings in their high

places” (KJV); “And the house of Israel will not again defile My

holy name . . . by the corpses of their kings when they die”

(NAS, NAU). The ~t'AmB' was translated in the Septuagint as

evn me,sw | auvtw/n  “in their midst,” evidently having a Vorlage

with ~kwtb for the MT ~twmb.  Eissfeldt (1935) argued that

%l,mo was not a divine name but a cognate of the Punic m lk, a

technical term for a child-sacrifice. Thus the ~h,ykel.m; needs to

be repointed as ~h,ykel'm., a segolate plural meaning “their child-

sacrifices”— which accounts for the reference to all of the dead

bodies. The  ~t'AmB' ~h,ykel.m; yreg>pib. should be translated as

“by the corpses of their child-sacrifices at their high places.”

JOEL 2:31  (CBBP  XXIII)

~d"l. x;reY"h;w> %v,xol. %peh'yE vm,V,h;, “The sun shall be

turned into darkness, and the moon into blood.” `Oh[lioj

metastrafh,setai eivj sko,toj kai. h ̀selh,nh eivj ai-ma, “The

sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood.”

Although the Septuagint translated the ~D" as ai-ma “blood” this

~D' is from ~D' / ~h;D', stem II, the synonym of hj'l'[] “dark-

ness,” and the cognate of Akkadian da(a%mu “to darken” and

Arabic vª|< (dahama) “it became black,” Çt|< (duhmat)

“blackness,” and z"t|;o! ( (addahmânu) “the night.” Thus this

verse states, “The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon

to blackness.”
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AMOS 1:1  (CBBP  XXIV )

[;AqT.mi ~ydIq.NOb; hy"h'-rv,a] sAm[' yreb.DI, “The words of

Amos, who was among the shepherds of Tekoa,” Lo,goi Amwj

oi] evge,nonto evn nakkarim evk Qekoue , “The words of Amos

which came in Naccarim out of Thecue.” The Septuagint’s

nakkarim / Naccarim reflects a misreading of the MT ~ydIq.nO
“ranchers” as ~yrqn , a place name. Were the ~yrqn correct the

rqn would be a cognate of the Arabic ?hªw (naqara) “to

investigate, to examine.” An Arabic cognate of  dqenO is ;hªw
(naqada) “he examined money, he separated the bad from the

good, he paid the price in cash or ready money”— suggesting

that Amos could have been an affluent rancher. The Arabic ;hªw
(naqada) also means “to examine critically, to criticize, to call

to account, to find fault, to show up the shortcomings,” which

matches Amos’ prophesying.

AMOS 7:14 (CBBP  XXIV )

ykinOa' rqeAb-yKi ykinOa' aybin"-!b, al{w> ykinOa' aybin"-al{
~ymiq.vi sleAbW, “I am no prophet, nor a prophet’s son; but I am

a herdsman, and a dresser of sycamore trees.” Ouvk h;mhn

profh,thj evgw. ouvde. uìo.j profh,tou avllV h' aivpo,loj h;mhn

kai. kni,zwn suka,mina , “ I was not a prophet, nor the son of a

prophet; but I was a goatherder and a gatherer of sycamore

fruits.” The al{ of MT ykinOa' aybin"-al{ needs to be vocalized as

the emphatic alu, but the negative al{ of the  aybin"-!b, al{w>
ykinOa'  must be retained. Amos stated, “Indeed, I am a prophet!

But not of ‘the corps of prophets.’” In light of the Arabic ?hª#
(baqara) “he examined, inspected, inquired, searched,” the MT

rqeAb “herdsman” can also mean “examiner, investigator,”
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which has the support of the Septuagint’s nakkarim (= ~yrqn
“investigators”) in 1:1. Aquila translated sleAB as  e1reunon “he

examined,” which suggests that the Vorlage was Xlwb (=

vleAB) “searcher.” The MT ~ymiq.vi “sycamore trees” can also

be read as ~ymiq'v,, i.e. the relative particle v, affixed to the

plural participle of ~Wq “to arise, to happen.” Amos’ statement,

~ymqv Xlewbw ykna rqwb yki , probably meant “I am an in-

quirer and an investigator of what are the happenings.” Amos

may well have been a master of ranching and research. This

prophet’s wealth from ranching gave him the leisure to do re-

search and opened the doors of the royal chapel for him.

AMOS 9:12  (CMBBP  XXV ) 

~Ada/ tyrIaev.-ta, Wvr>yyI ![;m;l., “That they may possess

the remnant of Edom” (KJV).  [Opwj e vkzhth,swsin oi` kata,-
loipoi tw/n avnqrw,pwn , “That they seek the remnant of men.”

The MT wXryy “they may possess” was read as wXrdy “they

may seek” by the Septuagint translators, and the Septuagint

version is quoted in part in Acts 15:17, o[pwj a 'n evkzhth,swsin

oi ̀kata,loipoi tw/n avnqrw,pwn to.n ku,rion , “that the rest of

men may seek the Lord.” A second misreading was the ~Ada/
“Edom” which the Septuagint translators read it as ~d"a' “man,”

and this was followed by Luke in Acts 15:17. The ~da here can

be the cognate of Arabic u< ! (cadama) “he effected a recon-

ciliation between them, induced love and agreement between

them.” Thus the ~da / ~wda  could be a sequential infinitive

construct ~doa/ / ~doa] “ to reconcile.” By  inverting the tyrIaev.
~Ada/ to tyrIaev. ~Ada. the purpose for Yahweh’s rebuilding

the fallen booth and breaches of David  was “in order that they

seek to reconcile the remnant and all the gentiles upon whom
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my name is called.” The imperial and ethnocentric statement in

the MT of Amos 9:12 may once have been a statement of the

universalism which survives in the Septuagint, “that the remnant

of men and all the Gentiles upon whom my name is called may

earnestly seek me, saith the Lord who does all these things.”

MICAH 5:1  (CMBBP  XXII)

   hd'Why> ypel.a;B. tAyh.l ry[ic' ht'r"p.a, ~x,l,-tyBe hT'a;w>,
“But you, O Bethlehem Ephrathah, who are little to be among

the clans of Judah.” Kai. su, Bhqleem oi=kojtou/ Efraqa

ovligosto .j ei= tou/ ei=nai evn cilia,sin Iouda , “And you,

Bethlehem, house of Ephratha, are few in number to be among

the thousands of Judah.” The root of ht'r"p.a, “Ephrathah”

could be tr:P' which was used for the river Euphrates (tr"P.) and

is related to the Arabic *?ªc (furat) “sweet” (applied to water

that subdues thirst by its excessive sweetness).  But given the

frequent interchange of the t and the j the root of ht'r"p.a, is
more readily identified as the jr;P' which has opposite meanings.

There was ~Wjr>P; “a small portion” and hj'WrP. / hj'yrIP.
“small change, a small coin,” which addressed the fact that

Bethlehem had “too few in number to be among the thousands of

Judah.” Then there was the jr;P' which was the cognate of the

Arabic (a) S?c (farat. a) “he preceded, he was or became first,”

(b) S?c  (fart.
un ) “prevalence, mastery, ascendency, or predomi-

nance,” and  (c) S@"c (fârt.
un ) “becoming foremost, getting prior-

ity or precedence.” This jr;P' addressed the prediction that “from

you shall come forth for me one who is to rule in Israel.”

HABAKKUK 2:2  (CMBBP  XVII)

Ab areAq #Wry" ![;m;l. tAxLuh;-l[; raeb'W !Azx' bAtK. ,
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“Write the vision; makeit plain upon tablets, so he may run who

reads it (RSV). “Write down the revelation and make it plain on

tablets so that a herald may run with it.” (NIV) . Gra,yon o[rasin

kai. safw/j e vpi. puxi,on o[pwj diw,kh| o ̀avnaginw,skwn auvta,,

“Write the vision and plainly on a tablet that he that reads it may

run.” The MT #Wry"  is not from #Wr, stem I, “to run,” but #Wr,

stem II, “to train, discipline oneself,” the cognate of the Arabic

QÖ@ /Q!@ (rûd. / râd. a) “to train, to discipline oneself.” The

phrase £Ñªhª(ªo"# mCdªwQÖ@ (rawwid.  nafsaka biclattaqway)

“discipline thyself well by piety” provides the clue to the mean-

ing of #Wr in this verse. Thus this verse can be read as, “Write

the vision! Make it plain upon tablets so that the one reading it

may be disciplined!

HABAKKUK 2:3  (CMBBP  XVII)

-~ai bZEk;y > al{w> #Qel; x;pey"w> d[eAMl; !Azx' dA[ yKi
    `rxea;y> al{ aboy"-yKi abo-yKi Al-hKex Hm'h.m;t.yI

“For the vision is yet for an appointed time; 
But at the end it will speak, and it will not lie. 

Though it tarries, wait for it; 
Because it will surely come, It will not tarry.” (NKJ)

The MT dA[ yKi  must be restored as dW[y" yKi by vocalizing the

dw[y as a passive participle. The verb is not d[;y", stem I, “to

appoint” but d[;y", stem II, “to promise, to threaten,” the cognate

of Arabic ;\Ö (wa cada) “he promised, he threatened.” The MT

d[eAm does not mean “appointed time or place.” Rather it is the

Hiphcîl participle d[iAm /dy[iAm of  dW[, stem II, “to exhort, to

protest, to warn.” Also the MT x;pey"w>  is not from xWP “to blow,

to breathe” but the cognate of the Arabic Ñ0c / "0c (fah.w / fah.â)
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“he meant, he intended.” The #q has traditionally been read as

#qe “end,” as in the Septuagint which has pe,raj “conclusion.”

But here it is better read as the cognate of Arabic Mèg (qâs.) “a

narrator, a preacher.” Consequently, this phrase in Habakkuk,

#Qel; x;pey"w> d[iAMl; !Azx' dW[y" yKi, stated “for a vision was

promised to the protestor; its intent would be understood by the

preacher.”

HABAKKUK 2:4  (CMBBP  XVII)

  hy<x.yI Atn"Wma/B, qyDIc;w> AB Avp.n: hr'v.y"-al{ hl'P.[u hNEhi ,
“Behold, he whose soul is not upright in him shall fail, but the

righteous shall live by his faith” (RSV). VEa.n u`postei,lhtai

ouvk euvdokei/ h ̀yuch, mou evn auvtw /| o` de. di,kaioj evk pi,stew,j
mou zh,setai, “If he should draw back, my soul has no pleasure

in him: but the just shall live by my faith.” The final h of  hl'P.[u
needs to be shifted to the qyDIc;w>, thereby making the verb

masculine (lP;[u) and the noun definite (qyDIC;h;;w>). In light of

the Septuagint’s up̀ostei,lhtai “should he draw back” the lP;[u
needs to be emended to lB;[u, the cognate of Arabic qª$ª\
(cabala) “he cut it, he cut it off (said of a man when he has

died).” This verse should be translated as, “Behold! The un-

righteous soul has been cut off  [from life], but the righteous lives
by his faithfulness.” 

HABAKKUK 2:5  (CMBBP  XVII)

hw<n>yI al{w> ryhiy" rb,G< dgEAB !yIY:h;-yKi @a;w, “Yea also, be-

cause he transgresseth by wine, he is a proud man, neither keep-

eth at home” (KJV). “Moreover, wealth (!Ah) is treacherous; the

arrogant do not endure” (NRS). Ò de . katoinwme ,noj kai. kata-

fronhth.j avnh.r avlazw,n ouvde.n mh. pera,nh|, “But the arrogant
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man and the scorner, the boastful man, shall not finish anything.”

By moving dgEAB !yIY:h;-yKi from 2:5 to the last line in 2:15, the

rest of 2:5 can be read as a description of the unrighteous person

mentioned to in 2:4a. The MT ryhiy" rb,G< “a proud man” needs

to be corrected to read ryhiy" rABGI “the strong man demolishes”

— the verb ryh of the MT ryhiy "  being a cognate of Arabic ?ªáª|
(hayyir ) “he threw down, he demolished.” Wellhausen rightly

emended  the MT hw<n>y> alow> “he will not abide” to  hw<r>yI alow>
“he will not be sated,” which balances the [B'f.yI alow> “he will

not be satisfied” that follows in the next line.

ZECHARIAH 2:8 [MT 2:12] (MBS XXII)

The dAbK' in the MT ~yIAGh;-la, ynIx;l'v. dAbK' rx;a;,
“after glory he sent me to the nations,” must be repointed as

db,AK / db,Ko “struggle, difficulty.” This word appears in Isaiah

21:15. It is the cognate of the Arabic ;$k (kabad un) “difficulty,

distress” and ;$k (kabada) III, “to struggle with difficulties.”

The original phrase was  ~yIAGh;-la, ynIx;l'v. db,AK rx;a;,
“after a struggle he sent me to the nations,” 

ZECHARIAH 5:6  (CBBP  XXV)

lk'B. ~n"y[e tazO rm,aYOw: taceAYh; hp'yaeh' tazO rm,aYOw:
#r,a'h', “And he said,‘This is the ephah / measuring basket going

forth.’ Again he said,‘ This is their appearance in all the land.’”

Kai. ei=pen tou/to to. me,tron to. evkporeuo,menon kai. ei=pen

au[th h` avdiki,a auvtw/n evn pa,sh| th /| gh /|, “And he said, ‘This is

the measure that goes forth.’  And he said, ‘This is their iniquity

in all the earth.’” The masculine form ((ap) of  hp'yae appears in

the Ugaritic texts as a synonym for .hdrm  “rooms.” Marenof
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suggested that the Sumerian e-pa “shrine” became the Hebrew

hpfy)iI in the same way the Sumerian e-gal became the lk'yhe
“palace, temple.” The taceAYh “the one going forth” indicates

that the shrine was portable and mobile. The !w[ of the MT

~n"y[e, “their appearance” or “their iniquity,” is better identified

as the cognate of Arabic zÑª\ (cawn) “aid, assistance,” used in

reference to God’s aiding a person—as in the prayer “O my

Lord, aid me, and aid  not against me.” The figure in the portable

shrine was no doubt that of the goddess who aided her devotees

in Shinar.

ZECHARIAH 5:7  (CBBP  XXV)

tb,v,Ay tx;a; hV'ai tazOw> taFenI tr,p,[o rK;Ki hNEhiw>
hp'yaeh; %AtB. , “And behold,  the leaden cover was lifted,  and

there was one woman sitting in the ephah!” Kai. ivdou. ta,lanton

moli,bou evxairo,menon kai. ivdou. mi,a gunh. evka,qhto evn me,sw|

tou/ me,trou , “And behold a talent of lead lifted up, and behold

one woman sat in the midst of the measure.” The tr,p,[o rK;Ki
usually translated “lead weight,” which served as the roof of the

shrine, was just a simple “circular cover.” The tr,p,[o is a cog-

nate of the Arabic  É?ádª` (g! ufirat) “a cover.” The tx;a; hV'ai “a

single woman” can be paraphrased as ‘the first lady,’ referring

to the idol of the goddess in the mobile  shrine.” 

ZECHARIAH 5:8  (CBBP  XXV)

hp'yaeh' %AT-la, Ht'ao %lev.Y:w: h['v.rIh' tazO, “This is

Wickedness! and he thrust her down into the basket.” When

recognized as the cognate of Arabic aD@ (rasag! a) “he made

abundant,” the noun h['v.rI, translated here as “wickedness,”

can also mean “abundance.”  For the devotees in Shinar this
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goddess figure in the mobile shrine would be h['v.rIh' “the one

making [the means of subsistence] abundant,” but for the people

of Judah in covenant with Yahweh she was h['v.rIh' “the wicked

one.”

GOSPELS (passim) o` uiò.j [tou] / avnqrw,pou “the son of [the]

Man” can equa l (1) Xna rb “the son of  man,” or “the most

pure  person,”  (2) ~da !b  “son of man” or “the concilator” or

“the one with authority,” and (3)  ~dah !b “the son of the-one-

with authority,” i.e., “the Son of the Sovereign.”

MATTHEW 2:9  (CBBP  XXVI)

`O avsth,r( o]n ei=don evn th/| avnatolh/|( proh/gen auvtou,j( e[wj

evlqw.n evsta,qh evpa,nw ou- h=n to. paidi,on, 

“The star which they had seen in the East went before them,

until it came and stood over the place where the child was.”

  d[; ~h,ynEp.li hl'[ ~d<Q,b; War"-rv,a] bk'AKh
  dl,Y"h; ~v' hy"h' rv,a]l; l[;M;mi dmo[]Y:w: aB'-rv,a] 

Salkinson’s translating evsta,qh “it stood” as dm;[' “it stood” is

not problematic for dm;[', stem I.  However, if the dm;[ was in

the Hebrew Vorlage of Matthew it may well have been dm;[',
stem II, which is the cognate of  (a) the Syriac  dm[ (ca7 mad) “to

go down, to plunge, to set (used with the sun or stars),” and (b)

the Arabic ;t` (g! amada) “to conceal a star, to engulfed a star

in darkness, or for a star to set.” Thus a star  somehow standing
over a manger, as though it were a laser beam from infinity,

appears to be the result of a mistranslation of dm;[', stem II, “to

set,” as if it were dm;[', stem I, “to stand.”
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MATTHEW 3:7  (MBS  IX )

Pollou.j tw /n Farisai,wn kai. Saddoukai,wn evrcome,-
nouj evpi. to. ba,ptisma auvtou/,  “Many of the Pharisees and

Sadducees coming to his baptism.” An Ethiopic variant has

“many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming secretly to his

baptism,” which equals  ~yqiWDC;h;-!miW ~yviWrP.h;-!mi ~yBir
Atl'ybej.li jl ~yaiB':> . There was a dittography in the Hebrew

Vorlage of the jl of  Atl'ybej.li or a haplography of the jl
“secretly” in the original phrase of Atl'ybej.li jl “secretly  to

his baptism.” 

MATTHEW 5:22  (MBS  XII )

“Every one who is angry with his brother without cause
(eivkh|/) shall be liable to judgment; whoever insults ( R̀aka) his

brother shall be liable to the council, and whoever says, ‘You
fool!’ (Mwre,) shall be liable to the hell of fire” (RSV). A back

translation into Hebrew and identifying the Arabic cognates

permits the following interpretation: “Whoever is obscenely

(eivkh|/  = ~N:x' , stem III, a cognate of Arabic Åxª7 [ .hanaya] “he

uttered obscene speech”) angry with his brother shall be in

danger of the court : and he who says to his brother “ Vile-

Fool- Slave” ( `Raka, =  hq 'r" , a cognate of the Arabic jªáªg@
[raqîq] “fool, slave” or mák@ [rakîk] “ignoble, vile”) shall be in

danger of  the Sanhedrin: and he who says “Drop Dead ”

(Mwre,, which translated a vocative lb'n" “Fool!” or an intensive

imperative lBen: “Die! / Drop Dead!” and a cognate of the Ara-

bic q$ªw [nabala] “to die”) will be in danger of the fire of

Gehenna.”

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_9_JOHN_19-39.pdf
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MATTHEW 6:19   (CMBBP XXIV)

Mh. qhsauri,zete u`mi/n qhsaurou.j evpi. th/j gh/j( o[pou

sh.j kai. brw/sij avfani,zei kai. o[pou kle,ptai dioru,ssou-

sin kai. kle,ptousin , “Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon

earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break

through and steal” (KJV). The Greek  brw/ sij “food” — along

with the Vulgate’s erugo “rust,” the Peshitta’s A\>) (cakla c)

“eaters / worms,” and the Old Syriac’s lbxm (m h.abel) “worm”

— point to a Hebrew Vorlage (of the “where moth and rust doth

corrupt ”) which read wlkay lkaw ss ~X rXa , meaning

literally: (1) “where maggot and worm eat” or (2) “where moth

and food eat.” The Greek should have used  skw,lhx “maggot,

worm” rather than brw/sij “food.” The Arabic cognates of the

Hebrew lka  indicate that this root was used for “corrosion”

and “rust” (which was understood by Jerome) including: Çªpªkå
(cakilat ) “rust,” r"kê (cukâl ) “corrosion,” r"kê (cukâl ) “corrod-

ed, cankered, decayed.” The fact is the Greek brw/ sij never

meant “rust” or “worm” or “maggot.” But the Hebrew lka
behind Matthew’s  brw/ sij “food” could also mean “rust” or

“worm” or “maggot”—all of which requires a Hebrew Vorlage

behind the Greek text of Matthew.

MATTHEW 6:34  (MBS  VII )

Mh. ou=n merimnh,shte eivj th.n au;rion( h ̀ga.r au;rion

merimnh,sei e`auth/j\ a vrketo .n th /| h`me,ra | h` kaki,a auvth /j .

“Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall

take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the

evil thereof.” The Codex Sinaiticus text of Neh 9:9 , ta, ar,Tew:
~yIr'c.miB. Wnyteboa] ynI[\, “you saw the distress of our fathers in

Egypt,” has  kaki,a “evil, trouble” for the MT ynI[\, which is the

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_TWENTY-FOUR.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_7_Matt-6.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Matthew%206-34-lexical.html
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same Greek word here in Matt 6:34c. The Hebrew yn[ is a

homograph of two antithetical words. There is the well attested

yn[ / yni[ \ “poor,” the cognate of the Arabic Ñªxª\ / "ªxª\ (canac /
canaw ) “he became lowly, humble”; and there is the rare

yn[ / yn"[' “rich,” which is the cognate of Arabic Åxª` (g'aniya)

“he was free from want, he was wealthy” and \"xª` (g'anac )

“wealth, resources.” Once Jesus’ words were written down in

unpointed Hebrew the text may have read wl yn[ ~wyl yd,

meaning either (a) “sufficient unto the day is the evil / trouble

(ynI[\ = kaki,a) thereof,” or (b) “sufficient unto the day are the

resources / welfare (yn"[' = plou/toj) thereof.” Option (b) here

removes the tension between Jesus’ optimistic teaching in

6:25–33 — especially “all these things shall be added unto you”

— and the more pessimistic conclusion in 6:34c when option (a)

is the only option available.

MATTHEW 7:6  (CBBP  XXVIII )

If the prohibitions in Matt 7:6 were spoken by Jesus in
Hebrew they could have been written in a consonantal text as:

{yrzxh ynpl {ktrwt wrt l)w {yblkl rwh+h wntt l)

.{kt) w(rqy hwt) {yrzxw {hylgrb htw) {ypyr+m }p

Were they spoken in Aramaic, they could have been written as 

    {dq }kld )tyyrw) }wrw)t )lw )yblkl )#dq bhwt l)

.}wkty }w(rqy }yryzxw }whylgrb hty }ypr+m )ml yd )yrzx

       Both the Hebrew and Aramaic statements can mean, “Do
not give dogs what is holy; and do not throw your pearls before
swine, lest they trample them under foot and turn to attack you.”

 But the Hebrew reconstruction can be vocalized as:

{yir aZax ah y "n:p il { eK:tarOT UrOT la) :w {yib fLaK al rUhf=ah Un:TiT la)

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_28.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Pearls-lexical.html
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.{eK:te) U( :r :qiy {yir :zOx:w {ehy "l:gar :B hftO) {yipyir :+am }eP

The Aramaic reconstruction, with the same meaning, can be:

{fd:q }OK:ly iD )ftyfy frO) }UrO) :T ) fl:w )fYfb fLak :l )f<Ud:q b"hOT la)

.}OK:tay }U(:r:qiy }yiry"Zax:w }Ohy "l:g ar :B hftfy }y ipy"r :+am )fm:l yiD )fYfr fZax

 These fully vocalized retroversions can readily be translated as:

 “Do not give the holy (word) to dog-keepers, 
and do not teach your Torah before swine-herders,

 lest, blaspheming it with their slander 
and disavowing it, they malign you.”

MATTHEW 7 :11  (CBBP  XXXIII )
Eiv ou=n u`mei/j ponhroi. o;ntej oi;date do,mata avgaqa.

dido,nai toi/j te,knoij um̀w/n(po,sw| ma/llon o` path.r um̀w/n o`
e vn toi/j ouvranoi/j dw,sei avgaqa. toi/j aivtou/sin au vto ,n .. “If

you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your

children, how much more  will  your  heavenly  Father  give good
things to those who ask him.” Salkinson translated this as:

 tAbj tAnT'm; ttel' !W[d>Te ~T,a; ~y[ir" yKi @a;w>
 `wyv'r>dol. bAj-!T,yI ~yIm;V'B;v ~k,ybia-yKi @a; ~k,ynEb.li

The ponhroi. “evil ones” reflects a Hebrew Vorlage having the

word ~y[r, which was wrongly read as ~y[ir" “evil ones.” It

should have been read as ~y[ire “kin / kinfolk / family members.”

The Aramaic ar'b.x; “family, friends” could not have produced

such a misunderstanding — adding support for there being a

Hebrew Vorlage for this Matthean tradition. At one time Matt

7:11 surely carried the meaning, “If you who are kinfolk know

how to give good gifts to your children, how much more so will

your heavenly father give good things to those who ask him!”

MATTHEW 8:4  (MBS  XIV )

{Ora  mhdeni.  ei;ph |j , “Behold, you may tell no one,” can

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_33.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/LoveMe-lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_pp219-244.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_Lexical.htm
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be translated back  into  Hebrew as Xyal dgt al har. The

Greek translator vocalized this as vyail. dGEt; alo haer  “See!

You must not tell anyone.” However what Jesus probably said

was vyail. dGEt; alu haer> “See! Indeed you must tell every-

one!” In Shem Tob’s Hebrew Gospel of Matthew (c.1400)

Jesus’ warning reads ~dal dygt !p $l wrmXh  “Beware

lest you tell a man”  (and in 9:30 as rbdh [dwy !p wrmXh,

“Beware lest the matter be made known”)  and this has also been

mistranslated. The !p has been read as the conjunction !P, “lest,”

but it can also be read as the defectively spelled particle !AP
“would that,” which introduces a subjunctive. Here the impera-

tive wrmXh is the cognate of the Arabic ?tH (šamara) “he

strove vigorously and laboriously and was quick in [the religious

service].” The rbdh [dwy !p wrmXh in the Shem Tob text,

which approximates what must have been in the Hebrew Vor-

lage, means “Strive hard! Would that the matter be known!”

MATTHEW 8:9  (SHEM TOB)

Kai. ga.r evgw. a;nqrwpo,j eivmi u`po. evxousi,an e;cwn u`pV

evmauto.n stratiw,taj , “For I am a man under authority, having

soldiers under me” (KJV). Shem Tob’s Hebrew Gospel of

Matthew reads: ydy txt tl#mm yl #yw )+wx {d) yn)w

{ybkwrw {y#rpw {y#wryp “I  am a sinful man and I have au-

thority under the Pharisees and [I have] horses and riders”

(Howard’s translation). Contra Howard, the ~da here is not

~d"a' “man” but  ~d"ae “commander,” which is the cognate of the

Arabic  u< ! (c idâmu) and »¯u[ (cadamat) “ the chief / provost

of his people.” Similarly, contra Howard, the ajwx is not ajeAx
“sinner” but the Aramaic word which is the cognate of the Ara-

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume4_ShemTob+.pdf
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bic UÑ/ (h.awît. / h.ayyit. ) “one who guards,  takes charge, pro-

tects” as in the expression  ?s é  UéÑ/ (h.uwwâtu camr in ) “super-

intendent of an affair” This ajwx is a by-form of the Aramaic

yjx “nobleman, one who lives in luxury.” The Roman centurion

introduced himself to Jesu s using Hebrew and Aramaic titles,

and his ajwx ~da yna needs to be translated as “”I am a

provost, a superintendent”— which he then explains saying “I

have authority! Under my hand ( = control) are mounted horse-

men, and equestrians and charioteers.” Thanks to a Roman cen-

turion and to Shem Tob Ibn Shaprut it has been possible to

recover with confidence the lost Hebrew word  ~d"ae “the-one-

with-authority.” This provides the clue for the proper interpre-
tation of the title o ̀uiò.j tou/ avnqrw,pou, “the Son of the Man”

(~d"a'h'-!B,). It was a pious substitute for the titles “the Son of

the Sovereign” (~d"aeh'-!B,) and “the Son of God.”

MATTHEW 8:22b  (CBBP  XXIX)

VAkolou,qei moi kai. a;fej tou.j nekrou.j qa ,yai tou.j

e`autw/n nekrou,j , “Follow me; and let the dead bury their dead.”

The Shem Tob Gospel reads here ~ytmh bwz[w yrxa ab
~hytm rwbql. . The nekrou.j certainly means “dead ones,” but

the tm of the unpointed  ~ytmh is ambiguous. It can be (a) tm
“a dead (man),” a cognate of Arabic *ès (mâta), Syriac tym
(m ît), and Aramaic tWm— all meaning “to die” and are related

to the Egyptian m (w) t “a dead man”; and (b) the noun tm “a

male, a man,” a cognate of Ugaritic mt, Akkadian mutu , and

Ethiopic T| (m� t� )— all meaning “man, male, or husband”

and all are related to the Egyptian mt, “man, male”; and (c) the

noun tm which is the cognate of the Arabic )s (matta) “to  be-

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_29.pdf
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come related by marriage” and Çª'ès (mâttat) “close ties, family

ties, kinship.” Thus the ~ytmh can mean (a) “the dead,” (b)

“the dying,” (3) “the men,” or (d) “the family members / next-of-

kin.” This last definition reflects most likely the ~yTiM;h; that

Jesus said without any ambiguity: “Follow me; and let the next-

of-kin bury their dead.”

MATTHEW 9:30  (MBS  XVI )

Kai. evnebrimh ,qh auvtoi/j o ` Vihsou/j , “And Jesus strictly

charged them.” The Hebrew Vorlage may have had ~B' d[;Y"w:
[:WvyE . If so, the Greek translators of Matthew were aware of

dW[ , stem II, the cognate of the Arabic ;` (form 4) “to be

angry.” This would explain why they used  evnebrimh,qh “he

became angry” rather than pareka,lei “he exhorted,” which

would have translated  dW[, stem I, “ to exhort.” 

MATTHEW 9:30  (MBS  XIV )

~Ora/te mhdei.j ginwske,tw “See, to no one be it known.”

Jesus probably said was Xyal [dwy al war, which can be

vocalized as vyail. [d:W"yI alu War> “See! Indeed, let it be

known to everyone.”

MATTHEW 10:17  (SHEM TOB)

Paradw,sousin ga.r u`ma/j eivj sune,dria , “For they will

give you up to councils.” The Shem Tob text reads wrsmy al
!twlhqb !kta, “they will not deliver you up in their con-

gregations.” By reading the al as the emphatic alu the verse

reads “they will surely  deliver you up in their congregations.”

MATTHEW 10:34  (CBBP  XXX )

Mh. nomi,shte o[ti h=lqon balei/n eivrh,nhn evpi. th.n gh/n\

ouvk h=lqon balei/n eivrh,nhn avlla. ma,cairan , “Do not think

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/John%2011_Lost-Lexemes_256ff.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/John_11_Lexical.html
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_pp219-244.pdf
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that I have come to bring peace on earth; I have not come to

bring peace, but a sword.” The Salkinson-Ginsburg translation
reads

  {#r<a'B' ~Alv aybih'l. ytiab' yKi Wbv.x.T;-la;
`br<x'-~ai yKi ~Alv aybih'l. ytiab' al{

The eivrh,nhn “peace” translated the ~lX (read as ~l{v') which

must have been in the Hebrew Vorlage. But ~lX can also be

read as (a) ~Levi “recompense,” (b) ~Wlvi “retribution,” and (c)

~l,v, “end, Finis.” In disagreement with John the Baptist Jesus

may well have said, “Do not think that I have come to bring

retribution (~Wlvi) upon the earth,” or “Do not think that I have

come to bring an end (~l,v,) on earth.” The Syriac Curetonian

text has the doublet apysw any[rd atwglp (pelgûta%c

dre cya%na%c  we7saypa%c ) “the division of opinion and the sword ”

(for the ma,cairan “sword,” in contrast to the diamerismo,n

“division” in Luke 12:41). This doublet reflects a Hebrew Vor-

lage with an ambiguous @lx, that can mean many things in-

cluding (a) @l''xi “a difference of opinion,” which is the cognate

of Arabic eâ7 (.hilâf ), (b) @l,xe “contention,” the cognate of

Arabic fªpª7 (.hilf ) “opposition, contention, (c) @Lix; “knife,”

the cognate of Arabic fáp/ (h.allîf ) “a sharp spear,” (d) fpª/
(h.alafa) “to swear an oath, to establish a brotherhood, to unite

in a covenant,” (e) fpª/ (h. îlf )  “confederacy, league, covenant,”

and (f) @lux ii “change,” the cognate of Arabic eÑp7 ( .hillûf )

“change.” Thus instead of Jesus’ having said, “I have not come

to bring peace . . . but a sword.,” he may well have said, “I have

not come to bring the end (~l,v,) . . . but to make a change

(@Luxi),” or “I have not come to bring retribution but to establish
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a covenant community (@l,xe).”

MATTHEW 11:6  (MBS  XIV )

Kai maka,rio,j evstin o]j eva.n mh. skandalisqh/ | evn evmoi,

“And blessed is he who may not be scandalized over me.” The

Hebrew Vorlage of this blessing (and in Luke 7:23) may well

have been yb lXk hyhy al rXa yrXa , which could also

mean, “Blessed is he who truly has trust in me!” if the al was

the emphatic alu and the lXk was not lv;K' “to stumble” but

lf,K, “confidence, trust”— a variant spelling of the ls,K, in

Psalm 78:7.

MATTHEW 12:16  (SHEM TOB)

[Ina mh. fanero.n auvto .n poih ,swsin , “That they should not

make him known.” Shem Tob’s Hebrew Gospel of Matthew

(c.1400) reads whwlgy al rmal ~wcyw (mss G) and ~wcyw
whwlgy alv rmal (mss H), “he commanded them saying

that they should not reveal him.” By reading the al and the

alv as the emphatic alu the verse reads “he commanded them

saying they should indeed reveal him.”

MATTHEW 16:20  (MBS  XIV )

The Greek Mhdeni. ei;pwsin o[ti auvto,j evstin o` cristo,j,

“They should tell no one that he was the Christ,” appears in

Shem  Tob’s Hebrew  Matthew as lbl wydymltl hwc za
xyXm awhX wrmay, where the negative lbl “to not” should

probably be emended to lkl “to all,” so that Jesus charged his

disciples to tell everyone that he was the Messiah.

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_pp219-244.pdf
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MATTHEW 18:10  (SHEM TOB)

Oi` a;ggeloi auvtw/n evn ouvranoi/j dia. panto.j ble,pousi
to. pro,swpon tou/ patro,j mou tou/ evn ouvranoi/j , “Their

messengers in the heavens do always behold the face of my

Father who is in the heavens.” The Shem Tob text reads here

~ymXbX yba ynb dymt ~yawr ~h ~hykalml, “to their

angels they always see the sons of my father in heaven.” The l
prefixed to ~hykalm “their angels” is the emphatic l ( Wl / alu).

The ~yawr is not from ha'r" “to see” but the participle of aw"r"
“to report, to give an account of,” the cognate of the Arabic Å Ö@
(rawiya) “to report, to give an account of .” Thus the Sem Tob

text stated, “Verily their angels are constantly giving an account

of the sons of my heavenly father.”

MATTHEW 19:4  (SHEM TOB)

Ouvk avne,gnwte o[ti o` kti,saj avpV avrch /j , “Have you not

read that he who made them of old,” appears in the Shem Tob

manuscript Add. no. 26964, and manuscripts C and H as alh
~dqm ~hyXw[l ~tarq. The l of ~hyXw[l is probably the

emphatic l, so that the phrase read “have you not read that

indeed he who made them of old.”

MATTHEW 19:14  (SHEM TOB)

Tw/n ga.r toiou,twn evsti.n h` basilei,a tw/n ouvranw/n ,

“For of such is the kingdom of heaven.” The Shem Tob text

reads hlak al ~a ~ymX twklmb snky alX, “One will

not enter the kingdom of heaven except (he shall be) like these.”

If the alX and al are read as emphatic particles the verse

means “Indeed one will enter the kingdom of heaven if (one is)

indeed like these.”

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume4_ShemTob+.pdf
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MATTHEW 19:22  (SHEM TOB)

VAph/lqen lupou,menoj\ h=n ga .r e;cwn kth,mata polla,, “He

went away sorrowful, for he had many possessions.” The Shem

Tob text has  twbr tw[qrq wl hyh alX ypl @[z $lh
“He went away angry because he did not have much property.”

But the alX “for not” is actually the emphatic “for indeed .”

Thus the verse states that “he went raging at the mouth because

he indeed had much property.”

[ MATTHEW 19 :24; Mark 10:25 (Item 44 in Classroom Notes
and Lexical Data and Quran Texts). Ted Lorah, one of my

students in the 1970’s, translated “As they [the disciples] used

their hand-held needles and thread to mend nets, Jesus said:

‘It is easier for a hawser to pass through the eye of a needle,

than for a rich person to enter the kingdom of heaven.” ]

MATTHEW 21:9 (CMBBP  XXI)

~Wsanna. tw/| uiẁ/| Daui,d\ Euvloghme,noj o` e vrco,menoj evn

ovno,mati kuri,ou\ ~Wsanna. evn toi/j u`yi,stoij , “Hosanna to

the Son of David! Blessed is he who comes in the name of the

Lord! Hosanna in the highest!” The Shem Tob text reads:

" h !`b abh ^wrb !lw[h [y`wm an[`wh
   .$rabw !ym`b raptt wn[y`wm  an[`wh

“Hosanna,  savior of the world, 

blessed is he who comes in the name of the Lord; 

hosanna, our savior, may you be glorified

 in heaven and on earth.” 

     The ~Wsanna. / Hosanna in the Gospels probably transliterates

the Aramaic an"F'h;, from the root ff;h' (with an affixed !), the

cognate of Arabic J| /I"| (hašš / hâšš) “he was or became

joyful and cheerful, one who rejoices or is glad.” If so, the noun

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume4_ShemTob+.pdf
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obviously functioned as an exclamatory interjection meaning

“Hail! Cheers! Hooray! Hurrah!” The exclamatory Aramaic

an"F'h; “Cheers! Hurrah! Hail!” and the Hebrew polite impera-

tive aN" h['yviAh “Please help!” became blended and ~Wsanna. /

Hosanna carried both meanings — as in the Shem Tob text with

its use of “O Savior” and “our savior,” plus “be glorified.”

MATTHEW 22:2  (MBS  XVIII)

 Ẁmoiw,qh h ̀ basilei,a tw/n ouvranw/n avnqrw,pw| basi-

lei/( o[stij evpoi,hsen ga,mouj tw/| uiẁ/ | auvtou/, “The reign of the

heavens was likened to a man, a king, who made  marriage feasts

for his son.” The Hebrew Vorlage of this verse was probably

 %l,m, rBig>li ~yIm;V'h tWkl.m; ht'M.Di
Anb.li tnO"t'x] / tNOtux] hf'[' rv,a,

“The kingdom of the heavens was likened to a lord, 

a king, who made circumcision / marriage feasts for his son.”

The unpointed tntx could have been read as the plural of

hN"tUx] “marriage, marriage feast” or as hn"t'x] “circumcision,

circumcision feast.” This hntx is the cognate of Arabic  z"(7
(h. itân un) “circumcision, a feast or banquet to which people are

invited on account of a circumcision or a wedding.”

MATTHEW 22:11  (MBS  XVIII)

 Ei=den evkei/ a;nqrwpon ouvk evndedume,non e;nduma ga,mou(

“He saw there a man who had no wedding garment.” In Hebrew

there may well have been a double entendre for the noun hD"mi
means  e;nduma “garment” as well as fo,roj “tribute, contribu-

tion, gift.”

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_18_Matt22_287-304.pdf
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MATTHEW 22:12  (MBS  XVIII)

Ètai/re( pw/j eivsh/lqej w-de mh. e;cwn e;nduma ga,mouÈ

“Friend, how did you come in here without a wedding garment?”

The Vorlage of this phrase was probably tab $ya y[r
hntx tdm !tn ytlb ~lh , the last three words of which

could also mean (a) “giving a wedding gift” and (b) “giving a
circumcision gift.”

MATTHEW 22:12  (MBS  XVIII)

`O de. evfimw,qh , “He was put to silence.” This “silence” points

to a Hebrew Vorlage which had  ~la, stem I, “silence, dumb,

speechless.” But the  ~la  here should have been read either as

~l'ae  or ~lia', stem II, which is the cognate of the Syriac ~lea'
“to keep anger” and Arabic váoê (calîm / ~ylia') “rancorous” and

voëª' (tacallam /~L;a;T') “to be irritated.” Instead of reading this

verb as the Niph cal passive ~lea'Y?w: ( = evfimw,qh ) “he was

silenced” it should have been read as the Qal active ~l,,aoYw:  (=
ovrgisqei.j ) “he became rancorous/ angry.”

MATTHEW 22:14   (MBS  XVIII)

Polloi. ga,r eivsin klhtoi,( ovli,goi de. e vklektoi, , “For

many are called, but few are chosen.”  The Hebrew Vorlage was

probably ~yj[m  ~yrxbhw ~ynmzm ~h ~ybr yk, to be

vocalized as  ~yJi[;m. ~yrIxeABh;w> ~ynIM'zUm. ~he ~yBir: yKi,
“Indeed,  many have been invited, but the ones accepting are

few.” The adjective evklektoi, can only mean “chosen” (=

~yrxb,  scriptio defective for the Qal passive ~yrIWxB' “the

ones being chosen” ). But the ~yrxb was the scriptio defectiva

for the Qal active participle ~yrIx]AB “the ones choosing /

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_18_Matt22_287-304.pdf
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accepting (the invitation).”

MATTHEW 26:14  (CMBBP XXVI)

     !Iouvda" !Iskariwvth" =  tAyWrq. Xya = “Judas the

Lector,” rather than “Judas Iscariot.” (See Luke 6:16, below.)

MATTHEW 27:46  (SHEM TOB)

Hli hli lema sabacqaniÈ tou/tV e;stin( Qee , mou qee,

mou( i`nati, me evgkate ,lipejÈ “‘Eli, Eli, lama sabachthani?’

that is, “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?” The

Shem Tob text reads yntbz[ hml yla yla, “My God, my

God, why have you forsaken me?” But this Hebrew text can also

be translated as “My God! My God! Oh how you made me

suffer!” In this case the hml is an emphatic particle and the verb

bz[ may well be bz:[', stem III, the cognate of Arabic &=ª\
(cad.aba) “he castigated, chastised, punished, tortured, and
tormented.” This identification would explain the variants (a)
wneidisaj me “you reproached, you reproved me” in Mk 15:34

D gr , (b) exprobasti  me “upbraided me” in Mk 15:34 Old Latin

c, and (c) dereliquisti  me “you reproved me” in the Vulgate and

Old Latin aur v g d ff 2 l n  of Matt 27:46 and Mk 15:34. Thus
there need be no tension between this verse and John 16:32, “and
yet I am not alone, because the Father is with me.”

MARK 1:41  (MBS  XV )

Kai. splagcnisqei.j evktei,naj th.n cei/ra auvtou/ h[yato

kai. le,gei auvtw/|( Qe,lw( kaqari,sqhti, “Moved with com-

passion, Jesus stretched out his hand and touched him, and said

to him, ‘I am willing; be cleansed.’ ” This verse can be  translated
into Hebrew as

    `rhj yna hcwr rmaw wb [gn wdy xlXyw lmxyw
Surprisingly, Ephraem (fourth century), five manuscripts

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_TWENTY-SIX.pdf
http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/Volume4_ShemTob+.pdf
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(Codex Bezae from the sixth century and the Old Latin manu-

scripts a, d,  ff 2, and r 1) have ovrgis qei.j “becoming angry” as

Jesus’ initial response to the leper, not  splagcnisqei.j “compas-

sion.” The verb splagcnisqei.j translated lmx, stem I, “to

have compassion,” (which is the cognate of the Arabic qªtª/
[h.amala] “ to accept responsibility, to accept the trust”). The

verb  ovrgis qei.j  translated lmx, stem II, which is the cognate

of the Arabic qªtª/ (h.amala), stem II, meaning in forms 1 and

8 “he became angry.”

MARK 1:44  (MBS  XIV )

{Ora mhdeni. mhde .n ei;ph |j , “Behold you may say nothing

to no one,” which can be translated back into Hebrew as har
rbdh Xyal dgt al. If so, this was read by Mark as haer>
rb'D"h; vyail. dGEt; alo , “See! You may not tell anyone a

thing!” But Jesus most likely said vyail. dGEt; alu haer>
rb'D"h;, “See! Indeed you must tell everyone the matter!” 

MARK 3:17  (CMBBP)

Kai. VIa,kwbon to .n tou/ Zebedai,ou kai. VIwa ,nnhn to .n
avdelfo.n tou/ VIakw,bou kai. evpe,qhken auvtoi/j ovno,maÎtaÐ

Boanhrge,j( o[ evstin Ui`oi. Bronth /j\, “And James the son of

Zebedee and John the brother  of James, whom he surnamed

Boanerges, that is, sons of thunder.” The Boanh  element of

Boanhrge,j( has nothing to do with the Hebrew ynEB. “the sons

of.” Rather it is to be identified with the place name ![oB. (Beon)

in Num 32:3. The root ![oB is a by-form of  [WB and [b;n" “to

burst forth, to shout, to rejoice.” The rge,j element of  boanh-

rge,j is the transliteration of the Hebrew vG"r; “thunder,” which

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_pp219-244.pdf
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is the cognate of the Arabic F3@ (ra jasa) “ it thundered” and

F3!@ / Eè3@ (râ jis / ra jjâ s) “thunder, a vehement sound.”

Thus “Boanerges” equals  Xg<r< yn E[]AB “Shouters of Thunder.”

MARK 5:43  (MBS  XIV )

Kai. diestei,lato auvtoi/j polla. i[na mhdei.j gnoi/ tou/to,

“And he charged them much, that no one may know this thing,”

which can be readily translated back into Hebrew as  ~t'Aa wc;y>w:
vyail. rb'D"h; [d:W"yI alo ryhiz" . But the particle alo “not”

should have been  read as the emphatic particle alu. Jesus prob-

ably said “Verily! Let the matter be known to anybody!”

MARK 7:36  (MBS  XIV )

Kai. diestei,lato auvtoi/j i[na mhdeni. le ,gwsin , “And he

charged them to tell no one.” The Hebrew Vorlage was probably

lkl wdygy alX ~twa wcyw, in which case the alX was

misread as alo v, “that not,” rather than being read as intended as

aluv, “that indeed  they should tell everyone.”

MARK 8:26  (MBS  XIV )

Mhde. eivj th.n kw,mhn eivse,lqh |j kai. mhdeni. ei;ph|j eivj
th .n kw,mhn, “Do not go into the village; and do not tell anyone

in the village.” The Hebrew Vorlage behind these commands

was probably  rpkb lkl dygt alw rpkb abt al, which

was read and interpreted by Mark as if Jesus said  rp,Ko ib; abot'
alo rp,Ko iB; lKol; dyGIt; alo w>. But what Jesus probably said was

rp,KoiB; lKol; dyGIt; aluw> rp,Koib; abot' alu, “Indeed, you

must go into the village; and you must indeed tell everyone in
the village.”

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_pp219-244.pdf
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MARK 9:49 (CMBBP  XXII)

Pa/j ga .r puri. al̀isqh,setai ,  “For everyone will be salted

with fire.” In Hebrew these four Greek words become lkh yk
hr[bb xlmy , which can mean more than “for everyone will

be salted with fire.” The ge,ennan “Gehenna” in Mark 9:43, 45,

and 47 does not refer to hell but to the very earthly ~Nohi yGE, “the

Valley of Hinnom,” which was accessible through Jerusalem’s
Dung Gate and became the municipal dump for corpses,

carcasses, excrement, and garbage. With this in focus, the

Vorlage of 9:49, hr[bb xlmy lkh yk, can be translated as

“for everyone will be dragged through the dung /  muck.” The

noun xlm means “salt” but the verb xlm can mean “to drag, to

dissipate, to vanish” when it is the cognate of the Arabic 9ps
(mala.ha) “he pulled or dragged a thing, he drew it forth quickly,

vehemently.” The hr[b which translates the puri. “fire” can

also be the cognate of Arabic ?ª[ª# (ba cara) “he voided dung”

and ?ª[ª#  (ba cr) “dung.” The association of death and dung

appears in Jer 8:2, “and they shall not be gathered or buried; they

shall be as dung on the surface of the ground,” in Jer 9:22, “the

corpses of men will fall like dung on the open field,” Jer 16:4,

“they shall die grievous deaths: they shall not be lamented,

neither shall they be buried; they shall be as dung upon the face

of the ground,” and Jer 25:33, “they shall not be lamented, or

gathered, or buried; they shall be dung on the surface of the

ground.”

MARK 9:50  (CMBBP)

VEa.n de . to. a[laj a;nalon ge,nhtai evn ti,ni auvto. avrtu,sete,

“But if the salt has become insipid, how will you season it.”  The

Vorlage was probably wta wxlmt hmb xlmh xlmy ~aw.

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_TWENTY-TWO.pdf
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The noun xlm “salt” is the cognate of Arabic 1ps (milh. ), Syriac

axlm (melh.a%’ ), and Aramaic ax'l.mi. The verb xlm “to

become insipid” is the cognate of Arabic 9áps (malî.h) “tasteless,

insipid, applied to meat that has no taste.” But here the verb

wxlmt is the cognate of Arabic  1ps (milh. ) “to season, to salt.”

A verb and noun from one lexeme (mlh. ) and another verb from

a second lexeme (ml.h) provided paronomasia enhanced by

assonance.

[ Mark 10:25, see Matthew 19:24 above. ]

MARK 11:13  (MBS  XVII)

The Hebrew Vorlage behind the Greek  ̀O ga .r kairo.j ouvk

h=n su ,kwn , “for it was not the time of figs,” was probably yk
~ygp t[ htyh al, which was misread as ht'y>h'. alo yKi
~yGiP; t[e. It should have been read as  t[e ht'y>h' alu yKi
~yGiP;, “though indeed it was the time of [early unripe] figs.” The

al here was not the negative particle alo but the emphatic alu
“verily, indeed.”

MARK 11:14  (MBS  VII )

 Kai. avpokriqei.j ei=pen auvth /|, “And answering he said to

it.” In I Sam 20:3 avpokri,qh appears as the translation of the

[b;V'yI “he swore,” and this was probably the Hebrew verb

translated as avpokriqei.j in Mark 11:14, “and swearing he

[Jesus] said to it [the fig tree].” 

MARK 11:23  (MBS  XVII)

]Oj a'n ei;ph | tw/| o;rei tou,tw |( a;rqhti kai. blh,qhti eivj

th .n qa,lassan, “Whoever says to this mountain, ‘be taken up

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_Chapter_17.pdf
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and cast into the sea’” reflects a Hebrew Vorlage  which prob-

ably read afeN"hi  hZ<h; lWbG>h;-la, rm;ayO rv,a] vyai-lK;.
~Y"h; %AT-la, lPen:t.hiw>. This lWbG> (= o;roj / mountain), the

cognate of the Arabic q$3 (jabal) “mountain,” can also mean

“boundary stone, landmark” (= o[rion) , as in Deut 19:14, “You

shall not remove your neighbor’s lWbG> (boundary stone) and

27:17, “cursed is he who moves his neighbor’s lWbG> (boundary

stone).” Jesus’ statement recorded in Matt 17:20 and 21:21 and

in Mark1:23 probably used lWbG>  “boundary stone, landmark”

( = o[rion) rather than lWbG> “mountain” ( = o;roj).

LUKE 5:14  (MBS  XIV )

Mhdeni. eivpei/n, “To no one to tell,” can be translated back

into Hebrew as  Xyal dgt al. If this was in Luke’s source he

obviously read this as vyail. dGIh; alo ,  “Tell not to anyone.”

But Jesu s probably used the emphatic particle alu and said

vyail. dGEh; alu  “Indeed, you must tell anybody.”

LUKE 6:16  (CMBBP XXVI)

Kai. VIou,dan VIakw,bou kai. VIou,dan VIskariw,q( o]j evge,-

neto prodo,thj , “Judas of James, and Judas Iscariot, who also

became betrayer.” The cariot found in the name  Iscariot is best

identified as the Hebrew tAaWrq. “lectors,” for the  tAaWrq.
were  those called to read from the Torah — comparable to the

Arabic  \£@"ªg (qâ cr i%y un ) “a reader / reciter of the Qurcan,” and

similar to the Arabic \!?g (qurrâ c) “a devotee, one who devotes

himself / herself to religious exercise.” This interpretation does

justice to the Greek definite article oJ in the named spelled as

!Iouvdan oJ ! Iskariw vq or as !Iouvda" oJ ! Iskariwvth". This

definite article in Greek requires the name to be reconstructed as

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_pp219-244.pdf
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tAyWrq . vyai, with the oJ !Is of the  oJ !Iskariwvth" reflecting

an vya i in the construct state (“the man of ” ) followed by the

tAyWrq . “lectors” in the absolute state.

LUKE 9:21  (MBS  XIV)

The Greek Parh,ggeilen mhdeni. le,gein tou/to, “He com-

manded they should tell this to no man,” reflects a misreading of

the lkl rbdh wdygy al wcyw in the Hebrew Vorlage as

lKoIl; rb'D'h; WdyGIy: alo  wc;Y>w: , which should have been read as

lKol; rb'D'h;: WdyGIy: alu wc;Y>w: , “he commanded they should

indeed tell the matter to everyone.”

LUKE 12:33  (CMBBP XXIV)

Poih,sate e`autoi/j balla,ntia mh. palaiou,mena( qhsau -

ro.n avne,kleipton evn toi/jouvranoi/j( o [pou kle,pthj ouvk

evggi,zei ouvde. sh.j diafqei,rei, “Provide yourselves money

bags which do not grow old, a treasure in the heavens that does

not fail, where no thief approaches nor moth destroys” (NKJ).

The first phrase of this text probably came from a Hebrew

Vorlage reading wlby al rXa ~ysk ~kl wX[. This

Hebrew can mean either (1) “make for yourselves purses

( balla,ntia =  ~ysiKi, the plural of  syKi “purse) which do not

wear out,” or (2) “make for yourselves clothes ( i`ma,tia =

~yIsuK., the plural of yWsK' “clothing) which do not wear out.”

According to Luke 10:4, Jesus prohibited his disciples from

carrying a purse  ( balla,ntion) or a bag (ph,ran ); and Luke

22:34 indicates that the disciples had carefully obeyed him. Once

the ~ysk in the Vorlage is read as ~yIsuK. “clothing” rather than

~ysiKi “purse” or “bag” the contradiction between Luke 10:4

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_14_pp219-244.pdf
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and 12:33 disappears. Once the “maggot” is restored in Matt

6:19–20 and the thieves mentioned there are recognized as

“grave robbers,” it becomes obvious that  “laying up treasure in

heaven,” and “providing one’s self with the ageless clothes of

heaven’s eternal treasure” (Luke 12:33) address  the reality of

human mortality, as well as the promise of immortality.

LUKE 14:26  (CBBP  XXXI)

Ei; tij e ;rcetai pro,j me kai. ouv misei/ . . . . ouv du,natai

ei=nai, mou maqhth,j , “If any one comes to me and does not hate

. . . he cannot be my disciple.” The Vorlage here was probably

 . . . an"f.yI al{w> vyai aboy" ~ai 
 ` ydIymil.T; tAyh.li lk;Wy al{

This verse has Jesus contradicting the second greatest com-

mandment, ^AmK' ^[]rel. T'b.h;a'w>, “you shall love your neigh-

bor as yourself ” (Lev 19:18, Matt 5:43, 19:19, 22:39, Mark

12:31, 12:33, Luke 10:27,  Rom 13:9, Gal 5:14, and James

2:8).  If the Greek had the emphatic  ou=n “really” rather than the

negative  ouv “not” there would be no contradiction. Or had the

al in the Vorlage  been the emphatic alu “indeed,” rather than

al{ “not,” there would have been no contradiction. If Jesus used

the negative al{ the questions turn to the ambiguous anXy /

hnXy in the Vorlage, with its interchange of  a and h and its X
which can be read as a f (Ñ ) or v (š ). When the X is read a f
the verb is hnef' / aneef' “to hate,”  the cognate of Arabic ëxH
(šanaca) or  \£xH (šanica). When the X is read a v the verb is (a)

hn"v' / anEv', the cognate of Arabic £xD /ÑxD  (sanay / sanaw) “he

treated him with gentleness, behaved well with him in social

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CBBP_Chapter_31.pdf
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intercourse” or (b) hn"v' / an"v' “to change, to go away, to for-

sake,” the cognate of Syriac an"ve (še7nac) “to change from one

place to another, to remove, to depart,” and Ugaritic šnw “to go
away.”  This (b) option removes the contradiction between Luke
14:26  and Luke 10:27. Forsaking one’s own family for a new

love has its roots in Gen 2:24, “a man leaves / forsakes (bz"[]y:)
his father and his mother and cleaves (qb;d"w>) to his wife, and

they become one  flesh.” The forsaking of kith and kin for a new
love required no hate, just a change and new priorities.

LUKE 14 :27  (CBBP  XXXI)

[Ostij ouv basta,zei to.n stauro.n eàutou/ kai. e;rcetai

ovpi,sw mou( ouv du,nataiei=nai, mou maqhth,j , “Whoever does

not bear his own cross and come after me, cannot be my

disciple.”  al{ yr"x]a; %leyEw> Abl'c.-ta, xQ;yI-al{ rv,a] ymiW
ydIymil.T; tAyh.li lk;Wy  (Salkinson-Ginsburg). In the Hebrew

Vorlage of  Luke 9: 23 and 14:27 the stauro.n “cross” may not

have been bWlc. “a pole, a cross” but al'T' / hl'T' . If so this

al'T' / hl'T' may well have been the cognate of (a) Arabic \ãª'
(talâca ) “a bond  by which one becomes responsible for the

safety of another” and £pª' ! (catlay) “he gave him his bond by

which he became responsible for his safety” and (b) Arabic

Ñpª' / âª' (tilw / talâ) “companion who imitates such a one and

follows him in action.” With these definitions in focus the origi-

nal meaning behind Jesus’ statement, “whoever does not carry

the cross and follow me cannot be my disciple,” may well have

been “whoever does not bear responsibility and does not imitate

me cannot be my disciple.
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LUKE 16:9  (CMBBP)

Poih,sate fi,louj evk tou/ mamwna/ th/j avdiki,aj , “Make

to yourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness” reflects

an original lw[h !wmmh !m w[rth which should have been

interpreted to mean “abstain yourselves from unrighteous mam-

mon.” The verb w[rth  is not the Hithpacel  of  h['r" , stem II,

“to cherish, to be a friend, a companion,” but h['r" , stem III,

which is the cognate of the Arabic Ñ\@ / "\@ (ra cwa / ra câ) “he

refrained from things or affairs, he forebore, or he abstained from

bad or foul conduct.”

JOHN 3:3  (MBS  XV )

VEa.n mh, tij gennhqh/| a ;nwqen( ouv du,natai ivdei/n th .n

basilei,an tou/ qeou/ , “If anyone may not be born from above,

he is not able to see the kingdom of God,” or “If any one may not

be born again , he is not able to see the kingdom of God.” The

ambiguity of a;nwqen reflects the ambiguity in Jesus’ reply to

Nicodemus in Hebrew speech: hl[m vyai dleW"yI al{-~ai
~yhil{a/h tWkl.m;-ta, tAar>li lk;Wy-al{. The unpointed

hl[m could be read as hl'[.m; “above” (from the stem hl'[') or

hL'[;m. “a second time” (from hl'[' / ll;[', stem IV, which is the

cognate of the Arabic qª\ (calla) “a second time).

JOHN 8:6  (MBS  VIII )

Ò de. VIhsou/j ka,tw ku,yaj tw/| daktu,lw| kate,grafen eivj

th .n gh /n can be translated back into Hebrew as [wXy hxXw
rp[h l[ w[bc [bcb btk “bending over Jesus wrote

with a finger ([bcb) his religious-decision (w[bc) in the

dust”—the w[bc being the cognate of Arabic Ç_$L (s.ibg'at)  “a

religious law.” There was a haplography which changed the

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/CMBBP_TWENTY-EIGHT.pdf
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original w[bc [bcb to just w[bcb “with his finger.”

JOHN 8:8  (MBS  VIII )

;Egrafen eivj th.n gh /n, “He wrote upon the ground” can be

translated back into Hebrew as rpu['-l[; rp'['h'-l[; bt;K' “he

wrote upon the dust about forgiveness.” The rpu[' “forgive-

ness”is the cognate of Arabic verb ?dª` (g'afara) “he forgave”

and the nouns ?ªc"` (g'a%fir) and @Ñdª` (g'afu%r) which are epithets

of God meaning “covering and forgiving the sins, crimes, and

offences of his people.” There was seemingly a haplography

which changed the original rp[ l[ rp[h l[ to just l[
rp[h “upon the dust.”

JOHN 9:35  (CMBBP  XXV )

Kai. eur̀w.n auvto.n ei=pen\ su . pisteu,eij eivj to.n ui`o.n

tou/ avnqrw,pou , “And when He had found him, He said to him,

‘Do you believe in the Son of God?’” (NKJ). “And having found

him he said, ‘Do you believe in the Son of man?’” The manu-

scripts and versions differ over which title was actually used by

Jesus. The Greek manuscripts p 66, 75 a B D W read to .n ui`o.n

tou/ avnqrw,pou “the son of man,” but  manuscripts A K L X D

Q Y read  to .n ui`o.n tou/  q eou/ “Son of God.” The Peshitta

reads ahlad hrbb “ in the Son of God,” but the Old Syriac

reads  avnad hrbb  “in the Son of Man.” Once the Greek o`

ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou is translated back into Hebrew and Aramaic

and written without vowels at least fifteen meanings become

possible (seven for ~da and eight for Xna). Even if Jesus and

the disciples knew perfectly well what was meant when they
spoke, ambiguity was unavoidable once the sayings were written

Hebrew and Aramaic using consonants only. The most likely

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_8_John_8_6-8.pdf
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meanings of ~da-!b, or  Xna-!b, or Xna-rb— which be-

came the anarthrous o` ui`o.j  avnqrw,pou. “ the son of man” and

the arthrous o` ui`o.j tou/  avnqrw,pou. “ the son of the man”— are:

(1) “the son of man” = a mortal human being,  i.e., ~d'a' !B, , or

vAna/ !B, or  Xn"a/ rB;, with the Xna being the cognate of the

Arabic Fw! (canisa) “to be friendly, social”;  (2) “the man of

purity” =  the purest person, i.e., vAna/ rB; , with the rb being

the cognate of the Arabic ?ª# (barra) “he was pious, kind, good,

gentle”; (3) “the son of reconciliation” conciliator, i.e., -!B,
~dea{, with the ~dea{ being the cognate of Arabic uu[ (cadama)

“he effected a reconciliation between them and brought them

together”; (4) “the son of authority”= one in authority, i.e.,

~d'ae-!B,, with the ~d'ae being the cognate of the Arabic u< !
(c idâmu) and »¯u[ (cadamat) “ the chief / provost of his people,

the aider or manager of the affairs, the examplar of his people”;

and (5) “the son of the-one-in-charge” =  the Sovereign,” i.e.,

~d'aeh;-!B,. With all of the right vowels restored and with the

lexical options in focus, it is easy to recognize  ~d'aeh' “the

Sovereign” as a title for Yahweh. Reverence for the name may

well have been extended to ~d'aeh ' itself so that the ~d'aeh'-!B ,
“the Son of the Sovereign” was intentionally mispronounced as

~d'a'h'-!B, “the Son of the Man” which, in turn, produced the

baffling o` ui`o.j tou/ avnqrw,pou “the son of the man.” The

disciples and those in the early church certainly knew that “the

Son of the Man” meant “the Son of the Sovereign,” which was

but another way of saying “the Son of God.” It was apparently

so well understood it required no commentary.
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JOHN 11:33  (MBS  XVI)

The VEnebrimh,sato tw/| pneu ,mati kai. evta ,raxen e`auto .n,

“He became angry in his spirit, and shook himself,” reflects an

original Hebrew phrase  xwr ~[z ~[z, which was read as ~[oz"
x;Wr ~[;z", as though it included ~[;z" , stem I, “to be indignant,

to be angry,” and x;Wr, stem I, “wind, breath, spirit.”  But the

xwr ~[z ~[z should have been read as xw:r" ~[;z" ~[oz", which

included ~[;z", stem II, “to be assertive, to be responsible” and

xw:r", stem II, “to act quickly, promptly.” The Arabic cognate of

~[;z" , stem II, is vª\B (za cama) “he asserted, he became respon-

sible,  amenable.” The cognate of xw:r", stem II, is  2Ö@ /2é@
(rwh.  / râh.a) “he was active, prompt,”as in the phrase Äo 2"Ü@é
(c aryâh.a lah ), “he was prompt to do what was beneficent.”

Thus xwr ~[z ~[z can mean “becoming assertive he immedi-

ately took full responsibility upon himself.”

JOHN 11:38  (MBS  XVI)
VIhsou/j ou=n pa,lin evmbrimw,menoj evn eàutw/| e;rcetai eivj

to. mnhmei/on, has traditionally been translated as “then Jesus,

again groaning in himself, came to the tomb.” But initially the

text probably stated, “then Jesus, again asserting himself, came

to the tomb.” (See above on John 11:33.)

JOHN 19:39  (MBS  IX )

Fe,rwn mi,gma smu,rnhj kai. avlo,hj wj̀ li,traj ek̀ato,n,

fe,rwn mi,gma smu,rnhj kai. avlo,hj wj̀ li,traj ek̀ato,n,,

“Bringing a mixture of myrrh and aloes, about a hundred

pounds.” The Hebrew Vorlage for this verse may have been

hh'a'm. ar'j'yliK. tAlh'a]w:-rmo %s,m, %Ws %Wsa' aybime, “he

came bringing a flask of ointment— a mixture of myrrh and aloes
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about a liter— wailing (as he came).” The hhea;m.  is the cognate

of the Arabic Äª|ê (cahhaha) “he expressed pain or grief or

sorrow.” 

JOHN 20:15  (MBS  IX )

VEkei,nh dokou/sa o [ti o` khpouro,j e vstin le,gei auvtw/|\
ku ,rie, “She, supposing him to be the mortician said to him,

Lord . . . .” The Greek khpouro,j “gardener,” was one who took

care of the flowers, plants, and trees; but the Hebrew !N"G: “gar-

dener” could have been a homograph for the one who handled

dead bodies. Its Arabic cognates include yx3 ( janan) “grave”

(= !ng), yx3 (janan) “dead body (= !ng), yáx3 ( janîn) “grave

clothes” (= !yng), and yáx3 ( janîn)  “buried, placed in the grave”

(= !yng).

JOHN 21:15–17  (CBBP  XXXIII)

Si,mwn VIwa,nnou( avgapa/|j me ple,on tou,twnÈ le,gei

auvtw /|\ nai. ku,rie( su. oi=dajo[ti filw/ seÅ le,gei auvtw/|\ bo,ske

ta. avrni,a mou , “ ‘Simon son of John, do you truly love me more

than these?’ ‘Yes, Lord,’  he said, ‘you know that I love you.’

Jesus said, ‘Feed my lambs.’” In Hebrew this became:

 hL,aeme rt,y< ytiao hT'a; bheaoh; hn"Ay-rB; !A[m.vi 
hT'a; ynIdoa] !he wyl'ae rm,aYOw.

`yt'Al['-ta, lhen: wyl'ae rm,aYOw: ^yTib.h;a] yKi T'[.d:y"
(Salkinson-Ginsburg). 

The Greek text has avgapa/|j , the lofty word for “love” in Jesus’

question and filw/ , a less lofty word for “love” in Peter’s re-

sponse. The Hebrew in  Jesus’ initial question would have been

bh;a' “to love” and the verb in Peter’s response would have been
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h['rE, the intensive Picel “to love intensively, to cherish.” Peter’s

choice of h['rE matches its use in Psalm 37:3–4, hn"Wma h['reW
hw"hy>-l[; gN:[;t.hiw>, “cherish faithfulness and take exquisite

delight in Yahweh.” Not conspicuous in the Greek text of Jesus’

and Peter’s dialogue, but very conspicuous in its Hebrew

Vorlage, is the wordplay with (a) h['rE “to cherish ,” (b) h['r"
“to pasture, to feed,” and (c) h['r" used as the metaphor “to

pastor, to lead, to teach.” Verses 15–17 once read: “Simon of

Jonah, do you love (bhea{{) me more than kith-and-kin (hL'ai)?”

He said to him, “Yes, Lord, you know that I cherish (h['rE)
you.” Jesus said to him, “Feed (h[,r> ) my lambs!”  A second

time he said to him, “Simon of Jonah, do you love (bhea{) me?”

He said to him, “Yes, Lord; you know that I cherish (h['rE)
you.” Jesus said to him, “Lead  (h[,r>) my sheep!” He said to

him the third time, “Simon of John, do you cherish (h['rE) me?”

Peter felt hurt because he said to him the third  time, “Do you

cherish (h['rE) me?” And he said to him, “Lord, you know

everything; you know that I cherish (h['rE) you.” Jesus said to

him, “cherish (h['rE) my lambs!” The hla  behind the ple,on

tou,twn (hL,aeme rt,y,) “more than these” was certainly the hla
that was the cognate of Arabic r! ( câl / cill ) and ÇpÜ! ( cîlat) “a

man’s family, relations, or kinfolk.” 

ACTS 26:14  (MBS  XIII )

The Hebrew phrase spoken by Jesus and quoted by Paul

— which Luke translated as sklhro,n soi pro.j ke,ntra
laktizein , “it is hard for thee against goads to kick”— was

probably ~yXrpb j[b $l hXq. If so, Luke misread the

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_13_Acts26-14.pdf
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phrase as ~yvir"p.Bi j[ob.' ^l. hv,q, “ it is hard for you to kick

against goads.”  What Jesus probably said to Paul in Hebrew

was ~yviruP.B; j[ob. ^l. hv,q' ,  “ it is hard for you to reject the

Pharisees.”

ROMANS 12:20  (MBS  V )

VAlla. e va .n peina/| o ` evcqro,j sou( yw,mize auvto ,n\ e va.n

diya/|( po,tize auvto ,n\ tou/toga .r poiw/n a;nqrakaj puro.j
swreu,seij evpi. th.n kefalh.n auvtou/, “If your enemies are

hungry, feed them; if they are thirsty, give them something to

drink; for by doing this you will heap burning coals on their

heads.” The metaphor of “heaping coals of fire upon the

head”— meaning “to teach someone a good lesson”— is based

upon the usage in Arabic of F$g (qabasa) “fire, a live coal.” It

is the cognate of  vp;Ke “hot ashes, coals”— a synonym of the

~ylix'G< “glowing coals” in Proverbs 25:22. The Arabic F$g
é@"w (qabasa  nârâ ) means “he took fire” and é@"xoé F$g
(qabasa ’alnârâ ) means “he lighted the fire.” But "tp\ F$g
(qabasa cilmâ ) means “he acquired  knowledge, he sought

knowledge.” In the causative é@"w ÄC$g é (’aqbasahu nârâ )

means “he gave him fire” and "tp\ ÄC$gé (’aqbasahu cilmâ )

means “he taught him knowledge.” The plural noun Fª#éÑªhªoé
(’alqawâbisu) means “those who teach what is good.”  Thus the

Arabic idiom and metaphor removes the obscurity of the Hebrew

idiom and metaphor of “heaping of glowing coals upon the

head” in Prov 25:22 and its quotation here in Rom 12:20. If the

firey coals have to do with heat, then crowning someone with

coals would be an act of torture. If the firey coals have to do

with light, then crowning someone with glowing coals would be

an act of illumination with the recipient’s becoming en-

lightened.

http://tmcdaniel.palmerseminary.edu/MBS_5_Prov-n-Rom.pdf
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I CORINTHIANS 11:10  (MBS  I & SHEM TOB)

Dia. tou/to o vfei,lei h` gunh. e vxousi,an e;cein evpi. th/j
kefalh/j dia. tou.j avgge,louj, “That is why a woman ought to

have a veil on her head, because of the angels” (RSV).

“Therefore ought the woman to have a power over her head,

because of the angels”  (DRA).” The “veil” versus “authority”

issue disappears once the s  of  evxousi,a  is removed and the re-

maining letters are recognized as a transliterated Aramaic

loanword. The  evxousi,an “power” found in every major Greek

manuscript needs to be corrected to  evxoui,an and read as the

loanword  aY"Wsk.a, “a covering,” a variant of the well attested

yWSKi “covering.” The prosthetic a of  yWsk.a, is analogous to the

prosthetic ev  with the variants evcqe,j and cqe,j “yesterday.”

(Using a loanword for an item of clothing is still common, like

the English scarf coming from the Old French escherpe and the

English gown coming from the Late Latin gunna).

I CORINTHIANS 11:24  (MBS  X )

Tou/to, mou, evstin to. sw/ma , “This is my body.” The

variants here and in Matt 26:26 , Mark 14:22 and Luke 22:19

include: [a] to . u`pe.r u`mw/n, [b] to. ùpe.r um̀w/n klw,menon, [c]

to .u`pe.r um̀w/n dido,menon, [d] to . up̀e.r um̀w/n qrupto,menon).

These texts and  variants read, “This is my body, which is for

you, which is broken for you, which is given for you, which is

broken-in-pieces for you.” These variants reflect a Hebrew

tradition which read  ~kd[b rgpnh rwgPh yrgP hz—

with rgp stems I, II, and III. The rgp, stem I, means “body”; the

rgp, stem II “to break,” is the cognate of Arabic ?4ªc (fajara)

“to cleave, to brake open, to pour forth, to make water, blood, or

a fluid to flow”; and the rgp, stem III “to give,” is the cognate

of Arabic ?4ªc (fajara) “he gave, he made his gift large.”
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REVELATION 13 :18  (CMBBP  XXV ) 
Ò e;cwn nou/n yhfisa,tw to.n avriqmo.n tou/ qhri,ou(

avriqmo.j ga.r avnqrw,poue vsti,n( kai. ò avriqmo.j auvtou/ e`xa-

ko,sioi e`xh ,konta e[x , “Let anyone with understanding calculate

the number of the beast, for it is the number of a person. Its

number is six hundred sixty-six.” The most obvious name which

the Christ and the beast shared in common with a numerical

equivalent of 666 would have been sôter, which had antithetical

meanings depending on whether the sôter was a Greek word or

a Hebrew word. The Greek swthr “savior” (as in Luke 2:11,

swth.r o[j evstin Cristo.j ku,rioj “a savior who is Christ, the

Lord”) would be transliterated in Hebrew and Aramaic as rtws
(= swtr = sôte%r). In Hebrew the s (S) = 60, the w (W) = 6, the t
(T) = 400, and the r (R) = 200—  which all together equals 666.

The Hebrew and Aramaic rtws (= swtr = sôter), in contrast to

the Greek word  transliterated into Hebrew using these same
letters, means “destroyer” or “one who tears down,” being the

cognate of Arabic ?(H (šatar) “to offend, abuse, revile” and ?á(H
(šatîr) “knave, rogue.” Therefore, 666 can be a numeric code for

“savior” when based upon the Greek loanword swthr (sôte%r) or

666 can be a numeric code for “destroyer” when based upon the

Hebrew / Aramaic rtws ( = swtr = sôte%r).

PSALMS OF SOLOMON 2:26–27  (CBBP  XXXIV)

VEkkekenthme,non evpi. tw/n ovre,wn Aivguvptou , “He [Pom-

pey] was pierced through upon the mountains of Egypt.” The

Vorlage was either Myrcm  yrh l( rxn, “he was stabbed

upon the mountains of Egypt,” or  Myrcm yrx l( rxn , “he was

stabbed along the inlets of Egypt.” The ojrevwn “mountains” is
problematic since there are no mountains in the Egyptian Delta

at Pelusium or even at Mons Cassius. Moreover, Dio Cassius,
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Plutarch, and Lucanus concurred that Pompey’s assassination

occurred on a small boat in the shallow waters off Pelusium, on

the eastern edge of the Egyptian delta. The Greek ojrevwn
“mountains” — minus the genitive plural suffix wn — may

actually be the transliteration of  yriIxo “inlets” in the Hebrew

Vorlage rather than the translation of yriIhf “mountains.” The

Arabic cognate @Ñ7 (.hawr) means “an inlet from a sea or a large

river entering into the land, a  channel where water pours into a

sea or large river, or a canal from a sea or river.” The Syriac

“when he was slain upon the mountains in Egypt,” simply mis-

read the original yrx in its Vorlage as yrh, as well as having

misread hkn “slain” instead of the original rxn “stabbed.”

GOSPEL OF THOMAS, LOGIA 114  (MBS  I) 

“For every woman who makes herself male (= Arabic ?k>
[d.akara] = rkz) will enter the Kingdom of Heaven,” can also

mean “For every woman who is repentant / obedient (= Arabic

?k> [d.akara] = rkz) will enter the Kingdom of Heaven.”

ADDENDUM

THE SONG OF DEBORAH  *

I. PROSE PROLOGUE: 4:23–24

4:23  God subdued in that day Jabin, King of Canaan, before the

Israelites. 4:24 Yea, the hand of the Israelites bore harder and

harder on Jabin, King of Canaan, until they finally destroyed

Jabin, King of Canaan.
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II. POETIC PROLOGUE: 3:31; 5:6–7, 5:1–2b

3:31  Then later Shamgar ben-Anat appeared on the scene!  He

smote with a mattock two marauding bands; he plundered

hundreds of men with a(n) (ox)goad. He was appointed

overseer, and gained victories by himself for Israel! 5:6  From

the days of Shamgar ben-Anat, from the days he used to attack

(covertly), caravans ceased and caravaneers had to travel

roundabout routes. Warriors deserted, in Israel they failed to

assist, until the arising of Deborah, the arising of a Mother in

Israel! 5:1 Then Deborah made Barak ben-Abinoam march

forth on that day when the heroine called for heroism  in Israel,
when the militia was summoned, (by her) saying:

 
III. DEBORAH’S EXHORTATION: 5:2c–4, 5:8–9

5:2c  “PRAISE YAHWEH! 

Hear, O kings! Listen, O princes! I am for Yahweh!  I, yes I, I

will attack, I will fight for Yahweh, the God of Israel. 5:4  O
Yahweh, when you went out from Seir, when you marched from

the plain of Edom, the earth trembled noisily, the heavens

dropped open, the clouds dropped torrentially. The waters of the
mountains flowed from the presence of Yahweh, the One of

Sinai, from the presence of Yahweh, my God. God will provide

strength. 5:8  God will muster the recruits. When the brave

ones battle, shield, moreover, and spear will appear among the
forty thousand in Israel.

 Respond to the call, O leaders of Israel!

 O you who are summoned  for the militia! 

5:9c PRAISE YAHWEH!” 

IV. MUSTERING THE TROOPS: 5:10–13

5:10  Riders on young donkeys, those sitting on mules, and those

walking along the way 5:11 hastened on mountain roads,

hurrying between the mountain-passes, where the victories of
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Yahweh would be given—the victories of his two warriors in

Israel, when the very storms would descend from Yahweh. 5:12

The troops of Deborah roused themselves to rout the troops of

the pursuer. Barak made preparations to attack, ben-Abinoam

to take prisoners. 5:13 When the caravan-leader went forth

against the nobles, (when) the militia of Yahweh descended, they

were accompanied by (heavenly) warriors.

V. STRATEGY OF THE FORCES: 5:14 –16

5:14  Some from Ephraim, hastening through Amalek, would

strike at the rear;  Benjamin from concealment would attack.
5:15  From Machir commanders would go down. Yea, from
Zebulon, (those) brandishing the marshal’s mace, and officers

from Issachar along with Deborah. That he might inflict defeat,

Barak was concealed in the plain. Dispatched with his footmen

along the tributaries was Reuben. Gad had joined them. 5:16

Those of true courage circled about to wait between the

ravines, to listen, to look for stragglers along the tributaries, to

triumph over  the cowardly chieftains.

VI. ISRAELITE ATTACK: 5:17–18

5:17  Gilead in Trans-Jordan went on alert. then Dan boldly

attacked ships;  Asher assailed along the water’s edge and

struck against its harbors. 5:18  Zebulon swam (underwater),

risking his life; Naphtali attacked Merom. 

VII. CANAANITE COUNTERATTACK: 5:19

5:19  The kings were forced to come. They fought. (But) when
the kings of Canaan fought, from Taanach along the waters of
Megiddo, silver spoils they did not take. 

VIII. THE DEFEAT OF THE CANAANITES: 5:20–23

5:20  From the heavens fought the stars, from their stations they
fought against Sisera. 5:21 The Wadi Kishon swept them [the
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chariots] away, the Wadi surged seaward . The Wadi Kishon

overtook (them), it overflowed, they sought refuge. 5:22  Then

retreated up the slopes their horses (and their) chariots — his

chariot, his stallions. 5:23  Doomed to die, they panicked—

Yahweh had sent a cloudburst! Their riders were in total panic!

Truly victorious were the ones going forth for the Warrior Yah-

weh, for the Warrior Yahweh, with the (heavenly) heroes!

IX. ASSASSINATION OF SISERA:

 5:24–25, 5:27a, 5:26, 5:27b

5:24 Most blessed among women is Yael, wife of Heber the
Kenite, among women in tents she is most blessed. 5:25  Water

he requested, milk she gave, in a truly magnificent goblet she

brought cream. 5:27a  Between her legs he drank, he fell to
sleep. 5:26  She stretched her hand to the tent-pin, her right hand
to the workmen’s hammer. She hammered Sisera, battered his
head, shattered and pierced his neck. 5:27b  Between her legs

half-conscious he fell; motionless, powerless, there he fell slain.

X. ANXIETY IN SISERA’S COURT: 5:28–30

5:28  Through the window she peered—but (only) emptiness!

The mother of Sisera inquired (at) the lattice: “Why tarries his
chariot’s arrival? Why so late the sound of his chariotry?” 5:29

The clairvoyants among her damsels divined. Indeed, her

soothsayer reported to her: 5:30  “The victors have forded (the

water); they are dividing the spoil—a wench or two for the head
of the hero — spoil of dyed cloth for Sisera, spoil of the best
cloth, an embroidered cloth or two for the spoiler’s
neckerchiefs.”

XI. POETIC CONCLUSION: 5:31a

5:31a  Thus may all the enemies of Yahweh perish. (May) His
lovers (be) like the rising of the sun because of His power.
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XII. PROSE EPILOGUE: 5:31b 

5:31b  And the land was at peace for forty years.
________________

* This is the translation of Thomas McDaniel, published in

Deborah Never Sang: A Philological Study of the Song of

Deborah (Judges Chapter V ), with English Translation and

Comments. Jerusalem: Makor, 1983, 402 pages.

 [BS 1305.3   M3  1983].
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